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The benefits of education and of 
useful knowledge, generally diffused 
through a community, are essential 
to the preservation of a free gov-
ernment. 
Sam Houston. 
Cultivated mind is the guardian 
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edge and the only security that free-
men desire. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Each year the Department of School Visitation receives num-
erous requests from superintendents and boards of trustees for 
information concerning teachers employed in Texas high schools. 
It has seemed to the Department that there is sufficient demand 
for some of the information collected to warrant a wider circula-
tion of it than has been possible heretofore. It is believed that 
such information will prove of genuine service to teachers and 
school authorities. 
Blanks were sent out in October 1915, to all the high schools 
in the state that were, at that time, classified by the State De-
partment of Education as schools of the first class. These 
blanks called for a great deal of detailed information. Hence, 
it took considerable time to get them filled out and returned. 
Finally, the information was received from all the schools that 
were affiliated with the University and from 67 schools that 
have not yet received affiliation, though several of this number 
will doubtless receive affiliation this session. Since there were 
173 public high schools affiliated, the total number of schools 
whose teachers are listed in the directory is 240. It was not 
thought advisable to include the information from the private 
schools. 
The Department of School Visitation, in publishing a directory 
of Texas high school teachers, hopes to serve, at least, two gen-
eral purposes: (1) To furnish all those interested in educa-
tional conditions in Texas some definite data on the high-school 
teaching force now working in the high schools, (2) To furnish 
to school officials a basis for comparing some of the vital factors 
involved in high-school instruction. It will be noted that the 
data given cover such important matters as salary, scholarship, 
experience, extent of service in a particular community, teach-
ing hours per day, and the subjects taught. While these are 
not all the factors that affect instruction, yet they must be given 
much weight in estimating the teaching efficiency in any school. 
The data given in this bulletin indicate remarkable develop-
ment in teaehing efficiency in Tuxas. To fully appreciate the 
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great improvement it would only be necessary to compare pre-
sent conditions with those of ten, or even five, years ago. 
Although the increase in salaries has little more than kept 
pace with the increase in the cost of living and the cost of pro-
ducing the kind of teacher that is in greatest demand, yet it will 
be found that teachers' salaries are today from 30 to 40 per-
cent higher than they were ten years ago. 
That the scholarship has increased is evident from the fact 
that 51 Texas high schools met the requirements of the Southern 
Commission this year. 
Another marked improvement is noted in the tendency to re-
duce the teaching periods per day per teacher. School authori-
ties are rapidly coming to the opinion that five or six class per-
iods per day represent the maximum for any teacher if really 
successful teaching is to be done. When such large, authori-
tative, educational bodies as the North Central Association of 
Colleges and Secondary Schools, and the Commission on Ac-
credited Schools of the Southern States announce that the num-
ber of daily periods of class-room instruction should not exceed 
five, it is not from any humanitarian impulse to protect the 
teacher, but rather to protect the pupil from superficial, ineffi-
cient, and deadening instruction which, instead of interesting 
and enlightening the child, bores him and makes school life 
distasteful. It is conceded by practically all American students 
of education that teachers of science and teachers of such sub-
jects as English and history, which require much written work, 
will do more effective teaching in five class periods than in six. 
Texas high-school authorities have realized that merely holding 
recitations is not necessarily teaching. It is evident from the 
data collected that vigorous effort has been made to reduce the 
number of recitation periods of the teachers. 
In the small high schools it will always be necessary for a 
teacher to teach more than one subject. In the larger high 
schools departmental teaching has come to be the common prac-
tice. 
Unfortunately, the annual change of teachers in the high 
schools continues to be a serious obstacle in the way of high-
school development. It is practically impossible to maintain 
high standards in any school that must ''break in'' a consider-
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able per cent of its teaching force each year. Until there is a 
greater supply of teachers who take up the work as an actual 
profession there seems to be no remedy for the constant change 
in high-school teaching forces. 
It has been difficult to work out any satisfactory list of ab-
breviations for the many institutions which prepare teachers. 
For institutions located in other state8, the abbreviations sub-
mitted by the teachers have been used in most cases. In listing 
Texas institutions in which teachers received training, the fol-
lowing arbitrary abbreviations have been used·: 
1. A. C.-Austin College. 
2. A. & M.-Agricultural and Mechanical College. 
3. B. F. C.-Baylor Female College. 
4. B. U.-Baylor University. 
5. C. I. A.-College of Industrial Arts. 
6. D. B. C.-Daniel Baker College. 
7. E. T. N. C.-East Texas Normal College. 
8. H. P. C.-Howard Payne College. 
9. N. T. S. N.-North Texas State Normal College. 
10. P. C.-Polytechnic College. 
11. S. H. N. I.-Sam Houston Normal In~titute. 
12. S. C.-Simmon 's College. 
13. S. W. T. N.-Southwest Texas State Normal. 
14. S. W. U.-Southwestern University. 
15. T. C. U.-Texas Christian University. 
16. T. U.-Trinity University. 
17. T. W. C.-Texas Woman's College. 
18. U. of T.-University of Texas. 
19. N. W. T. N.-Northwest Texas State Normal. 
The schools on the Southern List are marked with a star. 
The affiliated schools are indicated by printing the number 
of units credit after the name of the school. 
In some cases full data were not received. In such cases 
the spaces are left blank. The information on some of the 
items was, in cases, more extensive than could be printed. It 
was necessary in many cases to slightly modify the material in 
order to get some uniformity. The purpose has been, however, 
to give essentially the information received. 
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Scholastic Preparation Experience I Subjects 
------
No.Years as Teacher 
An- as Including 
Schools-Teachers 
No. Years I 
nual Student In Names of Inst!- this Year Tau&'ht by these Dally 
Sal- 1-------- tutfons Attended1----- Teachers this Recl-
ary Ool- School Year ta-
Nor- Jere In In tions 
m al or Derree Bee. this 
Sch. Univ. Sch. Sch. 
---------·!---------11-------1-- ---1·------11--
Ab!lene (Or. 20) 
J . L. Brooks, Supt ..•• $1 ,800------
R . A, Smith ____________ 1,800 ------
Rosa Moffett. _________ _ 
A. H. Roberts ________ _ 
Coral Olark------------V. H. Robinson _______ _ 
Beulah Baker __________ _ 
Lenore Janeway _______ _ 
Mamie T!llett. _________ _ 
Laura Setzler __________ _ 
J. Hale Edwards ______ _ 
H. L. Schug __________ _ 









J. G. Toland, Supt. ___ $1,800 ------
J. E. Evans, Prln . ____ 1,200 2 
Bessie Robertson ______ _ 
Winnifred Vickrey _____ _ 




4 ________ ·u. of Tenn. ____ _ 
6 M.A. JU. of T·--------
\ 
4 B .A. B. U------------
4 A.B . U. of Mo·------ -
4 A .B. U. of T·---------
5 A.B. T.O.U., U. of 0 . 
4 A.B . U. of T·---------
5 B.S . A. & M. (Okla.) 
4 A.B. .Ran.-Macon . __ _ 
4 A.B. Newberry Ool .... 
4 A.B. S.W.U., U.of O. 
5 ¥.A. U. of Mich. ____ _ 
4 mi· Ala. -------------
3 --- ----- S .W.U., S.W .T. N. 
5 Ph .B. B . U.------------
4 B.A. U. of T·---------
3 B.A. B. F . 0---------
Alpine (Or. 11) 
E. R . Bentley, Supt. __ $1,500 3 B.A. U.ofT., T.O.U. 
R. E. Coffin, Prin . ..•• 1,200 3 --------------Kans . St. Nor. __ 
Cora Allen______________ 765 ------ 2 --- - --- - U .ofT. , Ool. St . 
Jessie Gourley__________ 720 ------ 3 B.S. S.A. Female Col. 
Ebel Moss- ------------- 675 3 --- --- -------- S. W. T. N .•.•• 
Alto 
E. L. Ollver, Supt .•••. $1,000 3 
0. A. Wilkinson________ 800 2 ------ -------- N. T. S. N ·----- · %-------- N. T. S . N. (1st 
grade Oer.) 
25 ------ ---------------- ------
10 6 Psych.. Man-
al(ement and 
Methods. 
8 3 E. -------------
4 3M. -------------
9 4 Sc. -------------
5 3 H. -------------
~ i ~:. ~~~========= 
2 ------ E. -------------4 ------ H., M. , L. ___ _ 













~ t· s~:::::::::: 
1 P., 0-----------
1 Sp., Oom ..... . 
~ t :.~::::::::: 
























Florence Fisber_________ 600 ------ B.A. S. W. U.-------------- 2 L .• E. _________ _ 
Alvin (Or . 16) 
A . H . Russell , Supt.-- $1,400 2 
Rebecca Pearl RusselJ__ 630 ------
l'h -------- S .H.N .I., U. of I T., U. of 0. 
3'h.-------- Peabody Col. , U. 





1 E ., L .----------
5 
6 
Blanche Mylander...... 630 --- --- A.B. Neb. Wesleyan U. 3 3 Ger., E-- -- -----
-------- E.T.S.N., U. of------------ H., Sc. ________ _ 
6 
6 Virginia Broadfoot.... 630 ------
*Amar!llo (Or. 24'h) 
M. H. Duncan, Supt ... $2,500 ------
J. L. Dullot, Prin , ____ 1,400 ------
W. A. Mcintosh ..•..•. 1,080 _____ _ 
0. P. Atwood _________ 1,000 ------
G. J . Nunn_____________ 945 ------
T. 
7 M.A. B . U., Yale-----









B. U ·------------A. M. Vander-
b!lt, U. of T., 
U. Leipsic. Susie Overton. _________ _ 900 --- --- 4 A.B. Randolph-Macon Nell Farrar_ ___________ _ 
Lenore Leins -----------
900 _____ _ 5 A .B . U. of Tenn·-----








Agnes Meyer ___________ _ 765 - ----- 4'h A .B. U . of Ohio------ 3 Llllan Gray _____ _______ _ 
Stella Hemphill • •..•. -.. Maggie Avent. ________ _ 
900 4 a Ph.B. u. of c . _________ ------
765______ 4 A.B. U. of T ... ------- l 9001 3 ------ ,- ------- W. S. T. N.----- 6'h 
Schools marked with asterisk on Southern list. 
2 ---- ------------ ------







3 H. ------------- 5 
3 L . ------------- 6 
2 Ger., H·------- 4 
2 M. - ------------ 6 
1 E. ------------- 4 
1 Sp. ------------- 5 
1 D. E. ---------- 5 
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Scholastic Preparation Experience Subjects 
No. Years 
No. Years as 'l.'eacher 
Schools-Teachers 
An- as including 
nual Student in Names of Insti- this Year Taught by these Daily 
Sal- 1--------- tutions Attended i----- Teachers this Recl-
ary Col- School Year ta-
Nor- lege In In tlons 
ma! or Degree Sec. this 
Sch. Univ. Sch. Sch . 
---------- --- ------ ____ , _______ ----- --------1---
Anson 
0. B. Rollins, Supt. ___ $1,225 1 l'h-------- N.T.S.N., B .U. 9 2 E. --------------
2 M. -------------
3 
0 . T . Watson, Prin. __ 
Hybernia, Grace ______ _ 





3 )B.S. E. T. S. N. ___ _ 




Ai;f.1e§. <fli%pson, Supt.-- $1,125 ______ ------ -------- ------------------- 25 
ir· ·--~~========= 
2.H., Sc., Gram. 8 
8 
8 ~~~spfr1e~:~-~~-!'2~~~== ug---4-- ====== ======== ~~-~~-~~-~~==== ~ l M ., Ph . _______ _ 1 E., L -----------
11.rlington (Cr. 13'h) 
J. A. Kooken, Supt. ___ $1,250 2 -------- T. U., Valparaiso 




81 Alg., Pl.G.,Ph. 3 
6 E. L. Cowden, Prin. __ 1,000 l ip" 111:, ________ _ 




Myrtle Thornton_______ 630 1 2 B.S. S.W.T.N.,Swltz- 5 E., L, _____ ____ _ 
er Col. 
Viva Boothe____________ 630 ------ 2 _______ _iu. of •r. ________ _ 1 H. 
"lthens 
A. W. Eddins, Supt .-- $1,500 1 ------ -------- S. H. N. I._____ 25 ------Sc. ------------ 3 
A. L. Farrell, Prin.__ _ 900 3 ------ - ------ .. N'. T. S. N,_____ 4 3M. , H,_________ 5 
Helena Yantis__________ 765------ 1 -------- U. of T,_________ 2 4 L., H.--------- 5 
Mary K. Watkins______ 765 ------ 4 1 T . U.____________ 3 ------ E. -------------- 5 
Katheryn Eddins______ _ 765 3 ------ -------- C. I. A·--------------- ____ __ D. E., H.______ 5 
Austiu (Cr. 341h) 


















12 ------- ---------- ------J. E. Pearce, Prin.--- 2,0QO _____ _ U. of T.--------
U. of T.----- ---
18 Sociology ------ 2 
Nina HilL-------------- 1,200 ------ 15 E. ------------- 5 Ellie Graves_____________ 900 ------ U. of T. -------- 13 E. ------------- 5 Alice Carman___________ 810 ------ U. of T . _______ _ 7 E. - ----------- 5 Miss M. Campbell______ 810 ------
9 -13_-A.~-- u~-~:r-;p:~-:F~;r;;;;; 3 E. ------------ 5 Miss F. R. Brooke _____ 1,000 1 4 E. ----------- 5 
Alice E. Petty _________ _ 
Miss R. Sjoberg _______ _ 
J. W . Shepherd--------
Maclovia Hill-----------Jonnie Megee ___ _______ _ 
Mary Rogers ___________ _ 
Ione Spears-------------Scott Klett ____________ _ 
L . V. Stockard _______ _ 
Ir! Nelson ____ __________ _ 
Mis.q P . •l'tuiblood ____ _ 
Ophelia Halden ________ _ 
Mrs. E . H . Winn _____ _ 
Grover Todd ___________ _ 
W. H . Adamson ______ _ 
.T. F. McVeigh _______ __ _ 
G. A. Porter __________ _ 
Miss J. Huppertz_ _____ _ 
J . A . McKay ___ _______ _ 
Mr. R . Holder--------Cora P enn _____________ _ 
Luella Fonda __________ _ 
Miss M. Onderdonk ___ _ 
Mrs. J. Major ________ _ 
O . J . Merren __ __ __ ____ _ 
Miss E. H. T,aurie ____ _ 
E . S. Blackburn-------V . R. Schmidt_ _______ _ 
and England. 
810 - ----- 3 -------- Diploma La. U . 3 3 E. ------------- 5 765 ------ 4 B .A. U. of T . ________ ------ 1 E ., L._________ 5 
1,350 ------ 4 B.A . --------------- ---- 8 2 H. --- ---------- 5 
810 ------ 6 -------- ·State Certificate_ 9 12 H. ------------- 5 
810 ______ 6 M.A. ,U. of T . -------- ------ ------ H. ------------- 5 
810 ------ ------ M.A . U . of T.________ 2 7 H. - ------------ 5 
810 ______ 4 B .A. U. of T·--------,------ ------ H . ------------- 5 
1,035 - ----- 3 -------- ------------------- ------ 3 Clv. ----------- 5 1,5QO ______ 4 B .A. ,U. of T .________ 8 5 M. ------------- 5 
1,350 ------ 5 B.A. ------------------- 2 3M. ------ ---- --- 5 
810 3 l'h -------- - - -- - --------- ----- 16 13 M. ------ ------- o 
810___ ___ 4 B.A. ,U. of T .________ 2 3M. ------------- 5 
810 ------ 6 B.A . U. of T.________ 4 6 M. ------------- 5 
1,035 ------ 5 B.A. U. of T.________ 1 1 M. - ------------ 5 
1,209------ 5 B.A. U. of T--------- 1 1 Sc. ------------- 4 i :~g ====== ~ -il.-A.-.--1u:-0T'T:======== -----2 ~ ~~- ::::::::::::: -----4 
810 ____ __ 4 B.A. U. of T, ________ ------ 3 P. and H,_____ 4 
l,350______ 5 B.A. u. of N. c._____ 1 3 c .. P._________ 4 
1,200 ------ 6 ------- - ·u. of T ·-------- 5 1 Ph . ------------ 4 
900 _____ _ 5 B .A . U. of T.-------- 6 3 L. ------------- 6 
810 ______ 3 B .A. U. of T·-------- 2 7 Ger. ----------- 6 
:; ====== : ~U: =================== ii ~ ~~: _:::========= ~ l,350 ------ 7 M.A. U . of T,________ 3 3 Commercial---- 8 
810 ------ 3 -------- ------------------- ------ 3jSten. ----------- 8 
1,350 ______ 2 -------- ------- ------------ ------ 13 Man. Tr._______ 4 
1,125 --- --- 2 -------- ------------------- 7 Man . Tr·------- 4 
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Scholastic Preparation Experien~e [ Subjects 
______ , 
No. Years 
No. Years as Teacher 
n~~·l Stud:~t in Names of Insti· ~gf~u~~~~ Taught by these Daily 
Sal· 1-------- tutions Attendedl-----1 Teachers this Reei· 
Schools-Teachers 
ary ' Col· School Year ta· 
N or- 1 lege In In tlons 
ma! or Degree Sec. this 
----------I·-- Sch. Univ. ___ ,, _______ ,,_s_ch_. Sch. 
R . v. Rust-------------1 1 ,000
1
1 mo . 
Clara Deaver___________ 900i _____ _ 
May Cowles----------- - '787 .50 ------Hettie Terry____________ 720 2 
Miss M. P eterson______ 720 2 
Baird (er. 12) 








1 ________ IN. s. T . N., u. 








Miss Simmons ____ _____ _ 58.5 2 ------ -------- N~f..r?s. N. ____ _ 
*Ballinger (Cr. 18¥,,) 
W. 8. Fleming, Supt. $1,600 _____ _ 
J. M. Skinner , Prin ... 9001------Katbryn .llarnett.______ 765, _____ _ 
Marryatt Smith________ 675·----- -
Ehzabeth walker______ _ 7651------
\:i . S. Craig_____________ 765,------
5 B.A. S. W . U.-------- 14 
4 B.S. U. of Mo ... _____ 27 
2 -------- U. T.____________ 4 
4 B .A . St. Mary's C.--- ------
4 B.A. U. 'l' ·- ----------- 2 
4 B.A. B. U·------------ 2 
I •Ball H . S . (Galveston) (Cr. 23¥.,) 
2iMan. Tr. ______ _ 
2,D. E·----------
; ~: ~:=========== 1 D . E . __________ _ 
6 M. - - -----------
1 .H . , Sc . ________ _ 
1 L., 7th Gr. __ _ 
3 E . , 7th Gr. ____ _ 
6 L. -------------
3M. ----------
6 H . --------~--
5 L., Ger.------
1 E. -----------
















5 M.A . ·u. of Ky. ______ _ 
5 M.A. ·u. of c., U. of T. 
Jno. W. H opkins, Supt . $3,600 ------
W . A. James , Prln. ___ 2,500 1 27 25 
27 
25 ------- ---------- ------
P. H. Underwood ______ 1;615 3 3 -------- U. of C., Teach· 
20 C. , P.--------- 2 
er's Col., Dub· 27 M . ----------- 4 
G . E . Kraml!ch _________ 1,487 2 3 B.A . 




Ala. Poly., Ph. 
i 
18 13 Ger. L·---------
16 9 L. ------------B. U. of 0 . 
1,275 ______ ------ -------- B. U., U. of T ... 1,275 ____________________ ·u. of T . ________ _ 
J. H. Hardie __ __ ______ _ 







Virginia Sanford ______ _ 
Lila E. Knox _________ _ 1,275 ______ 4 B.L!t . 'U. of Nash. ____ _ 
9 H . --- ---------
9 E. ------------
Ethel M. Sykes ________ _ 
sw ______ 4 B .A. u. of T. ________ _ 
7 E . , H . ---------
6 P., C ·----------
6 Dr. ------------
Susie L . Grigg ______ ___ _ 850 ----- - 4 B.A. U. of T . ________ _ 850 ------ ------ ·------- Columbia, U. of 
Hattie E. Roberg _____ _ 
Co11Btance Brown ______ _ 
Herma A. Uj ffy _______ _ 
Anna M. Lister _______ _ 
B·~rtha McKee ____ __ ___ _ 
Willie W. Woolford----Alice 0 . Bird __________ _ 
Alva C. Ellfsor ________ _ 
Myrtle C. Brown ______ _ 
E. J. Allen ____________ _ 
Margaret Goodlett_ ___ _ 










680 --- - --
680 ------
E . L. Bryant, Supt ... . $1,600 1 
G . W . Preddy, Prin.--- 1,05() _____ _ 
Sara Fortlnberry_______ 810 ------
Mamie Andrews ____ ___ _ 675 1 
Bastrop (Cr. 17) 
G . C . Jones , Supt . ____ $1 ,400 2 
L. A. Koenig, Prin . ___ 
1 
l,000 3 
R . G. Ransome________ 900 ------


























C., Stout Inst. U. of T . ________ _ 
Newcomb CoJ. __ _ 
U. of T. _______ _ 
Wellesley CoL __ 
s. w. u. ________ _ 
U. of '1'----------
U. of T·---------U. of T. ________ _ 
U. of T . ________ _ 
U. of T. ________ _ 












! 4 H., Pb. _______ _ 
3 L . , Ph. ________ _ 
4 E . , H·----------
4 Sp. -------------2 E., Alg. _______ _ 
2 L . , H . , Ph. ___ _ 
1 Fr., Sp., E. __ _ 
1 Ph., Alg. _____ _ 
1 M. ---- --------1 E. , H . _______ _ 
1 1Alg., H . --- -----
1 
A .B. Miss. Col.________ 6------1M. -------------
B ' A. Ouachita Ool.___ 5 ------ L . , M·----------
B" A . Tulane, U. o f C., 4 ------ E. -------------~~1;18th0~~. Worn- i 
3 -------- N. T. S. N., B. ------ ------ H . , Ph. ,P.&H. 
U., U. of O. i 
I 
10 ------ M. - - -----------14 4 . , Sc. ________ _ 
1 1 L., H·------- ---2 3 E .• H. _________ _ 
4 -------- S. W. T. N. ____ _ 
3 -------- S. H. N. !. __ ____ _ 
4 B.A. JS. W. U. _______ _ 
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Scholastic Preparation Experience I Subjects 
_______________ , _____ ----- -
Schools-Teachers 
No. Years I No.Years as rreacher 
An- 11s including 
nual Student In :fames of Inst!- this Year '!'aught by these Dally 
Sal- 1-------- tutlons Attended 1-----' 'l'eachers this Recl-
ary Col I I School Year ta-Nor- leg~ In In tlons 
mal or Degree Sec. this 
Sch. Univ. Sch. Sch. 
---------1--------1·----1 
Minnie Bosse___________ 630 1 ------ -------- <;. H. N. r._______ 6 1. Ger., Arith . -- -- 6 
Bay City (Cr . 17) 
R. E. Scott, Supt. ____ $1,500 2 2 -------- '!tate Nor.__ _____ 13 
A. A. Aldrech, Prin.__ 900 ------ 4 --------A. C·---------- --- ------
T. L. Smith___________ 900 2 ------ -------- N. T. S. N. ______ . 2 
~~',; G~g~-~-~~~~~====== : 1---2-- ~ ======j~· __ r_·--~~========== 1 _____ 3 
Virginia O"NeaL_______ 765 2 3 :-------- N. 'I'. S. N.______ 3 
•Beaumont (Cr. 33) · 
H. F. Triplett, Supt. $3,0001 4 I 2 I M.S. Mo. N.___________ 33 J. G. Fuqua, Prin. ____ 2,000 ------ 4 B.S . Bethel Co!.______ 7 
W. J. Shirley __________ 1,000 ___ ___ 4 B.A. wabash CoL___ 51 C. D. Jones ____________ 1,0001 3 ------ -------- E. Cent. Nor. Ok. 3.
1 
E. L. Burton __________ 1 ,000 ------ 3 ----- --- w. Bus. Col. Ok. 3
5 E. J. Wofff _________ ___ 1,000 ___ ___ 4 B .A. lu. of T._________ I
W. J. Wilkins __________ 1,000'______ 4 B .A. T. U-------------- 4 
Winnie Camp ___________ 1,000·______ 3 B.A. U. of Nash.______ 10 
Laurania Miller ________ 1,000 ------ 3 B.A. U. of '!'._________ 14: 
rr1~a J~7-~~~=========== i::J1---i-- ~ ~-t- ~~n~w~f~~--===== ;ll 
Mettie Ferguson ________ 1,000 --- --- 4 ' B.A. U. of '!'---------- 6 
Sadie Richmond ________ 1,000 1 3 I B.A. ~: of 'l'·--------- 4
1
' 
Jennie McCulloh ____ ___ _ 1,000 5 ------ M.A. C. U._________ 
6
7 
Ora Riggs ______________ 1,000 ------ 4 B.A. U. of T. ______ __ _ 
Bffisie '!'hatcher_ _______ 1,000 ______ 4 B.A. U. of '1'---------- 61 
Marguerite BedeJL_____ 9.15 ------ 3 B .A. U. o f '!'__________ 5 , 
Mary OampbelL________ 900 ------ 4 B .A. U. of •.r._________ 4 
Hattie Hornbeak_______ 855 ------ 4 B .A. 'l'. U·--- ------ --- 3 
Elizabeth Leftwirh----- . 810 ------ 5 B.A. U. cf T.--------- 2 Anna Roos ______________ . 810'___ ___ 3 B.A. U. of Lyon, Fr. 2 
Linda Livesay __________ 1,0001 3 1 ·-------Kan. M. T. Nor. 6 ~~~~le B'ii:~n~~::::::::== ~ig :::::: ~ ==:::::: 18: l: f.:::::::::: 3 
-I. Valga Gilbert________ 630 ------1 4 L. l. 'Madrid CoL____ ~ I 
Beeville (Cr. 17%) 
W. E. Madderra, Supt. $1,800 ______ 4 Salem Col.,Gray- 10 
son Sem., Nat. 
Nor. U. 
J.P. Massey, Prin ,___ 945______ 5 A.M. U. of Chatta-
nooga, Nat. 
Nor. U. 
W.-P. Arnold_ ________ _ 900______ 5 Ph.D. Salem Col., Ky. 
J. H . WiselY----------- 900 ------
u. 
-------- U. of Mo., U. of 
'!'. 
Louise Smith___________ 810 - ----- 5 A.B. U. c f T, ________ _ 
Fannie Dobie____ _______ 810 ------ 4 A.B. S. A. Fem. Ac., s. 
Bellevue (Cr. 12) 
I. G. McGee, Supt. ____ $1,125 ------
R . E. Petty, Prin.____ 765 l'h 
May Humphrey _______ _ 765 ------
"'Belton (Or. 19'h) 
w. u. 
4 A.B. B. U--------------
2 -------- N. T. S. N., De-
catur Bap. Col. 
21h B .A. U. of T . ________ _ 
L. H. Hubbard, Supt. l2,250 ------ 4 B.S. U. of T . ________ _ 
T. J. Pace_____________ 900 ------ 4 B.A. S. W. U. ________ _ 
Stewart Simmons------ 1,050 ------ 4 B .A. S. W. U--------- -
D. H. McOan __ ________ 1,050 ------ 4 B.A. B. U--------------
p . E. Harris----------- 1,100 2 ·----- -------- S. H. N. I., Brad-
1 ley Poly. 














1 5 H., C. ________ _ 
2 M., P . ----------
2 M . '1' ·----------
2 P . & H., D. E. 









13' ---- - ------------ --- ---
' ------------ ---- ------
2 E., H---------- 6 
2 Man. Tr . ___ __ __ 4 
1 Bkir . - --------- 4 
1 Ger. --- ---- ----- 4 1 M., Sc._________ 4 
10 H. -- ----------- 6 
8 L. -------- --- -- 6 
7 Sc. ------------- 2 
5 Sp. ------------- 6 
5 M. ------------- 6 
2 E . ------------- 6 
7 M. ------------- 6 
5 L. - ------------ 5 
3 H. - ------------ 6 
5 E. ------------- 5 
4 11'1. ------------- 6 
3 E., H. --------- 5 
2 E. - --- ------ - - - 6 
2 Fr. ------------ 5 JSten. , 'l'pg.____ 4 
3 D. S·----------· 4 
1 D. A·----------- 4 
1 Sp. ------------- 6 
15 Geom., Bkg ___ _ 
3 L. --- ---- -------
1 H., Civ., Alg,_ 
2 Sc., Geom. __ __ _ 
3 Ger., E. -------· 
2 Sp., Alg ·-------
JArlth., H., L. 
3 M . ., SC.--------· 









13 -------- --------- ------1 Sc., Alg._______ e 
1 Sp. ------------ 8 2 Geom., Com'cl. 6 
l Man. Tr·------- 4 
8 H. ------------- I> 
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Student In Names 
~o;j I ?i~ De:: tutions 
of Insti· this Year Taught by these Daliy 
Attended -----: 'l'eachers this Recl-
Sch. Univ . 
In In 
Sec. this 
Sch . Sch. 
School Year ta-
tions 
-------_________ , __ _ 













Bellville (Cr. l5'h) I 
Chas. N. Shaves.Supt. $1,600 ------ 2 s.s. 
Arthur Foster, Prin . _ _ 655 3 2% 
Senada Smith---------- 630 1 2 




M. H. Brasher, Supt. __ $1,850 2 3 
w. A. Mancill , Prin ... 1,000
1
______ 5 
J. W. Williams_________ 900.------ 5 
Edna Hinde .. __________ 765 ------ 4 
Sallie Pinckney_________ 765 ------ 4 Ruth Miller .. ___________ 765 ______ 4 
Bishop I 
Alvin Dille, Supt . •.•• . $2,000 ------
R. W. Spruce, Prin .... 1,000: _____ _ 




B .A. <; , W. U .. --------
B.A. U. of Calif. _____ _ 
-------- S.W.U., U. of T. 
-------- U. of 'l'., U. of 
Calif. 







St. Col. of Ag. 
State Normal. ••. 
State Normal. __ _ 
State Normal. .•• 
State Normal __ ,_ 
·r. c. u ... ______ _ s. C, ____________ _ 
A .B. S. 
A.B. U. 




o. ____________ _ 
of T·-------- -of '!'. ________ _ 
of '1' ·---------
A . B. Johio u., u. of c. 
-------- S.W.U., U. of T. 
_ ______ Jl'rinity Col., U.of 
Sidney L. Harden _____ _ 720 
I ·r. 
1 -------- S. H. N. I., U. of 
I 
'l'. Sum. Sch. 




f T.T. N., u. 
*B::::: ;~:~i:~~~------ ! 675 ______ 
1 
________ C. I. A, __________ 1 
H. D . Fillers, Supt ..•. $1,800 ..•... . 5 1 A.B. E. T. N. 0., U. 
of C. 
L. H. Rather , Prin .... 1 ,200 ------ 4 A.B. U. of 'l'·---------
L.llJian Sneed____________ 765 ------ 2 L.I. Peabody --------
Pearle Hamilton....... 765 ------ 4 A . B. P. O, ____________ _ 
gi:~e °t~E;a-il========= Wo ======1 : I ±:~: ~: ~~-ff======== E. T . Thompson_______ 765 ------ 4 I B.S . A. & M. _________ _ 
A. C. Andrews_________ 765 ------ 4 -------- M. 'l'. Nor., Pitts-
Lucile Watkins......... 765 ------ 3 -------- C.b¥:gA.~~~~~---
Valerie Reeves---------- 720 ------ 3 -------- Am. School of 
Bowie (Cr . 16'h) 
Metho<ls, Chi-
cago. 

















































1 2 -------------- --- ------3,P., A., Com'cl. 
I Arith. 
~ , M . , P. & H .•.. 






2 Ag., Bi., C .•. - 3 
2 M., E.--------- 6 
3 L., Alg......... 6 
2 H., Sc._________ 6 
2 Man. Tr., Ph. 
1
1
D . E., Sc.______ 6 
6 ------ ----------- ------
6 E. ------------- 5 
2 M .. P ----------- 5 
3 L., Ger .• -------------
2 E.. H---------- 6 
1 Alg., E·-------- 6 
2 Ag., Sc......... 5 
l iMan. Tr....... . 2-3 
4 D. E.----------- 2-3 
1 Music ------- --- 2 
7 --- --- L. -------------
R. M . Barton, Prin ... Annie M . Wallis ___ . ____ _ 
9001------ ------ A .B. S. W. U._________ 2 - -----Ger., L., H •. __ 
720 ------ ------ B.S. P. C., U. of c._. 6 1.M., Sc .••..••••• 
6 
6 
6 720 ------ ------ -------- S. H . N. I., N. T. 10 811E., H·---------
S. N. 
Brackettville (Cr. 12'h) 
T. s. Cox, Supt ....... 1$1,215 A.B. Johnson's Col. 23 ------1M., Ph. _______ _ 
A. A. Bmy, Prln..... 810 ------ 3 -------- B.~~~~~~!~:~~~ ·----- ------ L., Sc ... _______ _ 
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No. Years 
No. Years as Teacher 
Schools-Teachers 
An- as including 
nual Student in Names of Inst!- this Year Taught by thes1 Daily 




N or- Iege In In tions 
ma! or Degree Sec . this 
Sch . Univ . Sch. Sch. 
----------·1---------1-------1- -
*Brady (Cr. 16%) 
w. L. Hughes, Supt. __ $1,800 ------
C. J. Niissle, Prin ·---- 1,200 ------
R. M. DonneJL________ 855 ------
Mrs. W . B. Anderson__ 810 ------
JUiss .1durence J:tyan___ _ 7o5 ------
Brenham (Cr. 19) 






A.B. U. ot T ·---------
A.B. A. C·- ------------
A.B. J ohns-Hopkins _ 
A.B. S. W. U·---------


















4 ------ ---------- ------
1,125 ------ ------ ------- - ------------------- 9 6 E . ,Am. H . ,Clv . 
1, 200 ------ 4 B.S. A. & M. __________ ------ ------ Agr., Man. Tr. 
Eula Ca.rroll, Prin. ___ _ 
G. D. .Everett_ ________ _ 5 6 
6 
6 
945 ------ 4 B.A . U. of '!.'·--------- 2 2 M., P- - ---- -----
855 2 ------ -------- S. H . N. I., U. 2 Ger., H . _______ _ 
W . G. Langston ______ _ 
Victoria .l<'rels----------
Anne Lovelace ________ _ 
Berlie Bolton __________ _ 
Violet Viant ___________ _ 
Brownsville (Cr. 17%) 
of T . 945 2 3 B .A. U. of T. ________ _ 
855 ------ a -------- c. I. A., U. ot c. 
855 -----{~um- -------- U. ot Ind., N.W. 
mers U., Chicago Art 
Inst. 
L. M. Barbour , Supt, $2,000 1 3 -------- S. W. T. N., U. 
of Mo. 
M. H , Dickens, Prin. 1,200 l'Ai 5 s.s. -------- S. W. T. N., U. 
of T. (4 s.s.), 
U. of Calif. (1 
s.s.). 
Anne K. N. Craig_____ 855 1 -------- U. of Mo., Mo. 
Nor., U. ot T . 
Fon S. Gentry_________ 855 2 3 s.s. -------- S. w. T. N., U. of 
•r., Columbia. 
P. D. Kennamer _______ 1,200 1 3 B.E. Ohio Nor. , Val-
paraiso, Nat. 
Nor. U. 
G. M. Patison __________ 1,000 ------ A.B. P . C., T . 0. U. 
Dora A. Willingham___ 855 - ----- A.B. U. ot Chatta-
Brownwood (Cr. 18) 
nooga, U. of 









14 :: ~: ::1:0:/:::~~~~ $~:8009002001_--_-_: ____ ------ _:~~~~ ~--~~- ~1~~·~:s:1~ 
Rommie R . Boyd______ 2 -------- U. of '!.'._________ 14 
E. y. Gibbs------- ----- 900900'.------------ 4 A.B. D. B. c._________ 1 Allee Megee_____________ 4 A.B. U. of T. ________ _ ------
W. D. Baten___________ 900 ------ 4 A.B. B. U·------------ 1 
Anna Freyer___ _________ 720 ------ 3 -------- U. of Cal., U. ot 3 
Anna Powell ___________ _ 
Fannie Ratchford _____ _ 
J. N. Land ___ _________ _ 




W. C. Lawson, Supt. __ $2,200 _____ _ 
Geo. Simpson, PriD.-- 1,350 2% 
M. A. Miller ___________ 1,350 -----
Wesa Weddington______ 720 ------
T. 
A .B. S. H. N. I., U. ot 
T. 
2 
3 ------- - D. B. C.--------- 5 
4 -------- D. B. C·--------- ------
{
B .A. 6 B.S. Ohio u. _________ _ 
M.A. 




B .A. u. of s. c. _____ _ 





2 L., H . ________ _ 
2 D. E . - - ---------




16 ---------- ------ ------
6 H., Clv·-------- 4 
I 
4E. 6 
' 1 D. E ------------ a 
I 
1 Sc. ------------- s 
I 
2 L., Sp ._________ 6 
2% M. ------------ 5 
1 ---------- - ------ ------
5 H. 6 
1 E. - ------------ 6 
1 Sc. ------------- 5 
9 L. ------------- 6 
1 Bi., M·--------- 6 







9 --------- ------· ------
SIM. . Phy.-------· 6 
2 H., E .--------- 6 
10 L., Ger.-------- 6 










Schools-Teachers nu al Student in Names 



















E. C. Hall, Supt, _____ $1,200 
B. L. Bradford, Prln. 8"0 
Lillie Mae Spangler____ 540· 





------ -------- U. of T·---------3 ________ 
1
u. of T., r. of c. 
1 -------- Peabody COL--
1 -------- M'ch. St. Nor., 





3 1 s.s . -------- :-.. T. S. N., U. 2 
4 ______ ! ________ N.0~?s. N,______ s 
2 ------ -------- .'<. 1.'. S. N. ____ __ ------
J. M. Smith, Supt·---$1,600 2 -------- U. of T., S. W. 15 
'l". N. 
A. R. Stephens, Prin ,_ 1,000 2 -------- :-.. T. S. N., U. 10 
of T. 
Genie Beck______________ 855 ______ 4 B.A . U. of T ... -------- 9 
Rose Davis_____________ 720 - ----- 4 B.A. <;. C . , U. of T. 2 
Bessie Curry____________ 810 1 1 -------- 'l. W. U., N. T. 4 
S. N. 
J. E. Johnson_________ 810 2 --------------:<I. T. S. N,_______ 3 
Calvert (Cr. 14%) 
I. N. Stephens, Supt . __ $1,500 _____ _ 
Mrs .G.W .Corby, Prln. 900 _____ _ 
Amelia Williams, Prin. 900 2 
3 LL.B. U. of T ·---------4 B.I,. U. of T , ________ _ 
4 B.A. Vanderbilt, S.W. 





3M. Tr . , M., Ag. 
2 H., E·---------1 D. E, __________ _ 1(. -------------
5 M., Sc. ________ _ 
1 H., E·---------3 L., E., H. ____ _ 
I 
7 P. & H. _______ _ 
6 M. -------------




13 L . -------------
19 M. -------------
3 E., H.----- -- ---















I of T. 1 *Cameron (Cr. 19) J . E. Watts, Supt·---$2,000 ______ 4 A.B. Davidson CoL __ I 11 11 ---------- ------- ------
C. E. LaMaster, Prin. 1,200 ------ 3 A.B. lJ. of T· ------·-- 7 2 M. -------------Jno. E. Copeland _____ 1,125 1______ 4 B.S. Vanderbilt ------ 2 1 Ger., E., H.___ 6 
M. Julia Cooper__ __ __ _ 787 ------ 4 B.A. U. of T. ,Wellesley·i------ 3 E. -------------- 6 
~~n~.Ms!i~~~rs:::::::: W:---~-- i'h -~·-~~-- ~: g::::=::::::: -----~ ~ ~c: ~~~~======== : 
Julia E. Williams __ ,___ 810 2 3 -- - ----- U. of 'J'., U. of 8 1 H. ------------- 6 
ct~a:r~nGf1fe'i. 1~~pt, ____ $1,200 3 ------ 1 -------l·c~. :~r:~-~·--- 10 1., Sc._________ 6 
J. F. Mead, Prin._____ 810 3 ------ -------- W. T. S. N.______ 2 1 E., H.--------- 6 
Mary Dale--------------! 675 4 ------i-------- W. T. S. N,______ 3 1 L . , H.--------- 6 
c::::e(C~i:::--------1------ ------ ------ --------1------------------- ------ ------17t~.g~dif . Ph.,------
E. F. King, Supt.-- .. -- $1,500 ____________ --------Masonic CoL___ 21 3M. ------------- 4 
H . E. Taylor, Prin.___ 810 ______ ------ M.A. I'". C. U._________ 3 1 H., P·--------- 4 
Mrs . E. H . Allen ______ I 630 ------ ------ A.Il. Ohio u,__________ 4 1 E.' L .__________ 5 
c::::g~~:l'.-~~~------ 63o
1 
______ ------ A.B. I u. of T ,_________ 2 1 L., Sp._________ 6 
A. J . Holmes, Supt.-- ~ $1,500 1 1 --------State Certificate- 16 4. M. ------------- 4 
H . Clay Roberts, Prin. 720 ------ 4 -------- U. of T , _________ ·----- 1 Sc. ------------- 4 
R . C. Stuckert_________ 720 --- --- 3% -------- U. C'f T._________ 1 1 H. ------------- 4 
Miss Hilda Masters____ 720 1 3¥,, A.B . . U. d T ,_________ 1 1 L., Ger.-------- 6 
Ce~e:::ie Tisdale______ ____ 120 ______ 5 A.B. 
1
u. of T,_________ 3 1 E. ------------- 4 
G. L. Pattillo. Supt, __ il,125 ------ 5 A.B. Fmory CoL____ 15 2 M. ------------- 5 
Laureta McGuire______ 675 1 s .s. -------- N. T. S. N., U. of 4 2 L., E.__________ 8 I T. (s.s.). 
------ ----- - -- N. T. S. N. ______ _ Pearl McClure _________ _ 675 3 2 H., Sc. ________ _ 
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No. Years as •reacher 
An- as Including 
nual Student In I Names of Inst!· this Year Taught by thesf Dally 
Sal- 1-------- tutlons Attended1-----1 Teachers this ~ci-
ary Col I School Year ta-
N or- leg~ In In tions 
ma! or Degreel Sec. this 
Sch. Univ. Sch. Sch . 
-.C-e_n_t-er_(_C_r_. -J-5)----I--- ------ ---, 
0. J . Rushing, Supt. __ $1,200 ------ 4 A.B . U. of T·--------- 1 
H . T. Burton , Prin.___ 900 ______ 4 A.B. IB. u. _______ _____ ------
Bernice Dudley_________ 765'------ 4 A.B. U. of T.____ ___ __ 2 
c:i~::::;~:~n~:~;------ 765 ______ : -=.·:~- i·:: o~f T :~.---~:!~ ~ 
B . .I!' . Sisk, Supt , ______ $1,800 ______ umbia. 
R. E. Glaze, Prln. _____ 1,000 ------ 2 A.B . . E. 'L'. N. C.______ 3 
Irma Lee_______________ 675 1 ¥.. -------- U. of T., U. of 3 
I Calif. 
Gertrude Goldsmith____ 675 ------ 2\4 -------- U. of T., U. of I Calif. 
D. S. Switzer___________ 765 ------ 4 A.B. S. W. U·---------
Eugenla 'ferrelL._______ 675 ------ 5 -------- U. of Calif., C. 
Chillicothe 
I I. A. 
C. W. Foote, Supt. ___ $1,400 
Lon M. Davis, Prin. __ _ 900 
3 1 ------- - N. T . S. N., H . 
I P. C. 
1 -------- N. T. S. N., U. 
I of T. 
J . C. J ennings , Jr.____ 675 3 ------ -------- W. T . S. N. _____ _ 
Gladys Miller----------- 540 ------ 1 -------- U. of T. ________ _ 
Cisco (Cr. 18) I 
R. D. Green, Supt. ____ $1,600 ------ 3 -------- N. T. S. N, ______ _ 





:ein~ie Risn:r.~.s-~~~-::~ 1 ·g~ :::::: lA.B. 4 A.B. T. U·------------- 3 
Ruth Dillon_____________ 675 ------
E . 0. Oglesby_.________ 675 1 
C . H . Dutsch _________ _ 675 ------
Clarendon (Cr . 13¥,,) 
W. R . Silvey, Supt.--. $1 ,350 ------
Mary McLean, Prin.___ 765 ------
Mary Roach____________ 675 ------
E. L. HarwelL_________ 810 ------
*Clarksville (Cr. Ii) 
J. W. Teasley , Supt. __ ~1,650 
W . A. Payne, P rin. ___ 1,125, ___ __ _ 
Jno . Barrow .. _________ 900 ------
'l'exie Smith_ ___________ 720' ------
Fannie ·Daniel---------- 765 --- ---
*Cleburne (Cr . 24) 
Emmett Brown, Supt._ $2 ,500 ------
J. G. Dunlap, Prln. ___ 1 ,750 ---- - -
W . S. Ownsby _________ 1,500 _____ _ 
L. E. Dudley ___________ 1,200 ------
H. D. Woods __________ 1,035 ------
Beulah Oden------------




2 - ------- C. I. A .. Columbia J 
2¥,, --- -- --- A . & M ., N. T. ------
1 
S. N. 







-------- U. of Mo. _______ _ 
A.B. S.W.U., U. of C. 
------ -- B. U·-------------







lL.I. B .A. 
B.A. 
T . 
Rockwall Col., C. 
Univ. 
•T. U·-------------lu. of 'f, ________ _ 
'B. U·-------------IU. of T. 
Peabody, U. of 
Nash. 
P eabody, U. of 
Nash. R .A. U. Pf T . ____ ____ _ 
4+ B.A. S. W. U. ________ _ 
lB.A . 5 M.A. 
1
s. w. u., Col-
umbia. 4 B .A. U. cf 'f . ________ _ 














2 H . , Ph, _______ _ 
2 M., Sc·--------
2·E., H·---------




2 H . . ------------












2 L . , M·---------- 7 
2
1
H., E·--------- 7 
1 !'th Grade _____ ------
2IM: ------------ 6 
1 E., H ·--------- 7 2 E., L ,__________ 7 
2 D. E·----------- 3 
lfMan. Tr., Sc.-- 4 
2,Sp. ------------ 3 
20 M. ------------- 4 2 L., Ger.________ 6 
1 E., P . & H,___ 5 
1 H., P.-------- ------
3 Arith. - --------
] Sc., M,_________ 5 
1 L., Arith., Alg. 6 
2 H.,A]g ., P.& H. .~ 
2 E., Ger.-------- 6 
19 ----------------- ------
9\M. 

























Student In Names 
ltutlons 
of Inst!- this Year Taught by thesf Dally 
Attended1-----1 Teachers this 'Recl-
Scbool Year ta-
ary Nor-1 f~~ rn In tlons 
ma! or Degree Sec. this 
Sch. Univ . Sch. Sch. 
---------- --------- ____ , ________ , __ --·:1· ------1~-
Harriet Smither ________ 1,200 ------j 
Clyde Eagleton _________ 1,035 ------
Ginevra Dean________ ___ 765 1 
Edna Graham__________ 900 2 
O. A. Cushman _____ ___ 1,200 ------
W. T. Andrews _______ _ 
Minnie V, Sprott. ___ __ _ 
W. C. Homeyer_ ______ _ 
Annie L. Br.own _______ _ 
Lucile Nance------------E . E. Morrow _________ _ 
Lauretta Milam _____ __ _ 
Bobbie Edmondson ___ _ 
Janie Peavy ___________ _ 















A. C.. Princeton 
Coll~e. U. of T. ________ _ 
U. of T., U. of O. 
Kansas U---------
lB.A. 5 M.A . U. of T---------2 -------- U. of T . ________ _ 
4+ B.A. U. of T ·---------
21h -------- u: of Nash., Wis. 
4 I B .A. U. of '1'----------5 B.A. U. of Mo. ______ _ 
4+ B.S. U. of C., B. U.--
3i,j, B .A. B. U ·-------- -----


























6 L. -----------3 Ger .. M, ______ _ 
























I. C. Bagwell, Prln .... 
Ada B. Wllliford-------Nelms Curry ___________ _ 
Frank R. Murray _____ _ 
R . L. Mobley _________ _ 
Elizabeth Brewer-------








2 B.S. D. B. 0·----------
2 A.B. Moulton College_ 
2 - -- ----- S. W. U------- ---1 -------~ s. w. u. ________ _ 
4 A.B. D. B. C-----------
2 -------- Ga. Nor., Ind .... 
lA.B. C. D. Judd, Supt, ____ ll,600 ------ ------ B.S. Livingston Acad. Scranton Col.. •• J . E. Parks, P1in.____ 0001 ______ ------ A.B. Adele Poe_______________ 720 ------ s A.B. U. of T, ________ _ 
Columbus 
W. A. Holland, Supt .• $1,500 1 3 -------- Winchester Nor., 






1 L., Ger·--------6 H .. Clv. _______ _ 
1 Sc. -------------
2 IDom. Sc--------
1 it1.. . E---------
1 H., Sc·---------11L .. E., M . ____ _ 
I 
4 ----------------
Mrs . Thrower , Prln , __ _ 675 2 ----- -------- 1!5. H. N. I, ______ _ 
20 
2 
9 91' -----------------Annie Baar------------- 675 ______ 3 B. U., Columbia 1 -----------------
CPmanche (Cr. 15) 
R . F. Holloway , Supt . $1,80() --- ---J . B. Layne, Prln . ____ 1,350 _____ _ 
W. T. Binion _________ _ 
Gertie Hooker _________ _ 
Minnie Cunningham ___ _ 
Ola Cunningham ______ _ Clara Rea _____________ _ 




720 - - ----
675 ------
4 H.S. T . 0 . U--- ------- 20 5 M . -------------
3 --------Quitman College 20 4 C., P ., Ag, ___ _ (Ark;). I 
~ -~~~~-- ~: ;.·. ~~-N'.~--u: -----~ :::::: i'.11°. :-~~~:::::: 
of T. 1 
A.B . T. U .. U . of T., ------ 9 H. -------------
U . of o .. Ool- ' 
umbfa. 1 
~% :::::::: 8: ol ~'.--~~-~~-~~ -----= 1~ ~: :E~::::::::::: 
I 
A. L. Day , Supt. _____ $1,5()() ______ - -------------Nat. Nor. U., for------ 16M. 




















J. T . Morris. Prln.____ 900 3 ------ -------- N. T . S. N. _____ _ 
0 . B . P"welL_ ________ 765 ------ 4 -------- j·Tohn Tarleton C. 1 1 
4 
8 
4 M. ------------- 11 4 Sc., H.________ « 
W. '1. Clay____________ 765 3 ------ -------- N. T. S. N, _____ _ 
C~~le:~e Hale_____________ 675 3 ----- --------r· T . S. N, _____ _ 
S . P. Conn, Supt . _____ $1,000 - ----- 4 A .B. 1A. w. U, ________ _ 
0. B. Douglas, Prln... 65':> 2 ------ -------- N. T . s. N, _____ _ 
6 
1 
3 L . , E·---------- 11 
1 E., H·--------- ~ 
l E. , H,__________ ~ 
1 M., Sc. _________ n 








Subjects , ______ , 
SchooJs-Teachers nual Student In Names 









ma! or . Degree I 
-----------1·-- --- -------------1---1-- ------
Mary ROSS-------------- li60 1 ';ii -------- B. U------------- 5 4 L., H----------- 6 
Cooper <er. 8'h) I 
J. H. Newton, Supt.--- $1,800 ------ 4. B .S. Poly. Inst._______ 12 9 M. - ------------ 4 
H. G. Sapp, Prin ._____ 900 2 1i!z -------- ,U. of C---------- 2 2 E., L . __________ 6 
W . D. Starcher________ 810 3 ------ --------1N. T. S. N.______ 9 2'8c., Man. 'fr·-- 5 
Lura Dyer______________ 765 4 ----- - ------- - C. I. A._________ 1 21H., D. E.______ 4 
Pinkie Clark------------ 685 ------ 1 ------··- B. U. ----------- 8 3 L., E., H . , 5 Ph ., P . & H . 
C~r~~- ~:::ie:~:~-~~~; 810 3 ------ -------- U. of T ._________ 5 1
1 
Nor. Course ____ ------
Jos. C. 'l'ucker, Supt. $2,400------ 2 B.S. S. W. U._________ 12 2· ----------------- ------
Robt . D. Coley, Prin. 1;350 ------ 5 A.B. D. B. C·--------- 2 1 H. ------------ 8 
M. Menger-------------- 1,500 2 2 -------Toronto Univ.___ 2 24 1M. ------------- 6 
R. Schuhmann _________ 1,200 ______ 4 A.B. U. of T._________ 3 2 C. ------------- 4 
F . B. Elliott ___________ 1,200 ______ 5 A.B. u. of N. c.______ 6 1 Sc. ------------- 4 
Gertrude Malone_______ 990----- 4 A.B. B. U., U. of C--- 9 11E. ------------- 5 
ID,la Culley_____________ 810 ------ 5 A.B. U. of T·--------- 11 1!L. ------------- 5 
Mildred '£hatcher_______ 720 ------ 4 A.B. U. of T ·--------- 1 l 'E., H._________ 6 
Mary Carron___________ 810 ------ 6 -------- Monterey, Mex._ _ 14 14 Sp. ------------ 4 
Muriel Baker___________ 810 ------ 4 B .S. Ottawa U., Kans. 1 1 D. A------------ 4 
St. Nor., Chi- J 
1 cago. 
J . W. Gilbert __________ 1,200 ______ 2 --------St. Nor., Kans.__ 2 2 Man. Tr.------- 4 
·crr;;~;~i;;:;; ·== ;::; ::=;== -;;;--:--:;~~::;;;~;;: _____ ; __ ;i:.__;=;;;;=;:::;:1 _____ : 
JM.atG_tl'e SnuLetwhl_s __ -_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_ 1,200 ------ ------ B.A. B. U·-------- ----- 4 2 H. ,Ger. ,P.& H. 5 
900 ----- - ------ -------- S. H. N. L------- 5 4 E. ------------- 5 
Bessie Scott____________ 900 ______ ------ L.I. Peabody -------- 6 3 M. ------------- 6 
Miss Moore _____________ 1,000 ------ ------ B .A . U. of Ind._______ 4 11 H. ------------- 5 
J. E. Burke ____________ 1,125 ______ ------ B.A. S. W. U·--------- 2 1 E. ------------- 5 
L. R. Garrison _________ 1,200 ------ ------ M.A. U. of T,_________ 2 1 Sp., E., H,____ 5 
Miss Hackett_ __________ 1,000 ------ ------ B.A. U. of T---------- 2 1 H . ------------- 5 
Miss Spilman ___________ 1,000 ______ ------art: U. of C., U. of 7 11L. ---------- --- 6 
Kans. I 
E . W. Schuhmann _____ 1,200 ______ ----- - M.A. U. of T,_________ 4 1 P., C., Alg. __ _ 




I. H. Hughes, Supt.--$1,600 1 
Mrs. S. Butler, Prin. 680 ------Cora N. Freeman _____ _ 600 2 
Crockett (Cr . 17) 
6 lM.A. Nat. Nor. U., 
Yale. N. Mex. 
N., Silver City. 
3 -------- Coronal Inst. ___ _ 
2 -------- N. T. S. N .• C. I. 
A. 
D. McDonald, Supt. ___ $1,800 ------ 5 A.M. Yale U-- ---------
B. F . Thomas, Prin . __ 1,000;______ 4 A.B. U. of Ark. ______ _ 
J)'3nnette Reed_________ 720 __ ____ 4 A.B. U. of Okla. _____ _ 
Katie Kirkpatrick______ 720 ______ 4 B .S. Okla. A. & M. __ _ 
Lena Bromberg________ 720 2 ------ -------- U. of C. ________ _ 
Norma Frels____________ 720 3 ------ -------- u: of 'f·---------
Cuero (Cr. 20) 
A. S. Bush, Supt. _____ $2,000 ------
W . P. Webb, Prin. ____ 1 1.200 ------
B.S. U. o f C., U. of 












2 M., L---- -------
1 2 E., L., P . ____ _ 





5 Am. H ., P.____ 2 
2 L., H·---------- 6 
1 E. ------------- 5 
1 Sc. ------------- 5 
11 M. ------------- 6 r::~~--:~~~~~~~~ -----~ 
1 H. ------------ 6 
I 
Schools-Teachers • 
A Directory of High-School 1'eachers 
Subjects 
No. Years 1-------1 
as Teacher 
Including 




Attended1-----1 Taught by these Dally 
Teachers this Recl-






----------- ------ --- ____ , _______ ,, ___ , ___ -------1 
L. B. McGuffln-------- 1,000 2 2 S.S. ------- u. of T., s. w. 3 
T. N. 
R. R. Barkley __________ 1,000 2 2 S . S. -------- s. w. T. N., u. 
of Ill. 
R. B. Bullock __________ 1,000 ------ --------------Los Angeles Poly. 2 
Bertha Horton_________ 720 ------ ____ _ -------- U. of T., S. H. 8 
N. I. 
Sophia Mauer__________ 720 ------ ------ ------- S. W. T. N., U. ------
of T., U. of Cal. 
Fannie Preston_________ 720 ------ - -- --- B.A. U. of T--------- > 
Margaret Smith_ _____ __ 720 ------ -------------Lewis Inst.(Chic.) ------
Dalhart 
J. M. Anderson, Supt. U,235 1 
R. U. Counts, Prin.... 765 2 
Leola Wheeless_________ 638 _____ _ 
Agnes Charlton-------- 638 ------
*Dallas, l1ain. H. S. 
(Cr. 30) 
1 -------- S. H. N. I., B. U. 
% -------- N. T. ·S. N ...... . 4 A.B. S. W. U .. _______ _ 





J. F. Kimball, Supt ... $4,000 _____ _ 4 M.A. B. U., Mt. Le-------
N. R. Crozier, Prin ... 3,000 _____ _ 
S. W. Alexander _______ 1,650 ------
G. L. Ashburn _________ 1,150 ------
Nellie Barker ___________ 1,100 _____ _ 
Myra Brown ____________ 1,050 2 
Lena Bumpas __________ 1,200 ------
R. M. CaldweJL _______ 1,550 ------
banon. 




Tenn., U. of 
Cal. 




C., U. of Colo. 
B. U--------------Vassar CoJ.. ____ _ 
S. H. N. I., U. 
of c. 
4¥., ------- C. I. A., U. of 
0., Columbia. 
lA.B . A.M. Ouachita C o I., 









Marie Carpenter _______ 1,000 ¥.. -------- Mich. St. Nor., ------
U. of 0. 
A. E. Chrislip _________ 1,450 3 lA.B. 9 A.M. Peabody, U. of 
Nash., Colum-
\ bla. 
J. P. Comer. __________ 
1
1.600 ------ 5% l~'.l. T. U., Columbia, 






M. J. Culbertson ______ 1,350 ------ 3 --------Ohio U., Oolum- ------
Ruth De Capree ________ 1,600 2 
Louise Deupree_________ 1,200 3 
Lena L. Edwards ______ 1,000 ------
T. L. EyerlY----------- 1,650 1 
Burney Flannlken ______ 1,250 ------
bla, U. of C. 
3 lA.M. Andrews Female------
Col. 
A.B. St. Nor., Ind., U. 
of Ind., U. of 
c. 
2 








u .. 1 
T. u .. u. of c. 
WBBhburn Ool., 18 Cynthia Frank _________ 1,100 ______ 5 B.S. 












1 E., Sp., L._ __ _ 
1 D. E .. ________ _ 
8 H. -------------




























































Schools-Teachers nual Student In Names 
Sal- tutions 
of Inst!· this Year Taught by thes1 Dally 
Attended-----• Teachers this Recl-
ary Co I-
Nor- leire I In I In School Year ta-tlons 
ma! or Degree Sec. this 




s. E. Gideon ___________ 1,500 ______ 5 lB .s. c sh~~;1~1t c~r1.. 1 201 l M. ------------- 4 J. H. Gillespie _________ 1,50() ______ 4 --------Eastman Nat. 15: 1 Bkg. ----------- 5 Business Col. I 
L. F. Hein ____________ 1,1&• 
Fannie Graves _________ 1,050 --- --- A.M. S.T~lJ.U~f T{jol~~ I 121 l 'h L. -------------
Katherine Gray __ _______ 1,200 ------ 4 A.B . U. of T ._________ 5i l E. -------------
H . C. Heath ___ __ ______ 1,650 ------ 5 B .S. Cornell Col., U. 41 9
1
B., P. & H. ___ _ 
of C. 
2'h -------- Wis. State N., 3i.' llMan. Tr . ______ _ 
Bradley Poly. 
Inst . 
J. S. Henry ____________ 1,350 ______ 4'h A.B. S.c':" u., U. of 7i 4IM. -------------




! 2 L . -------------








J. F . Kelley ____________ 1,650
1
______ 5 liil. u.c~f Ill., u. of\ ; ; 9!C . -- -----------
c. J. Kennerly _______ __ 1,650
1
. ___________ A.B. P~~~~3i>oin~.o I., I 4
1
Cadet Corps ____ ------
Mary LoveJL __________ 
1
1.100 2 2'h -------- N.c~· g01~;;,~a.of 4\ 7IPhys. Tr . ______ 5 
E. Karl McGinnis ______ 1,500 ___ ___ 5'h A.B. Mg·. ~fl~: Col., 71 l [Sten. --- -------
Goorge Medders ________ 1,150 ______ A.B. Western Mary- 8
1 
3 F.. ------------- 4 
land Col., U. of I 
C., Harvard. 
Sarah Meriweather _____ 1,000 ____ __ 4 A.B. U. of T . _________ ------ l H. ------------- 5 
J . B . Milliken __________ 1,150 ______ 4 A.B. ~tW. ~·· U. oMf C. 
3
31 1 E . , H . __________ 4 
H. E. Millsap __________ 1,550
1 
7 1 B.S. Drak~t. o., 
41 
2 M. ------------- 5 
Hayden Moore _________ 1,250,______ 4 A.B. ~· H·· g· o~ cC·- - 11 2 H. ------------- 5 
Flora Morgan __________ 1,200
1
______ 4 B.S. · ·• · o ·-- · 1 5 E. ------------- 4 
Ella Murphy ____________ 1,150 ______ 4 Ph.B. u. of c. _________ , 6'h · ll'h E. ------------- 5 
E. W. Muse ____________ 1 300 4 AB T . C. U., Haw- 12 , 3 M. ------------- 4 
· •------ · · thorne Col. I 
C. T. Neu ______________ 1,2501______ 5 lt~·. Blinn Mem. Col., 5f 2Ger . , H.-------
U. of T. 
1 
L!llian Olson ___________ 1,050 ______ 2'h -------- U. o f C. (Cer.) 31h
4 
3'h D. A·----- ---- --
IB.S. 
R. c. PantermuehL ___ 1.650 2 ~.S. U. of T._________ I 8 P. - - -----------
A.B. 
Sophia Pappenhagen ___ 1,650 ------ 6 A M Allegheny CoL-- 10. 21 H. -------------
W. A. Parker __________ 1,300 ------ 4 B:s.° B. U·------------- 9ji 2 M. -------------
IA.B. 4 
Wilhelmina Pegram ____ 1 ,200 ______ 4 lB.S. U. of T ., Colum- 2 H. -------------
bla. 
Mary J. Popplewell ____ l,HJO _____ _ 4 L. W. Rogers__________ 1,200 __ ___ _ 2 
Edna Rowe _____________ 1,650 ------ 4 
A. B. Sage _____________ 1,650 - ----- 5 
Fred F. Shaffer________ 1,000 








U. of T. ________ _ 
s. w. u. ___ _____ _ 10 7 
U. of T., U. of------
C., Harvard. 
St. Col (N. M.), 12 
Cornell, Colum-
bia. 
Ind. S. N., Pur- 6 
due. 




18 E. -------- -----
2 Man. Tr·-------
3 Man. Tr. ______ _ 
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Schools-Teachers nual Student In Names 
Sal- --------1tutions 
of Inst!- this Year Taught by thesf Dally 
Attendedl-----1 Teachers this Recl-
Bchool Year ta-ary Col- [ 
Nor- le&'e 




Sch. Univ. In In 
--------:--- ------ ----1--------1---
Louise F. Stewart _____ 1,100 ------S. B. Swain ____________ 1,250 _____ _ 
Ruby 'l'errill------------ 1,450 1 
Eugenie Terry__________ 1,100 ------









U. of Mo.________ 7i 
Purdue U, ______ _ ------ , 
U. of T., U. ofl 1· 
T.cu .. ~·-~-'-~~-~~- 5 
s m I th c o I., - -----
Western Col. 
for Women. 
lA.Il . C. I. Tompkies .. _______ 1,550 ------ 6 A .M. Tulane.Columbia l 
Eula. •.rurner------------ 1,150 ~---- - 4 ------- - C. I. A., Teach-------
er's Col., Col-
umbia. 
Marie Van GasteL---"-- 1,000 ------ -------------- St. Mary's St. 5 
Col. (Antwerp) 
Belle Walne------------- 1,200 ••..•• 4 B .S. B. U·- ------------ ------Pauline Warner _____ ___ 1,050 1 2 A .B. U. of '!'., N. T. 14 
S. N. 
*Dallas, Oak Cliff H. S. 
(Cr. 24'h) 
J. F. Kimball , Supt . . . $4,000 ------
W. H . Adamson, Prin. 2,000 2 
4 A.M. B . U.............. 19 
2 14 
5 iFf- ~:~~~~~~-~~~~=~ ___ __  Elizabeth Baker-------- 1,600 ------
Katherine BalJ __________ 1,200 ------D. 0. Belew ____________ 1,350 ------
L. s. Barrett ___________ 1,300 ------
s. A. Blackburn _______ 1,500 4'h 






bia, U. of 0., 
P eabody. 
A.B. U . of T ·-----···· 
A.B. B. U., U. of T ... 
B .S. Valparaiso, Pur-
due. 
-------- Ill. S. N o r., Bradley. 







Bertha Cooper _________ 





A.Il. U. of T.......... 15 
B .S: N. T . S. N., Pea- ··----
body Col. 
Mas le Erskine __________ 1,000 
Laura Falls ____________ 1,150 
Jno. M. Fouts _________ 1,350 ------J . H. Gillespie _____ _____ 1 ,500 ------
H. L. Goerner _________ 1,600 ----- -
w. T. Hamilton. ______ 1,050 ------





Ph.B. N. 'l' . S. N., U. 
of C. 
B .S. St. Nor., N. C., 
Columbia. 





B . U .. U. of T .•• 
U.otC., Peabody 
lA.B. 6 A.M. S. H. N. I., U. of T. 
Mary Marshall--------- 1 ,000 ------ ------ {~~~ .& Pratt Inst. _____ _ 
Flora McGee------------ 1 100 4 ~I~ Colorado OoL--
E. Karl lllcGlnnls _______ 1 :500 ====== W.. A:B: U. of O .. Mo. Val-
ley Col. 
1 000 5 C. I. A·----------1:250 ===:=: 4 -B'~s~--JA. c. ____________ _ 
1 050 4 A B U. of T., U. of C. 
1:100 ====== 4 A:B: ti.cot T., Switzer 
ol. 
Bees Myers ____________ _ 
Earl Parker ___________ _ 
Clara Rowe ... . .. ....... . 
Rebecca Switzer ••..••.. 
Ohas. L . SyroD-------- 1,500 ______ 5 A.B. Wash. & Lee, U. 
of Cal., Jno. 
Ross L. Thomas....... 1,300 2 
Hop. 


















5 Man. Tr·-------71L. -------------
1 H . -------------
61M. -------------
10 E . -------------
5 D. S·-----------
J 







4 ----------------- . ----- -2(., E.......... 5 
9 ' 
18 =============== ====== ! 
12 E . ------------- 5 
I 
1 M. ------------- 6 
1 H. ------------- 5 
1 Man. Tr.- ------ 6 









5 D. S ..• -------- 6 
2 M. ---- --------- 4 







3 Dr. & Design... 7 
4 E. ------------ - 5 
i Sten. ---------- 3 
3 D. S·---------- 6 
l'h M . ------------ 6 
2 E . ------------- 8 
2 Ger., Sp........ 6 
3 o. 
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Scholastic Preparation Experience Subjects 
No. Years 
No. Years as Teaclter 
An· as including 
Sebo olB-Teachers nual Student In Names of Insti· this Year '!'aught by these Dally 
Sal· 1------ ·- tutions Attended1-----1 'J'eachers this Reci-
ary Col· School Year ta-
N.or- lege In In t!ons 
ma! or Degree Sec. this 
Sch. Univ . Sch. Sch. 
----------:--- ------ ____ , _______ , __ 
E. H. Wray ____________ 1,500 ------ 5 A .B. Yale -------------





A. R. Jarrett, Supt ... $1,350 ______ 2 L .I. Peabody College------
Lilli.an Johnson, Prin. 675 2 ------ -------- N. T . s·. N,___ ___ 5 
J. L . Watson_________ 90() ______ 5 B.S. 'l' ho r p Springs 1 
C., A. & M. 
Margaret Crockett_____ 675 ------ 3 B.S. S. W. U---------- 8 
Del Rio (Cr. 18) 
Walter Gray, Supt. ___ _ $1,500 ------ ------ A.B. Vanderbilt ------
Walter Stairs, Prin. ___ 1,100 ______ ------ A.B. U. of Ky., Drake 
M. L . Shebblelleld_____ 9001______ 3 -------- U. of T, ________ _ 
Frances Burns__________ 785 ------ ------ -------- H . P. Q, ________ _ 
Ora Livingston___ _____ 785 ------ ------ A.B . U. of T. ________ _ 
LIU Lipscomb__________ 785------ ------ A.B. U. of '1'----------
Denlson (Or. 24%) I 
F . B. Hughes, Supt ___ $2,500------ ------ B.S. Vanderbilt ------
B. McDaniel, Prin. _____ 1,450 ------ ------ -------- -------------------
G. P. Brous------------ 1,200 ------ ------ A.B. T . O. U.---------W . J . Christian ________ 1,200 ______ ------ -------- U. o f T. ________ _ 
B . S. Benedict---------- 1,2()() ______ ----- - B.S. Miss. A. & M .••. 
F. J . RusseL---------- 900 ______ - ----- B.S. Miss. A. & M, __ _ 
F. L. Norton ___________ 1,200 ------ ------ A.B. Union Col. of 
T'enn. 
W. F. Flaniken ________ 1,200 ------ ------ A.B. T . U-------------
Inez Cartwright________ 900 ------ ------ -------- Oen. Mo. Col. for 
GirlB. 
Mary Moore____________ 90() ------ ------ -------- U. of Mo, _______ _ 
Olive Clifford___________ 900 ------ ----- - -------- Peabody, U. of O. 
Adele Hirsch____________ 720 - ----- ------ -------- U. of C., Colum-
bia. Ad T!Uotson ___________ _ 810 ------ ------ A.B . Cornell ----------Fay Kirk ______________ _ 675 ------ ----- - A.B. U. of S. OaL ___ _ 
675- _____ --- --- A.B . Drury -----------, 900 ------ ------ B.S. 0. I. A. _________ _ 
900 - ----- ------ -------- Kans. St. N. S ... 
720 ------ ------ ------- O. I. A-----------
Opal Rhamy ___________ _ 
Allie George _______ ____ _ 
Alia McLean ____________ _ 
Annie Boyd ____________ _ 
900 ------ ------ -------- U.of T., U.of C., 
S. H. N. I. 
Denton (Or. 20) 
Carrie Johnson .. -------1 
J. W. Beaty, Supt. ___ $1,800 2 
2 
2 A.B. N. T. S. N., Cent. 
A. Logan, Prin , _______ 1,000 
R. E . Jackson _________ _ 
C. G. Yarbrough _____ _ C. M. M!zelJ ___________ _ 
Edna McCormick ____ _ 
Norma Smith __________ _ 
Ella M. Underwood----










2 A.M. S. H . N. I., T. 
0 . u. 






L.I. Peabody College 
-------- N. T. S. N, _____ _ 
A.B. JU. of T., U. of 0. 
A.B. S. W. U., Colum-
bia. 
2 ·------- N. T. S. N., U. 
of c. 

































Elizabeth Storrie_______ 675 ------ 3 -------- 0. I. A, __________ ------
Ethel Simmons_________ 675 ------ 3 -------- O. I. A-----------------
Mrs . Lee E. Nelson____ 720 2 I 
Devine 
L. H. Kidd, Supt. _____ $1,800 ------
L. B. Moore, Prfn _____ , 1,200 ----- -
1 --------1T. U., N. T . S. N. 5 
3% A.B. !u. of o .. u. of T . 12 
4 A.B. U. of CaL______ 3 
3 E. ------------- ------3 Dr., Design ____ _ 
HL -E:========= 1 Sc., Arith.,7gr. 









1~ ~~~= =~~~========= -----~ 
6 P ., Ph.________ 6 
2 Man. Tr ·------ 6 
1 Man . Tr ·------ 6 
6 L. - ----------- - 6 
2 Commercial ___ 6 
20 H. ------------- 6 
5 E. ------------- 6 
20 M. ------------- 7 
3 Fr., Ger·-------
3 E. ------------- 6 
1 H. ------------- 6 
1 E. ------------- 6 1 D. $,___________ 6 
2 D . A------------ 6 
2 D. A .. ---------- 6 
20 -----------------! 6 













6 Alg. ----------- 5 
5 H. ------------- 5 
4 D. E. ---------- 4 
1 Ger. ------------ S 
2 H., E., SC.---- 5 
3 M. ------------- ----1 E., Pub. Sp.___ 6 
A. Directory of High-Sclwol Teachers 
Scholastic Preparation Experience l--Su_b_J_ec_ts _ 1 
No. Years 
No.Years as Teacher 
An· as including 
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Schools-Teachers nual Student in Names of Inst!- this Year Taught by these Dally 
Sal- 1--------1tut!ons Attended -----1 Teachers this Recl-
ary Col- School Year ta-
Nor- Jege In In tions 
ma! or Degree Sec. this 
Sch. Univ. Sch. Sch. 
----------1·-- ------ ___ , _______ _ 
M. J . ColbY------------ 1,000 ------ 4 A.B. U . of T. ________ _ 
Louise Herron__________ 760 ------ 6 A.B. Vanderb;lt ------
Flora HanseL__________ 600 ------ 3 -------- C. I. A-----------
Diamond Hill (Ft.Worth) 
O. A. Tarlton, Supt.--$1,500 ------ 2 -------- B. U·-------------
N. Cox, Prin. __________ 900 ------ 4 B.S. P. C. ____________ _ 
Margueritte Mizell------ 720 ------ 4 A.B. T . U·-------------
Fred Bruce_____________ 810 3 ------ -------- N. 'l'. S. N. ______ _ 
Donna 
J.F . .si .Stephens, Supt. $1,500 1 J. B .. Jones. Prin. _____ 1,100 _____ _ 
Callye Walker__________ 720 1 
Vara Williamson_______ 720 1 
Dublin (Cr. 17) 
A. 0. Strother, Supt .. $1,560 2 
W. E. Hawkins, Pr!n._ 900 ------J. F. Whisenant. _____ _ 855 3 Lucy Hamilton _______ _ 720 1 
Ione OlaY--------------- 720 ------
Eagle Lake (Cr. ll'h) 
J. H. Morg&n, Supt . __ $1,800 1 
R. E. Price, Prin._____ 675 ------
Kathleen Gould--------- 675 ------
Mary Williamson_______ 675 2 
Ada McLendon_________ 675 ------
Eagle Pass (Cr. 13) 
1 -------- U. of T . ________ _ 
4 B.S. A. & M. of Miss. 
4 -------- C. I. A-----------
2 -------- U. of T----------
lB .S. 6 M.A. N. T. S. N., U. 
1 
of T., P . 0. 4 ________ s. w. u. ________ _ 
2 -------- N. T . S. N., B. U. 
4 -------- U. of 'l'., N. T. S. 
N. B.A. S. W. U. ________ _ 
2 -------- U. of T., U. of C. 
3 -------- U. of T ., S. W. U. 
4 B.A. U. of 'l'·---------
1 -------- B. U., S. H. N. I. 











1 Sc., Sp. _______ _ 
1 L . , H. ________ _ 
1 D. E. __________ _ 
5 H. -------------3M., Gram. ____ _ 
1 E., L·----------1 H., Sc. _______ _ 
t rc·: -~~~========= : 
2 H., L·----------
B E. -------------
2 H. -------------[ 
1 E., Ger·--------
2 Sc., H ... -------
2,M. , L----------







1 E., H·----------1 Sp., L. ________ _ 























G. B . M. Snyder, Supt . $1,800 ------ 4 B.S. ------------------- 21 10 -- ------ --1 ~iie;· fa~siurm?e~~~==== 1,~~ =::::= ~ ::=:::=: ~~-~:--~~====::::: : 222 1. ~S-cp:_,-_~M_-_·-_·: ___ -:_:_:_~_-=_:_:_ -----~7-
J osephine Draeger______ 720 1 ------ ----- __ 6 
Iola Harwood__________ 765 t 2 M.s~ Sy-nodicaCcCii~::: 10 1['Exp'n.& Ph.Tr. _____ _ 
Edna (Cf. ll'h) 
J. F. Johnson, Supt . --$1,500 ------ ______ B.S. U. of T·--------- 2 4·H., CIV.-------- 4 
T. E. McMillan, Prin. 900 ------ ------ M.A. U. of N. C·------ 4 l iM., P.__________ 5 
Watsie Nowlin---------- 720 ______ ------ B.A. B. U._____________ 2 3•L., Ger·------- 5 
Lucie Jameson_________ 675 ------ ------ M.A. U. of T---------- 2 l !E. ------------- 5 
El Campo j 
Asa W . Griggs, Supt.-$1,800______ 3 A.B. U. of Ga .________ 25 7 Ph.,C.,P. & H . 
Alice Mason, Prin . _____ 765 2 1 -------- S. H. N. J.______ 12 4 M., L. _________ _ 
Mrs. L . G. Peck_______ 675------ 4 --------Goliad CoL_____ 1~ 5 E. -------------
Sall!e Gray_____________ 675 ______ 3 -------- U. of T._________ 3 1 H., L--------- -
E::r: Loudon___________ 675 3 ------ -------- S. W. T. N.______ 3 2
1
H., Ger·-------
A. B. Corder, Supt .•.. $1,300 1 ------ -------· S. W. T. N._____ 16 41M.,Ph.,P. & H. 
H.B. Portwood, Pr!n . 1,100 2 1 --------Okla. U., N. T . 3 liH., P., Ag., 
Mattie McMath_________ 675 1 _____ J _______ N.s .T~·s. N.______ 3 1 L~r'ii~: Sp. ___ _ 
Mary Shaeffer__________ 675 2 ------ -------- N. •r. S. N., C. ---·-- ------ E., Geog. _____ _ 
I. A. 
EI~!n (Cr. 12) 
J. T. Alexander, Supt . $1,620 ------ 2'h -------- -------------------
Cora B. M!ller, Pr!n.__ 765 ------ ------ Dip. S. W . T. N. _____ _ 
Florence Pearson_______ 675 ----- ------ B.A. U. of T. ________ _ 





2 Sc. ,M., Am. H. 
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Scholastic Preparation Experience Subjects 
No. Years 
No. Years as Teacher 
An- as including 
Schools-Teachers nual Student In Names of Inst!- this Year Taught by thes1 Dally Sal- 1--------ltutlons Attended1-----1 Teachers this Reci-
Nor- Iege In In tions 
ary Ool- I School Year ta-
ma! or Degree Sec. this 
------------Sch. (Jniv. Sch. Sch. _______ , 
*Ei: pt~~Yi~:~~~~i~~== :::::: ====== ===::: ======== ::::::::::::::::::: :::::: ::::::1 ::::::::::::::::: :::::: 
G. Adams ______________ $1,080 1 5 M.A. U. of Mo·--------1 2 2 Sc . , M.--------- 4 
A. G. Alexander ________ 1,250 1 4 B.A. U. of Neb.______ 4 1 E., Pub. Sp.___ 6 
Ida Bowles------------- 1,200 ------ 4 B.A. U. of Wis.______ 11 1 Sp., L·--------- 5 
Olaudia Brahm_________ 900 ______ 5 M.A. U. of T._________ 4 1 E. ------------- 5 
T. 0. Brooks __________ 1,200 2 4 B.A. U. of Nash.______ 10 1 E., H.__________ 5 
A. O. Burke____________ 900 1 3 -------- U. of Kans·------1 6 1,Sp. ------------ 5 
L. Chamberlain ________ 1,085 ------ 4 B.A. U. of 'l'·--------- '------ 6 M. ------------- 6 
Catherine Flynn ________ 1,400 1 3 -------- U. of O. & Colo. I 13 3 L. ------------ 5 
Hattie Funk ____________ 1,055 ------ 3 B.O.S. Bowling Green 6 2
1
Sten., Tpg ·---- 5 
Bus. U. 
Mrs. J. M. Frank ______ 1,305 ______ 5 M.A. Glasgow U.,Scot· 11 8 E. ------------- 5 
land. 
S. Gilchrist_____________ 940 3 ------ -------- N. Mex. Nor.____ 2 Sp. ------------- 5 
J. E . Gilkey ____________ 1,200 ______ 3 B.C.S. Bowling Green 1 Commercial 6 
R. Goldstein ___________ _ 
M. H . Griffin __________ _ 
Lottie Harris-----------Eula Harper __________ _ 
J. L . Henry ___________ _ 
R. R . Jones ___________ _ 
I. E . McJ,aren _________ _ 
I..ena McK!e ____________ _ 
E. J. Munoz __________ _ 
Helen Oldham _________ _ 
Archie Pratt_ __________ _ 
V. S. Rogers __________ _ 
Allen Sayles ___________ _ 





















B .A. U. of 'l'·---------
M.A. U. of 'l'·---------
-------- U. of T. ________ _ 
B.A. U. of T. ________ _ 
M.A . Sorbonne, Paris_ 
M.A. Hampden Sydney 
Ool. 
4 B. s. Leland Stanford 





-------- B. U--------------B.A. U. of T. ________ _ 
B.S. Iowa CoL ______ _ 
BA u. of o. ________ _ 
















L . L. Stene ____________ 1,020 ______ 4 B .A. S. W. U. ________ _ 
Mrs. H . Stevens_______ 900 ------ 2 --------Sargent SchooL_ 
*Ennis (Or. 20) 
J. D . Coghlan, Supt. __ $2,400 ______ ------ -------- -------------------
W. P. Fulton. Prln. __ 1,100 ______ 4 B .S. P . 0., Armour 
20 
4 
R. H. Brister __________ 1,000 ------
F. J. Story____________ 720 _____ _ 
A. R. Kennedy_________ 810 ------
Lulu Dupree____________ 900 1 
Inst. 
3 -------- Decatur Col.,B.U. 
3 A.B. T. U., S. W. U.--5 A.B. S. W. U. ________ _ 





Margaret McHenry_____ 810 ------ 5 A.B. S. W. U·---------




Roy F. Leslie, Supt. __ ~1,200 
J. T . Brinkley, Prln. __ Mae Hunter ___________ _ 






W. A. Canon, Supt. ___ $1,300 ------0. B. Mosley, Prln. ___ 1,000 _____ _ 
Mary McCrummen_____ 675 ------
Daphne Helms__________ 675 ------





--- ----- S. W. T. N., U. ------
of T. jM.A. B .S. Georgia ---------




3 -------- Burleson CoL ___ ------
4 B.A. B. U·------------- 4 
5 B.A. U. of T·--------- 1 
4 B .A. T. C. U._________ 1 
2 B.A. N. T. S. N., 0. -----· 
I. A. 
10 M. -------------1 H., Phys. Tr. 
~ ii·. ' -r:~========= 







1 M., Mil . Tr.___ 6 21 Study Hau _____ . ____ _ 
1 Sp. ------------- 6 
6 E. ------------- 5 
1 Sp. ------------ 5 
5 Sc. ------------- 4 
3 H. ------------- 5 
3 Bkg. ----------- 6 
1 Se. -------------1 Phys. Tr .• ____ _ 
I 








































nual Student Jn Names 
Sal- 1--------- tutions of Inst!- this Year '!'aught by thesf Dally Attended1-----1 'l'eachers this Recl-
ary Col· 
Nor- lei:e 
ma! or Degree 
Sch. Univ . 
School Year ta-
rn In tlons 
Sec. this 
Sch. Sch. 
Floresville (Cr. 141,j,) 
_____ , __ , __ I 
W . B . Toone, Supt . ___ $ 1475·------ 4 A.B. Webb's SchooL--
J . A. Poston, Prin. ___ 10-221,j,I 2 --- -- - ------- - S. H. N. r._ ____ _ 
Myrtle Hurley __________ 832% 2 ----- - -------- S. H. N. r._ ____ _ 
'l'» C. Cobb ___________ _ --- --- :- ----- 4 B.A.C. Miss. A. & M ..... 
Floydada (Cr. S'h) I 
F. E . Savage, Supt. __ $1 ,200: 
E. 0. Nelson, Prin.... . ooo! 'hi-------- u.s.oi. '.r., 1 3 B .A. U. of T., 
N. I. 




S. H . 
Miss J. P . Moorhouse _____ _ 
18 7 L., Am . H , ___ _ 
9 4 E., E. H . _____ _ 
2 10 M. -------------
4 ------1Sc., Ger., H . __ 
5 5 M. -------------
1 IH., S·----------







*Forney (Cr. 14%) 




s. w. u._________ 11 4' M. . p ·--------- ~ Mrs. Hulsey, Prin .____ 675 ______ 4 'l' . c. u__________ 3 
J osephine Cannon______ 540 ------ 3+ s. w. u __________ _____ _ 
Mable Colbert_ _________ ------ 1 3 S. H. N. r._____ _ 1 
*Fort Worth. Central H. 
S. (CT. 30) 
M. H . Moore, Supt.--- '$3 ,600 ------ ------ ·------ - S.f~d ~ot' Bed-
R . L. P asch al, Prin ... o 600 I 3 B . A. Wake Forrest __ _ 
Ernest Parker __________ i;575 :::::: 4 A.B. Ky. Milit. Inst .•• 
W. L. RusselL- ------- 1,000 ------ f 6 A.B . B. U. ___ _________ _ 
J . R. Tucker ___________ 1,350 ______ . 7 A.M. Ran-Macon, Jno. 
Hopkins. 
Lizzie Litsey ________ ___ _ 
J. F . Batema n ________ _ 
O . W . Berry __________ _ 
Lyde Sprairlns _________ _ 
I.. W . Newton ________ _ 
H. J. Edens ___________ _ 
Mamie Brightwell _____ _ 
Verna Carlisle _________ _ 
Charlie M. Noble ______ _ 
Vallie Holley ______ ____ _ 
~:::i :::::: 
l.~1 ====== 1,350 ------
1,350 ------
1,000 ------
l ,000· 2 
1,000 1 
900 
S . E. Frost____________ 1,350 2 
2 A.B. Indiana U--------5 A.B. T. 0. U. ________ _ 
4 B.S. T. U·-------------
5 A.B. Ran-Macon -----
6 A .M. P . C., U. of T. __ 
4 A.B . S. W. U.---------
4 A.B. U. of Nash. _____ _ 
----- -------- N. T. S. N. _____ _ 
1 -------- U. of 'l'., T. C. 
U., U. of C. 
. -- --- - -- --- -- S. H . N. I., U. 
of C. 
1 ------- - S. H . N. I., Ad-
Ran. 
Christine Matthews ____ 1,000 3 ----- - -------- S. H. N. I., U. 
Lily B. Clayton ___ __ ___ 1,350
1 
______ ------ -------- Barton Ac., Mo-
bile. 
C. M. Haines __________ 1,350 ------ 5 B.S. Kans. St. Col., 
U. of Wis. 
Mary P . Ferguson _____ 1,000 ------ 3 -------- Columbia, Pal-
Katherine McLeod ______ 1,000 ------
myra Sem. 
----- --- U. of C., U. of. 
Tenn. 
R . 0. Caln------------- 1,350 ------ -------- Eastman C., U. 
of Okla. Sue King _______________ _ 9'45 2 ------ --- ----- N. T. S. N. ______ _ Anna Andrews _________ _ 720 ------ 4 A.B . Ran-Macon -----B . E . Looney ______ __ _ _ 1,000 ------ 5 M.A. T. u .. u. of c. __ Otsle V . Betts ________ _ 675 ------ 4 A.B . B. U--------------J. B. FrlzzclL ______ ___ _ 000 ______ 5 A.B. T . C. U. ________ _ 
Agnes Edens ___________ _ 855 ------ 4 A .B. S. W. U·---------
Frances Gillespie .. ----- 765 ------ 5 A .B. Fort Worth U., 
Geo. Wash. U. 




M.A. S. W . U., U. of C. 
A.B. T. C. U .. U. of 0. Hallfe McPherson______ 810 ------
C . G . Harwood ________ 1,000 4 M.A. U. of Okla. _____ _ 







































20 M. ------------- 5' 
4 M. ------------- 5' 
11 E. ------------ 5o 




7 H., C. ---------
8 c. -------------
8 L. -- ---- -------
5 E . ------------
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Scholastic Preparation Subjects Experience I :-------· 
No. Years 
No. Years as Teacher 
An- as including 
Schools-Teachers nual Student in Names of Insti- this Year Taught by these Daily 
Sal- 1--------1tutions Attendedl-----1 Teachers this Recl-
ary Col- School Year ta-
Nor- lege In In t!ons 
mal or Degree Sec. this 
Sch . Univ. Sch . Sch. 
-----------1-- ---- ---1-------·1--
Mattie Morgan ________ _ 
Anna E . May __________ _ 
D. M. Major __________ _ 
Lucy White------------Jessie G. Butts ________ _ 
Lenore Moore _________ _ 
Jeannette McMurray __ _ 
Rowena Weirauch _____ _ 
Merrie '1'. Bostick _____ _ 
Clara Stevens----------
Leslie M. Clancy _______ I 
Mary E. Failor _______ _ 
Josephine Daffron _____ _ 
Ruth Sanders __________ _ 
James M. Glass--------
B . R. Bode ____________ _ 
Mabel Johnson ________ _ 
W. H. Caldwe11--------T. A . Ross ____________ _ 
Homer Byrd ___________ _ 
Floyd L. Scott_ ______ _ 
Minna Wright _________ _ 
Beulah HalL _________ _ 
900 ------ U. of T .. U. of C. 
U. of Ill·--------
P. C., U. of Wis. 
P. C., U. of '.I.'. __ 
4 

















U. of '!'·--------- 2 
U. of '1'., U. of------
Okla. 
810 ------ 4 B.A. U. of C., Ran-
Macon. 
765 ------ 4 B.A. U. of C., U. of T . 
855 ------ 2 -------- U. of '.I.'., T. C. U. 
765 ------ 2 -------- 'l'. C. U., U. of 
495 ______ s ________ u.c~~f·T . _______ J 
540 1 3 B.A. S. W. T. N. _____ _ 
720 1 2 ------- _ Winchester Nor._ 




-------- T. C. U. , B . U., 
U. of T. 












855 ------ 4 B.A. U. of T, _________ 6 
675'------ 4 B.A. U. of T·--------- 1 
900 1 3 B.S. P. C ._____________ 15 
900 4'h ------ -------- State NormaL___ 2% 
900 ------ 4 B.S. A. and M. _______ ------
~~i---2-- ====== ======== ~.Ok. i.~\~~:=== 2! 
Fort Worth, North Side , 
(Cr. 19) I 
M. H . ~oore, Sup~·--- $3,600 2 ------ -------- T. C. U., U. of T. 
A. B . Fmcher, P rm. __ 2,000. ______ 3 -------- U. of T., Fort 
25 
10 I Worth U. 
W. N. Clark ___________ 1,000·------ 4 A.B. T. C. U·--------- 3 
N. L. Clark ____________ 1,125!'------ 5 M.A. U. of T,_________ 15 
Laura B . Bishop_______ 855 ------ 4 A.B . Valparaiso U.___ 10 
Essie Hunter___________ 720 ------ 4 A.B . U. of T. _________ ------
Mary Williams_________ 720 2 1 -------- N. '.I.'. S. N., U. 2 
of T. 
Lillian Stephenson ____ _ 855 ------ 4 A.B. U. of T ·--------- 2 Riley Aiken ____________ _ 765 ______ 3 -------- T. C. U._________ 3 
Daisy Brundage_. ______ _ 1,000 2 3 -------- u. of c._________ s R. L. Myers ___________ _ 1,35() ______ 4 A.B. Oen. U. of Ky.__ 1 
Lois McDermett_ ______ _ 585 1 2 -------- u. Of Q, _________ ------
Lucile Bunting ________ _ 450 2 - ----- -------- C. I. A.---------- l M. S . Sweet_ __________ _ 1 ,125 ______ s ________ s. w. u._________ 5 
Lula Jennings---------- 810 2 2 -------- U. of C. -------- 5 Caroline Gaither ______ _ 450 1 ------ -------- "I. T. S. N._______ 1 Lizzie Eppler __________ _ 1,000 ------ ------ -------- u. of c._________ 4 
:Franklin M. B . Brown , Supt. ___ $1,700 _____ _ 4 B.Llt . U. of Ky.________ 21 
4 A.B. Ill.Wesleyan Col.------Mrs. T. Wilson, Prin. 675 ------
Eva Gartman__________ 675 1 3 B.S. B. F. C._________ 5 
James Johnson________ 720 3 
------ -------- S. H. N. L------ 3 
Fredericksburg 
W. z. Bates, Supt. ____ $1,400 2 3 -------- N. T. S. N., U. 
of T . 
Julia Estill, Pr!n. ____ _ 
E. M. Blttner----------
675 ------ 5 M.A. U. of T. ________ _ 
675 ------ 3 -------- Aca. of Forestry, 
Tharand, Ger. 








~\~p. -=========== 2·'h1H., Sp. _______ _ 
1jFr. ------------
3 Ger. -----------
2 M . -------------
& E. ------ -------
1IE. -------------
1 D. S.-----------














5 :1:: ~~::::::::::: 
:1:~n~-~:~~:~::::: : 
l 1M. ------------- 5 
~ l ~an~-'f;:====== ~ 
11Man. Tr·------- 4 r __ :-::::::::: :~::· 
61 ----------------- ------
2 P., Ger. ------- 6 
2 E. ---------- --- 6 
2 E. ------------- 5 2 E., M,_________ 6 
3M. ------------- 6 
3 H. -- ----------- 5 
1 Sp., H·-------- 6 
5 M. ------------ 6 
6 C., H ·---------- 6 
5 D. S·----------- 4 
1 D. A·----------- 4 
l Man. Tr.------- 4 
4 H. ------------- 2 
1 l. ------------- 2 
6 L. ------------- 6 
2 M. ------ -------
4 E., H.----------1 L ., Ger. _______ _ 
2 Sc. ------------
3M. 
11 E., H. ________ _ 
20 Ger. ------- -----















Schools-Teachers nual Student In Names 
Sal· --------- tut!ons 
of Insti- this Year Taught by these Dally 
Attended1-----1 Teachers this Recl-
ary Col-
Nor- Jege Jn I In 
Sec . this 
Sch . Sch . 
School Year ta-
tlons 




S. J. Norvell , Supt. ___ $1,080 ______ 6 -------- U. of T,_________ 8 1 H., Ger ,____ ____ 5 
S. B . Hand, Prin._ ____ 675 ____ __ 3 -------- U. o f '£,_______ __ 13 1 Sc. , M,_________ 6 
.c:::::v::t~~~.--~~;--- 540 __ ____ 4 -M--~-A-.-- :·ewc~~::Y---~~~~~~ ----: ___ J~~~-:~~~~~~~~~~- -----6-
J. P. Glasgow, Supt. __ $2,5()() ______ 5 
E. C. McDonald, Prin. 1,7001- ----- 4 B.A. Hampden-Sidney_ 16 11 L . -------------
Mary J. Cox ___________ 1,080
1
_____ _ 4'h-------- C~~mbia, U. of 15 1s
1
E . -------------
Mary M. Gwyn_ ___ _____ ~00 __ ____ 2 L . I. P eabody ----- --- 8 6 E., H---- -------1 
H. O. McCain---------- 1,~5() ____ __ 4 B.S. 'l'. U------------- 14 2 M. , Ph, ________ , 
0. R. Anderson __ ______ 1,5001 2 1 B .P. Mo. St. Nor.____ 6 4 P., Ph., C, ___ _ 
M. V. Liddell __________ 1,000
9001
____________ 4 B.A. U. of T._________ 6 4.Ger. - --------- --
Pauline Davenport_____ 4 B.A. U. of '1' ---------- 2 1iAJg., P. & H ... 
Jean- Figh----- -- -- -- --- 9001
1
______ 4% B .A. U. of T ._________ 2 J [H. -------------
Mattie Trickey_________ 720 ------ 3 - ------- C. I. A.--------- 2 2:D. E. ________ __ _ 
H. H .Farr _____________ 1,100 --- -- - 4 B.S . Ala. Poly,_____ _ 2 2'Man . Tr., Dr, __ 
Garland (Cr. 14'h) 1· 
C. L . Ward , Supt .--- - $1,200______ B.S. S. W. U.-------- 4 4 P., M. _____ ___ _ 
Earle Paschall, Prin, __ 810 ______ A.B . . S. W. U--------- __ ____ 1 L., C., Ger. ___ _ 
Jennie Camp_______ ____ 675 ------ 4 A.B. :u . of T ,_________ 5 4•E., H. _________ _ 
Hazel Ogle Ward_______ 585 ------ 2'h ------- - •U. of •.r ._________ 7 2'h M. , L, _________ _ 
Gatesville (Cr. 16) I 
Geo. W. Harris, Supt. $1,800 ------ 5 M.A. iA. & M. of Ga., 
I B . U., Oolum-
! bia U. 
Ph.B. IB . U., U. of 
Chicago . 
Mildred Watkins_______ 810 --- - - - 2 -------- 'U. of '1'.------ --- 3 
Anne Baines_______ __ ___ 720 ------ 4 A.B. :B. U·------------ 2 
O. W. Greene_______ ___ 810 ------ 5 A.B. ID. B. C., A. & ------
M. 
Jno. O. Potts , Prfn ___ 1 ,000 ------
2 7 E., H. _________ _ 
2 1
1




3 D . E, __________ _ 
Tenn. 



















Mrs. F. E. Cotchett___ 300
1
______ 2 ________ 1 N.1 _T·A~: 1ti: ~i s Jno. W. Clark, Supt . $1,500------ 7 ________ .Emory & Henry 31 
I Col., V. M. I. 7 ------ ----------· ------
2 -------- is ·w': ·u~· N., s. 
Clara Wilson----------- 630 2 2 --- ----- S . W. U------ ---
Thos. E. Lee, Prin, ___ 1,150 1 
Dora Ryan_____________ 630 ------ 6 A.B. IS. A. Fem . Col., 
. s. w. u. 630 ______ 4 ________ s. w. u. _______ _ Ethel Elrod------------Mrs . B . C. Rosch ___ __ _ 450 ____ __ 5 ________ s. w. u. _______ _ 
F . W. Sparks _________ _ 630 ______ 2 - -- ----- s. w. lJ: _______ _ 
I 
1 -------- N. T. S. N. , U. 
Giddings (Or. 13) 
W . G. Walley, Supt .--$1,350 
W . B. Alexander , Prin. 810 
, of Ky . 
-------- S. W . T. N., U. 
> of T . 
Margaret Cartwright __ 675 1 1 -------- U. of Tenn., Ox-
ford , Mass. 
Hugh Cherry___________ 675 2 ------ -------- S . H . N. L--- -- -
Gilmer (Cr. 10) 
I. A. Coston, Supt , ___ $1 ,500 _____ _ ________ !E. T . N. 0., U. 









J . R . Reed, Prin , _____ _ 990 - -- --- B .A . . B . U ·--- --------- ·-----W . D. David __________ _ 
Ella Pierce __ ___________ _ 
9001 _____ _ 
630 ------
B .A. S . W. U·-------- ---- --
-------- C. I. A----------------
















3 M., Sc. _________ 7 
2H., L . __________ 8 
l Ger., E, ________ 6 
9 M., 7th Grade __ 6 
5 M., H---------- 3 
2 Sc., Alg ·------- 5 
llE., H . __________ 6 JH., Clv., D. E. 4 










nual Student In Names 
Sal- 1-------- tutfons 
of Inst!· this Year Taught by thesE Dally 
Attended1-----1 'l'eachers this Recl-
ary Col- J School Year ta-
Nor- lege 





__________ , ___ - -- ------ -------1--
Ruth Stfll ______________ _ 630 ------ 2 ------- - U. of '!'·--------- ------
Goldthwaite (Cr. 12'h) 
F . E. Norton, Supt ... 
1
$1,200 ------
Lynne Wooten, Prin ... 765 ------
Florence Douglas------- 630 ------
Lucille J arrett____ ______ 630 ------
-------- r.T. of T ·--------- 3 
2 -------- U. of T ·--------- 2 
2 -------- U. of T ·--------- 2 
4 B.A . U. of T .......... 2 
J. T. Reid-------------- 675 ------ 4 B .A. H . P. 0--------- 1 
Goliad 
James Briggs, Supt ... $1,415 ------ 3 L .I. Peabody Col.... 14 
L. E. Stiernberg, Prln . 765 _____ _ 
G. W. Sansom_________ 720 _____ _ 
l'h -------- U. of T .• ________ ------
4 B.S . A. & M .. -------- ------
Johnie Mae Ray________ 675 ------ 4 A.B. U. of '!' ·--------- ------
Gonzales (Cr. 17) 






Am . H., Pl 
Geom. 3 Ger., L. _______ _ 
2 E. -------- -----
~ D. E., M .• ____ _ liH. -----·-------
2,L . , H.----------
2,M. -------------
1 Man. Tr., Sc .•• 
1 E., D. S ... -----
1 C., Arlth., Clv. 
S. W. Bass, Prin. ____ 1 ,035 2 2 -------- S. W . T . N., U. 2 P ., Ph ., P . & 
of T. H ., H. P. M. Kenley __________ _ 900 ------ B .A. U. of T---------- 1 E. -------------Miss Eddie Qualls _____ _ 855 --- --- B .A. U. of T._________ 5 7 L., H.----------Waldlne Thomas ______ _ 720 --- --- ------ B.A. U. of T ·--------- ------ ------Ger. , H .--------J. M. Hodges _________ _ 900 -------- S. W. T . N., U . 6 5 M. -------------
Graham (Or. 15) 
of T. 
1 
Earle L. Howell , Supt . $1,350 
C. H. Puckett, Prin. 900 ------Mabel Flanagan ____ ___ _ 765 ------
Lillie Pate _____ __ ______ _ 765 ------
Granbury 
R. P . Jarrett, Supt .... $1 ,250 ------
W. T. Hightower , Prln. 720 ------
Mrs. A. P . Gordon____ 720 ------
Grandview (Or. 141,j,) 
2 ,-------- U. of T ., U. e>f 
I 
0., B. U . • S. 
4 A.B. P.HO~~-~~------- ------
4 A.B. S . W. U ·-------- - -----
rB .S. 
6 lA.B. W. T. S. N .. . .. 
[Ph .B. 
3+ L . I. Peabody Col.. .. 
2 ---- ---- Add-Ran Col.. .. 





1 H. , Sc·---------
1 E. -------------
2 L. 
I 9 H ., E . _________ _ 
1 Sc., M .---------
16 E., L ·----------
N. 0 . Robbins, Supt .•• $1,500 ------ 3'h L.I. Peabody Col.... 14 7 L. - ------------
0 . E. Jackson__________ 810 ------ 3 -------- u. of T . _________ 2 2 M., H . P. ____ _ 
Clara Shell ____ _________ ------ ------ - ----- B.A. B. U. ------------ ------ ------ Ger., E ., H . ---
Granger 
D . H. Womack, Supt. $1,500 ------J. D . Chalk. Prin .____ 720 _____ _ 
Minnie Brown__________ 6.~0 ------
Hortense Rast.___ ______ 630 ------
Grapevine 
4 B .A. U. of T._________ 10 
3 -------- B . U .------------ ----- -1% -------- B. U.____________ 3 
1 -------- B . U ------ - ------ 4 
E. S. Farrlngton,Supt . $1,200 ------ 4 A.B. B . U ..• ---------- - -----
M. J. House, Prln.____ 680------ ------ ------- N. T. S. N._____ 2 
Minnie Behrens--------- 540 ------ 4 B.S. P. C------------- 1 
*Greenville (Or. 22'h) 
4 Alg.,Geom., P. 
1 H., Ger·--------3 E., Alg. _______ _ 
4 L., Ph. , P . & 
H. 








































9 -- - -------------- ------B. E . Masters, Prln .•• 1 ,3!i0 _____ _ 
J. E. McCOmb--------- 1,125 ..•••• 
Wm. Garland---------- 1,125 1 
B. P. Blasingame.----- 8'0 --- ---
4 B .A. B. U., Yale ____ _ 
4 B .A. U. of T. ---------
3 -------- 18. W. T. N., U. I of T. 
B.S. Ala. A. & M .••• 1 
3 E. ------------- 3 
3 H . ------------- 5 
5 Sc. ------------- 4 
2 Man . Tr., Dr... ' 









Schools-Teachers nual Student In Names 
Sal- r-------- tutlons 
of Inst!· ~gf~u~~~~ Taught by these Daily 




mal or Degree 




------- _______ , __ -- -·-----1 
J. J . McOasland______ 810 --- ---
J . D . Bivens ___________ 1,125 ------
W . I. Gibson__________ 1,125 ------
Anna Gautt ___________ _ 
Miriam Finks __________ _ 
Tlppora English _______ _ 
Grace Thompson ______ _ 
Mrs . Minnie Bramlette_ Anne Olark ____________ _ 
Mrs . J . J. McOasland 
Mrs. Lella Oameron ___ _ 









T. L . Vance, Supt. ____ $1,350 _____ _ 
R. D . Foster, Prin.___ 900 2 
0. M. Livsey__________ 900 2 
Lola Oalhoun___________ 765 ------
5 B .S. 
5 M.A. 




4 B .A. 
4 B .. A. 
4 B .A. 
6 Ph .B . 
2 
B. U . , U. of O. 10 
·r. u. ------------ 2 
H. P . 0., U. of 20 
Va. 
Randolph-Macon 8 
U. of T . --------- 3 
T. U . , U. of T., ------
B . U. 
Burleson OoJ. ___ ----- -
U. of T . --------- ----- -
U. vf T. --------- ------B. U.____________ 1 
0. I. A .• ________ ------
4 D A B. U. ------------





3 BA T. 0. U.--------4 B:A: U . of T, ________ _ 
1 M . ---- ------ ---
2 M . - ------------
: 1 ~ : ~~~~::~~~~~~~ 
1 L. - ------------
3 Sc. ------ -------
' 1 H. ------ ------ -
2 M., H . ---------
3M. -------- -----
2 Ger. ------ ------1 D. E. ____ ______ _ 
4
1
L., Sc. ________ _ 
4 M., Sc. ________ _ 
2 E., Alir., Ag. __ 
' H.' .L·----------
Handley I 
J. A. Whitener, SUpt . $1,125 2 - ----- ________ ,N . T. S. N, ____ _ 
J.W.Talklngton, Prin . 900 ______ ------ - ------ - S. H. N . r. ____ _ 
12 2 M., Sc·---------
Aines Ourtls----------- 540 2 2 N. T . S. N. ____ _ 
18 ------ L . , E .----------




















Harrisburg (Or. 13'h) 
W . O. Hanner, Supt .. - $1,500 2 
------- - S.
0
f1T.N. r., u. 15 2j ---------------- ------
J. D. Moncrief, Prln. __ 
Blanche Orutslnger ___ _ 
Mary Orabb------------
Mabel Browne"---------Frank Iiams ___________ _ 
Rebecca Beers ________ _ 
Haskell (Or. 15) 
810 2 S . H . N. I. 
Bradley Pol. 
765------ 5 B.A. H.P. 0., U. of 
T. 
675 ------ 3 -------- 0 . I. A. _______ _ 
675 3 -----• -------- Kans. St . N ·----
675 ------ 4 A .B. A. 0·------------675 1 3 _____ : __ S. H. N. I.,Ool. 
of Oolo. 
fA.B. 
R . J . Turrentine, Supt. $1,800 3 5 {A.M. Mo ., Oolo .. Oal-[B .Pe. lfornla, U. of 
T. 
H. E. Bell , Prln. ______ 1,200 
Addle Tompkins________ 675 
Minnie Ellis------------- 675 
Mrs . R. J. Turrentine 675 
IA.B. 
2 4 )B.Pe. Mich. U·--------
1 4 A.B. S. 0.------------
~ ---5-· ·i:1i·- ~· ol o~ .. ~n;;y 
0., Mo. St. N . 
Hearne 
F. L. Hodges, Supt . •• $1,500 1 2 -------- s.wi;,~t~. J:' Ft. 
0 . G. Dotson , Prln .••• 1,100 2 
Laura Walker________ 900 2 
Effie Taylor___________ 765 ------
2 -------- <\. k- M. Ool.. •• 
4 A.B. B . U ••• ---------















1 Man. T. -------- 7 
1 Sc. ------ -------
l'h D. E ._____ ______ W., 
3 L . ------------- 6 1 H . , Sp._________ 7 
4 J<:. ------------- 6 
5(g., H.------· 
5 M. , Sc.--------
6 E . -------------
7 H. ------ -------
1 J,. -------------
10 H. -------·-----
~ . M., Sc. _______ _ 









•Hendenon (Or. lS'h) 
P . B . Bittle, Supt. ____ $1,liOO ----- - 6 B .S . <\ . & M·------ --- ------ 17 M. --····-----




0 . A. Lanier, Prin .• __ 1,200 ------
Miss Georgia Buck___ __ 72D ------
Elsie Hunt •• ------------ 720 1 
L . H. Baker__________ 720 ------
Henrietta (Or. 16) 
0 . F . Walker, Supt .•• .;1,500 2 
! -~::. ~· >i:E1:::::: :::::- __ At~=::::: 
2 B .S. Male Ool., Miss. 22 :r Arfth., Alg .•••• 2 
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Scholastic Preparation I Experience Subjects 
No. Years 
No. Years as Teacher 
Schools-'l'eachers 
An- as including 
nual Student In Names of Insti- this Year Taught by these Dally 
Sal- 1-------- tutions Attended1-----1 '.reachers this Reci-
ary Col- School Year ta-
Nor- lege In In tions 
ma! or Degree Sec. this 
Sch. Univ . Sch. Sch. 
-----------1--- ---------1-------·I--- ---1-------1---
H. M. Muse, Prin. ___ _ 810 ------
675 ------










A.B. S. C., U. of T., 5 3
1
Ger., H . _______ _ 
-------- U ~ of0 !i.' ~~- - ----- 3 h., H . _________ _ 
6 
Elinor Pancoast _______ _ 675 ------Mamie Walker _________ _ 675 ------
Hereford (Cr. 15) 
B. M. Harrison, Supt. $1,500 ------




-------- Emory C01lege__ 12
1 
I · ----------------- ------
U . of 'l.'., S. H. 8 2 ----------------· 4 
L. Fertsch, Prill.------ 990 3 
Sarah S. Gray__________ 720 ------
-------- ' N. I. I B.A. U. of T.--------- 31 ~5,- l H., Alg.________ 5 U. of '.!.'., Geo. ,., 1 E. ------------- 6 B . .o\.. Wash. U. I P. C.____________ 1 L., Alg.________ 6 Mary G. Gillespie______ 720 ------Frank P . Witson______ 810 ------
T. U., Blooming 
B .A. Grove Tr. Sch . 
H~~ /frco1/ler, Supt._ __ $1,4401 _____ _ 




J. N. Crawford________ 900 ______ 4 B.A. of T. IN. T. S. N., U. Ella Davenport________ 810 a ------ -------- T. U. , U. of C. 1 
I 
1U. ofT., U.ofC. ------
*Hillsboro (Cr. 23¥.,) 
T. D. Brooks, Supt. __ fl,500 ______ A.B. 
w. T. Lofland, Prin . __ 1,440 ______ 
1 
Ph.B. ~: .;1£-c-.~--u-.--of i~ 1 
Bessie Lee Dickey______ 810 ______ 4 A.B. T., B. U. j 
B. W. Wiseman _______ 1,100 ______ 
1 
4 A.B. S. W. U.________ 5 
J. S. Dav1es ___________ 1,000 - ----- 4 A.B. S. W. U.________ :J i 
Geo. H. Belew_________ 810 ------ 4 A.B. P. C . , U. of T. 2 
Mildred Mihills--------- 900_ _____ ~ , A.M. B. U., Columbia 1 
Mary J . White--------- !)()()______ " I A.M. U. of T., Vassar 5 
Tably Smith____________ 675
1
------ ___ : __ -~~~~-- ~·~~fv :.·u~:--T~ -----2 
~:~r~1J!~~~~~~:::::::: l.~gg ______ 1 ________ Kan. M. T. Nor. 
Honey Grove (Cr. 20¥.,) I 1°· I. A. __ ______ _ 
W . L. Willis, Supt. ___ $1,800 ------ ------- -
L. F. Connell, Prin. __ 1,100 ------ .-------- N. T. S. N. _____ _ C. W. McLeland_______ 900 ______ 1 ________ N. T. S .N. _____ _ 
K. F. Patterson_______ 675 2 --------------Pittsburg, Kans. 
Bessie Jackson_________ 765 ------ 4 B.A. 
1 
N. T. s. N ·------
Gabriella Baldwin______ 720 ------ 4 B.A. B. U.------·-----
Nettie Nauman_________ 675 ------ 3 -------- U. of 'l.' ·---------Mildred Ayrer__________ 675 ___ ___ 3 -------- U. of'£. __ ______ _ 
I. V. Brock, Prln. ____ 1,200 4 
Nellie T. Ferguson_____ 900 ------
E. Hope Finfrock______ 810 ------
Ethel M. Craig________ 765 ------
Vera Harris __________ _ 





















3 H., M. ________ _ 
2
1
L., Alg. _______ _ 6 
2'Ger., Sc. ______ _ 
2 H., E.----------
1 
13 ----------------- --- - --
9 Sc. ------------- 4 
I 
4 L. ------ - ----- - 5 2 C., Alg.________ 6 
lP., M.---------- 6 
1 Ger . , Com'cJ.__ 6 
1 E. ------------- 6 
1 H . ------------- 6 1 E., H.__________ 6 
I 
3Man. Tr._______ 6 
3 D. E.___________ 6 
61 _________________ ------
6 M. ------------- 6 3 Man . '.rr ._______ 5 
1 Sc. ------------- 5 5·L., Ger.________ 7 
~i ii". ::::::::::::: ~ 
3 D. E·----------- 5 
1 Sc. -------------

































No. Years I 
as ~l'eacher 
including 


























___ 5¥., Accts. 1 
8 
I 
1 -------- Chillicothe, Ohio 9 3 Commercia1 
Kan. St. Nor. ___ ------------ Commercial --- 8 
*H:.~~n~~:'.o:u:.-~~~ ------ ------ ------ M.A. ------------------------- ______ I _________________ ----
W. G. Smiley, Prin ... _ $2,5001 2 6 A.B. U. of C., Na- 6 20Education 2 
tional Nor. U. I 
lA.B. I. H. Ayres ____________ 1,200,______ 6 S.M. S. W . U., U. 3 P . - ------------ & 
L. Carleton_____________ oool______ 4 B .A. u.0~? T. --------- ------ 51 E. -------------
~: f t~~~~i========= ~1:.ffi l ~=-=~~~li ~~~45~~~ 1 ~ BB~~- ~As~~--~~ ~~I~3~~~~~~i :! l!i r. ============= C. E . Godbey__________ 27 2 M., E . _________ _ 
Estella Harvey_________ 810 ______ 4 B.A. Nebraska U.____ 5 5 L., H -----------
Gussie Howard _________ 1,400 ______ ------ -------- ------------------- 14 14 E. -------------
R . .T . .Tung _____________ 1,500 2 3 I B.A. U. of T., S. H. 10 8 M. -------------
! 
I N. I. 1,500.------ 6 Ph.D. Yale ------------ · 1,200!------ 4 B .S. iu. of Ky. _______ _ 
270, ______ ------ -------- ------------ -------
1,500\------ 4 ________ g. of N. c. ___ _ 
C. C. Pearson ________ _ 
C. S. Perry ____________ _ 
Annie Radoff __________ _ 
H . H. Ransom _______ _ 
Helen Wood"----------- 855
1
______ 4 B.A. cilleie'.' Drury 
.T. H. Rose _____________ 1,300 2 3 A.B. U. of T·---------
1 jB.A. 














12 3 Bi. -------------15 ------ H., L. _________ _ 
E . M. Tafolla ________ _ 810 ------ 4 B.A. Laredo Seminary 4 5 Sp. -------------Eva Winne ____________ _ 
22 M. -------------Maud Woods-----------Luella Tankersley _____ _ 
1'~ ====== ---~-- -B':A.~-- soiiiiia.--N'ewcoffiiL __ :: 
630 ______ 4 B.A. 1u. of T 0 ---------1------ l !E . . Ph·---------1 H., E. --------- . I 
Houston .Tr. H. S.-
North Side 
1 lB.A. H . N. Shofstall, Prin. $2,300______ 5 M.A. Miami U., U. of 15 L. 
c. 
M. F. Carpenter _____ __ 1,500 •••••• 4 A.B. U. of C---------- 5 3,E . -------------
.T. G. Miller ____________ 1,500______ 3¥., B.A. ,U. of T·--------- 3 1¥., H. -------------
Alice T. Reader________ 810 ______ 3 B.L. B. F. 0--------- 6 1% Commercial __ _ 
Grace Darling __________ 1,000 ------ 4 B.8 . B. U ·------------ 2 16 E. -------------
Fred R . House, .Tr. ____ 1,00Q______ 3 B.S. A. P. M., Okla.------ l 'Man. 'L'r·-------
Mrs. Hammott_________ 855 ------ 3 ________ 
1
A10: St., B. F. 12 2
1
Dr . , Pen _______ _ 
Emma L . Brown _______ 1,4()() ______ 3 A.M. Is . W. U.-------- 6 9 M. -------------
~u~f:I ~.:i~~~~g~======= l,~ ====== ---~-- -~~~~J?..~-~:.:'.~========= 511 2~ ~~:· ~-~~======== Clara Louise Curtis___ 900 ------ 3 -------- Teacher's Col.... 2 2 Dom. Sc. ______ _ 
W. L. Heland----- ----- 1,000 4 ______ 1~:~~. ,St. Nor., Mo.... 4 3jH., E . _________ _ 
W. B. Davis----------- 1,500 ------ 5 M.A. Wabash Col.---- 'l!1 3 Sc., M. ________ _ 
Edna .r. Anderson _____ 1,4()()______ 5 B.A. U. of T._________ 10 10
1
L. -------------
W: c. Wahlers ________ 1,100______ 4 B .A. IU . of T . _________ 7 1 Bi., Arlth. ____ _ 
Emily Rawlins __________ 1,000 ______ 3 B.A . U0t°t.Tof ~le~: 7 llM. -------------
P. T. Jury_____________ WO 2 ------ -------- Kans. St. Nor... 4 3·Man. •.rr. ______ _ 
Alice Charlton______ __ 810 ------ 4 -------- Sophia Newcomb 1 llArt -------------













































Schools-Teachers nual Student In Names 
Sal- --------1tutions 
of Insti- this Year Taught by thest Dally 










---------- --- __________ , ________ , __ -- --·-------
Houston Jr. H . S.-
South End $ 
F . M. Black, Prln. ____ ,Zlil6.7 ------ 2 A.B. S. W. U,________ 15 10 ----------------- ------
Edith Babb-------------1810 ------ ------ -------- U. of Kans._____ 3 
Alda Barber. ___________ 
1
900 ------ 5 M.A. U. o f T·--------- 2 
H . DeOhaumes _________ 900 ______ ------ -------- ---- ------------ -- - 21 
E. Dukes--------------- 900 ----- - 4 A.B. U. of T.____ _____ 3 
Bertha Doering _________ 1100 4 A.B . U. of T._________ 71 
P. H. Finfrock ________ 1200 ------ - ------ ------A. C.------------ 26
1 :Mabell Fuller ___________ 765 ------ 4 A.B. U. of T. ________ _ 
J . E. Gibson ___________ 1521.2 ______ ------ -------- S. H. N. !.______ 17 
Edith Green ____________ 900 ------ ______ -------- ------------------- 5 
13. Higginbotham ______ 1409 ------ 4 B.S .• U. of Minn._____ 9 
J. M. Jackson---------1521 .2 ------ 4 A .B. B. U------------- 2 
Emma Klar _____________ 810 3 -------- Stout Inst.______ 21h 
T . J. Martin ___________ 810 ------ ------ ----- --- -------------------5 mo. 
Martha McC!ary _______ 1100 ------ ' 4 1--------Peabody OoJ.___ 15 
Mattie McLeod _________ 1400 ------ ------ ----- -·-Virginia Female_ 16 
~~iJ~ ~~~~d:d'~========= m>j>.2 ====== ====== ,======== ;=================== 1~ w. J. Moyes ___________ 1100 ------ 4 'A.B . u. of T.--------- 10 
Susan Pattillo __________ 1100 ------ 4 A.B. Western Female_ 2 
T . H. Rogers __________ 1521.2 ------ 4 A.B. Ohio U._________ 15 
Winnifred Thomas _____ 1000 4 A.B . U. of T.--------- 3'h 
Willie Tracy ____________ 600 ------ ------ -------- ------------------- 3 
Hubbard (Cr. 15) S. B. Foster, Supt. ____ $1,800 _____ _ 5 M.A. Ala. V-----------Jas. K. Barnes, Prln. 1,200 _____ _ 4 B.A . U. of 'l'·-------·-
Wm . M. Gibson________ 810 ------ 3 -------- U. of T., Com-
mer. Col. 
Annie Gillam___________ 810 2 ____ __ -------- S. H. N. I., 
Boulder, B. U. 
May Ralston___________ 720______ 4 I B.A. U. of T., B. U. 







E. E. Averette, Prln. __ 1,100 ------ 5 A.M. U. of T. _________ -----· 
Geo. A. Odam, Supt. __ $1,600 ______ 6
1
. A .M . U. of T., Colum-
Constance Hammock__ 722 ------ 4 A.B. U. ot T ·--------- 5 
Annie Donovan_________ 637 ------ 4 B .S. Hiwassee, Tenn . 6 
J . W. StiIL----------- 1,000 ------ :-------- S. H. N. L------ 2 
i:owa Park 
1 D. S·-----------
2 L. ---- ---------
21 Arith. ----------
7 Ger. ------------






2 H . -------------2'h D. S. __________ _ 
214 Man. 'l'r. -------
11 E. -- -- ---------
11 L. -------------













1 P., M., Ger. __ _ 
1 E., L., Ger. ___ _ 
5H., E., Bf. ___ _ 
1 Man. Tr., L . .. 
C. L. Nickell, Supt. ___ $1,100 
Bess Sherrod----------- 630 
2 ------ ------·- S. H . N. J. ____ _ 11 3M., Sc·---------
2 ----- - -------- N. T. S. N. ____ _ Nell Musgrave__________ 630 2 ------ -------- N. T . S. N. ____ _ 
"Italy (Cr. 13'h) 
T. P. Mallard, Supt .•• $1,350 2 l'h-------- S. H. N. I., T. 
U., U. of 0. 
W. E. King, Prln.____ 900 1 1 -------- N. T. S. N. ____ _ 
Mildred Saunders_______ 675 ------ ------ -------- u. of T., s. w. 
Nancy Kay_____________ 540 1 ------ -------- s.TH~N. 1. ____ _ 
Itasca (Cr. 15) 
M. P. Rogers, Supt. __ $1,200 ------
P. A . Bennett, Prln.__ 865 ------
Doty Tipton____________ OC11 ------
Sophie Meachum_______ 540 ------
5 B .S. U. ot 0., S. W. 
U., U. of T. 
2 -------- U. of T·---------
4 B.S. Kind-Key (B.S.), 
U. of T., U. of 
o. 
4 B .A. S. W. U·--------
2 3 H., L.---------








3 H., Sc. ________ _ 
1 E., L., Ger. __ _ 
2 E. ---------•----
2 M . -------------
2 E., Sc·---------
2 H. -------------





















































Schools-Teachers nual Student In Names 




In In tions 
ma! or Degree Sec. this 
Sch. Univ. Sch. Sch. 
------------------1-------1·--
Jacksonv!lle (Cr. 11%) 
B. J. Albritton, Supt. $1,500 ------ 4 B.A. U. of C., Jack-
sonville Col. 
J. L. Goolsby, Prin. __ 
Ermin Starkey ________ _ 
Anasue Comer _________ _ 






2 -------- U. of T ·--------- 4 
3 B.A. '!'. C. U·-------- ------
6 B.L. B. U ·------------ 1 
4 B .A .. T. U ------------- --- ---
Lela Simmons---------- 4 ------- - C . I. A._________ 1 
Jasper (Cr. 12) 
R. M. White, Supt. ___ $1,500______ 4 B .A. U . of Tenn. ____ _ 
S. R. LeMay, Pr!n. ____ 1,000 ______ 4 B.A . U. of T. ________ _ 




Joe F. Willson, Supt. $1,1001 3 ------ -------- S . H . N. J. _____ _ 
J . B. Hayes , Prin . ____ 640 2 ------ '-------- - --- --------------- 1 
Kathryn Stearns_______ 520 4 ------ '-------- IS . H. N. J. _____ ------
Esther Pennington_____ 520 3 --- --- ________ 
1
s. H. N. I. _____ - -----
Karnes City 
W. H. Korges, Supt. __ $1,200 2 2 s.s . -------- S. W. T. N., U. 
of T. 
Hilda PeniX------------ 765'------ 4 A .B. Ala St. U.-------
Erixine Ruckman______ 540 2 J s . s . -------- S . W . T. N. ____ _ 
Kaufman (Cr. 15%) 
0. P. Norman , Supt.-- $1,800 2 1 s . s 
W. W. Rogers, Prin . __ 90() ______ 4 
Gena Becker------------ 675 ------ 2 
------ -- S. H . N. J. ____ _ 
B.A . S . W. U. _______ _ 
L.I. Peabody CoJ. __ _ 
Mary E . Nash__________ 675 ----- - 2 L .I. P eabody CoJ. __ _ 
Delia Watkins---------- 675 ------ 3 --- ----- C. I. A.---------
Kenedy 
C. G. Hallmark , Supt . $1,500 2 -------- N. T. S. N , ____ _ 
T . P . Walker, Prin.--- 1,125 2 
Lillie Mae Lucius_______ 585 _____ _ 
Kerens 
G. G. Herren, Supt. ___ $1,500 
11,! -------- N . 'J' . S. N ·-----
4 B .A. P. C-------------












J. L. Stanbaugh, Prin . 
D. W. Cock------------
900 4 ------ -------- N. T. S. N ·----- 3 
765 ------ 5 A.B . D. B . C.--- ----- ------A. V. Rosco ___________ _ 720 ------ ------ -------- ------------------- 6 
Kingsville (Cr. 10%) 
J. N. Bigbee, Supt . ____ $2,WO 2 3 B.A. S . H . N. I., U. 
<' f T ., S. W. 
u. 
MaryH. Howren _______ 1,000 ______ 5 M.A. S. W. U ., U. of 
C., Calif. 
W. A. Hewatt_________ 900 14 3 -------- U. of ---------
A. W. Little----------- 90() ______ 4 B.M.T. Valparaiso, T., 
Bradley Poly ., 
U. of C. 
Kate Hinde- ------------ 810 ______ 4 B.A. U . of T. ________ _ 
L:::n:elghbors__________ 720 3 -------------- JS . w. T. N. __ __ _ 
P. A. Rawl!n, Supt.--. $1,150 2 1 -------- N. T . S. N. ____ _ 
J. F. Murrell, Prin.___ 900 3 2 B.S . E . T . N. C., B. 
u. 






1 M., Sp . ________ _ 
2 H., Civ ·--------
2 L. - - - --------- -
2 E. ---- ---- - ----3 D. E. __________ _ 
3 L . ------ -------
1 M., Sc·---------
1 E., H · ----------
2 M. -------------
1 Ag., Sc·--------
1 E., L ·- ---------1 H., D . E, __ ___ _ 
2 P., C., E, ____ _ 
2 L., E . ----------4 M., H., Ph. ___ _ 
12 L. ------- - -----1 M . , Sc , _____ ___ _ 
2 E. M, __________ _ 
6 H., M. - --------
2 D.A. , Man.'l'r., 
Dr . 
3 M . -- - ----------
3 Sc .. H .---------1 E., L, _________ _ 
2 L. -------------
2 M., Sc, ________ _ 
1 E., Sp , ________ _ 
2 H. -------- -----
3H. 
llL., M·----------
3 Sc. -------------. 2 Com'cl., Alg., j Man. Tr. 
l ;E. ---------- ---
1,D. E., H.------
3 Sc. M, _________ _ 













































Subjects ______ , 
Schools-Teachers nual Student In Names 
Sal- 1-------- tutlon.s 
oi Insti· this Year Taught by these Dally 
Attended ·----1 Teachers this Reci-
ary Nor- I ~~~ School Year ta-






La Grange (Cr. 16'h) 
W. J . Kirk, Supt. _____ $1,200 2 ------ --- ----- S. H. N. I., 
Univ. S. Sch. 
Mrs . Armstrong, Prin. 720 2 ------ -------- S. W . U.--------Mrs. Van Hutton _____ _ 675 ------ 2 -------- Univ .. s. Sch . __ _ Alma Lueders _________ _ 675 2 ------ - ------- S. W. T . N. ____ _ Ida G. Roos ___________ _ 675 ------ 7 B .A. Westminster ___ _ 
Lampasas (Cr. 16) 
G. D . Scott, Supt . _____ $1,445 3 --------------Pa. St. Nor.----
lA.B. W. W. Battle, Prill.-- 1,100 ------ 8 B.S. U. of T., B. U., 
Mary Scott ____________ _ U. of C. 765 2 ------ --- ----- S. W. '.I.'. N ·-----Alice Eads _____________ _ 
Virgie Stoddard _______ _ 765 2 -- ---- -------- S. W. T. N. -----765 ------ 4 A.B. B . F. C., U. oil 
c. 
Lancaster (Cr. 12) 
W. C. Carroll, Supt. __ $1,140 --- --- ------ -------- B . U·------------
0 . L. Wilkins, Prin.___ 900 _____ _ 4 A.B. U. of C., T. U. 













Sc. , M. ________ _ 




4 Ger., Sc. , M. __ 
JI:·. ~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~ 
4 Sc . -------------
!Ir ::::: :::::::' 















T. N. L~~dJ~ b~~·isi:~. Supt . __ $3,000 ______ I ______ -------- Col. in France, _____ _I ______ ----------------- ------
Kathryn; Tarver, Prin. l, 125 
Germany . 
l'h -------- U. of C . and 
Wis., U. of T. 
Alma Plerce------------ 765 __ ___ _______ -------- R.icher Araa. ___ _ 8 
4 
4 
J oe Gray __ ____________ _ 810 ______ 3 -·------ U. of T. ________ _ Estelle Kline ___________ _ 
720 ------ ------ -------- U. of •.r ·---------
E. D. Threadgill ______ _ 810 ------
Leonard 
E. M. Pharr, Supt. ___ $1,200 _____ _ 
B. K. Handley, Prin.__ 765 ------
Mildred Masters________ 585 1 
Lindale 
4¥,, B.A. U. of T. ________ _ 
3 B.S. E. T. N. Col., 
4 -------- B. U ·------------





G. D. Chesteen, Supt. $1,100 ______ 3 ----- --- U. of Mo., U. of
1 
7 
T . . U. of 0. , 
Joo . W . Goens, Prin. 560 1 ------ -------- N. T. S. N._____ 3 
Donla Starnes__________ 480 2 ------ -------- S. W. T. N.____ 3 
Marie Callaway ______________ ------ ____ __ -------- ---------------- --- ------
Livingston (Or. 12) 
E. T. Murphy, Supt. -- $1,800 2 2 ------- S. H. N. I., U. 
of T. 
Lillian Waller, Prin . __ J. K . English _________ _ 




4 B .A. U. of Tenn. _____ ------ · 
Z -------- B. U ·------------ 2 
3 -------- U. oi T . _________ ------
Llano (Or. 16) 
D. F. McOollum, Supt . $1,800 ______ 5 M.A. U. of T ,_________ 9 
M. D. Cody, Pr!n, ____ _ 
Agnes Taylor-----------
Helen Higginbotham __ _ 
Jessie Sanderford _____ _ 




675 ------5851 _____ _ 
5 M.A. S. W. U. _______ _ 
!B.A. 
5 1Ph.B. B. F. C., U. of 2 
c. 
4 ------- - U. of T ·---------4 A .B. B . F. C.________ S 
6 A.B. ll. F. C., U . of_ ____ _ 
T. 
Z2r, M, _________ _ 
4 Sp. ---------- ---0 H., P, ________ _ 
4 E . , M. , B., P. I &H. 
4 Ph., L., Civ. __ 
3 E., M. ______ __ _ 
1 Sc., H, ________ _ 
1 L., Ger., E. __ _ 
3 L., Alg ·--------
~ rM:; ~:========== 1 . , Sp. ________ _ 
5 M. ------ -- -----
5 .• li, _________ _ 
i [c: • -~~=:::::::: 
I 2
1
Am. H., Pub. 
Sp. 1
1
sc., M. ________ _ 
l ·E., H.----------
1 
1 ·L., Ger·--------1 H., M. ________ _ 




























Scholastic Preparation Experience Subjects 
No. Years 
No. Years as Teacher 
as Including 
Student In Names of Inst!- this Year Taught by these Dally 
---------- tutions Attendedl-----1 Teachers this Recl-
Col- · 
Nor- lege 
ma! or Degree 
Sch. Univ. 
School Year ta-
rn In tlons 
Sec. this 
Sch. Sch . 
----------1---------1-------1- -
•Longview (Cr. 22'h) 
IA.M. 
S. J. Blocker, Supt, ___ ,l,800 __ ____ 5 lC.E . Mt. Vernon Col., 
U. of Ark . L. W. Morton, Prin. __ 
Tillie Bradtleld---------
1,485 4 ------ B .S . Mo. St. Nor, ___ _ 
21 9jClv., Trig _____ _ 
22 SIM. -------------
1 
Addie McRoy __________ _ 900 ------ 4 900 ______ 4 
A.B. U . of T , ________ _ 






Bertha Jackson _______ _ 900 ------ 4 A .B . U. of T. ________ _ 8 1 H. -------------Hallie McCook ________ _ 765 2 1 
- ------- S. H. N. I., U. 
Miss Jennie Barnes ___ _ of C. 650 1 ------ -------- N. 1'. S. N. ___ _ 
~ -----~1:: ::::::::::::: 
9 1 H., D . E , _____ _ 4 
4 
4 
1,125 ______ , 4 B.S. A. & M. CoJ.. __ _ 
765 2 ------ -------- U. of T, ________ _ 
J. N. Singletary ______ _ 
R . L. Powledge _______ _ 6 4 P., C., B., Z. 
1 1 P . & H., Ph., 
Lockhart (Cr . 16) 
Wm.M.Gambrell, Supt. $1,350 2 ------ -------- S. W. T. N., U. 
of 1'. 
J. R . Nicholson, Prin . 90() _____ _ 3 -------- U. of '£. _________ 3 
Ione Swope_____________ 675______ 4 A.B. D. B. C., U. of. ____ _ 
R . A. Mccurdy _______ _ 900 ------
T. G. Rogers _________ _ 900. _____ _ 
Ab R . Ellis ____________ _ 675 ------
W. Sy Zorns _________ _ 900 ------
Lubbock (Cr. 16'h) 
M. M. Dupree, Supt ..• $1,800 ------
G. N . Atkinson, Prin. 900 2 
T . E. Hagan __________ _ 
R. B. Galbraith ______ _ 
Pauline Mayes _________ _ 
Cecil Tillman __________ _ 
May Murfte ____________ _ 
Pauline Von Rosenberg 







S. W. Dirickson , Supt. $2,000, _____ _ 
R . C. Morris, Prin, ____ 1,0001------
Vincent Terry ___ ____ __ _ 1,000 ------
Mary Dirickson_________ 810'- -----
Mabel Sturdivant _____ _ 
Roberta Dulin _________ _ 





Thos. J. Hale, Supt ... $1,350 
T. 
lA.B. B.D . A. C., Austin 
Sem. 
-------- U. of T. ---------
B.S. Nat. Nor. Un , __ 
-------- S. W. T. N., U. 





~ -ii~s~-- 0: :f ~o~:::::::i i 
4 B.A. 8. C·------------ 2 
4 B .A . C. I. A,_________ 4 
4 B.A . C. I. A·--------- 6 





B .S. U. of Nash, ____ _ 
A.B. B. U, ___________ _ 
A.B. Shurtliff Col.. .• 
A.B . U. of Nash., U. 





4 A.B. B. U .•. ---------- 1 
4 A.B . U, of T .. ________ ------
2 --------Thomas Nor., 6 
Training Sch. 
(M.A. 
5 ~L.I. Peabody, U. of 
lLL.B. C . , B. Ped., 
Ala . Nor. 
R .. w. Scott. Prin ·---- 810 - ----- 3 -------- I u. of N. c. -----
Je8sle Menefee__________ 585 ------ -------- S. H. N. I. ____ _ 5 3 M~~1;{~\~~~ .. 1~{1pt ..•.. ,$1,350 ------ 2 _______ 1. of T. ________ _ 
Ore Driskill, Prin. _____ I 675 2 1 I "------!N. T . S. N, ____ _ 
Anna Bryant.__________ 675------ 4 ~.A. U. of Ark--------
I Man. T. 
4 ------------- ---- - -----








2 M. - - ----------- 3 
7 jE. ------------- 5 
1 Sc., Alg ·------- 5 
1 Man. Tr., C ,___ 6 
2-L. ------------- 5 ~ i ~·. ~~ =========== ~ J~~~-:~~~~~~~~~~ -----~ 
1 Sc. ------------- 4 
l •M. ------------- 5 
4
1
H. ------ .. ----- 6 
11E. --- __ __ ----- 5 
11L., Ger.________ 6 
3 M. T ., D. E.___ 7 
2 E. 
2 L . -------------1 Ph., M . , H., 
P . & H . 
5 Sc . , M. ________ _ 
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Scholastic Preparation Experience Subjects 
No. Years I 
No. Years as Teac. her 
An- as Including 
nual Student In Names of Inst!- this Year Taught by thes! Dally Schools-Teachers 
Sal- 1--------ltutlons Attended---- Teachers this Reel-
ary Col- I I School Year ta-
N or- lege In In I tlons 
mal or Degree Sec. this 
Sch. Univ. Sch. Sch. 
---11---1--,-
Marble Falls (Cr. 12%) 
A. S. J. Steele. Supt. $1,350 ------ --------------Nat. Nor. ______ _ 21 7 E . , M ., P. ____ _ 6 
& Mrs. A. s. J. Steele___ 6M ------ ------ -------- C. c. Female 7 5 E.,H., P . & H. 
Winnie Sloan __________ _ 630 ------
M.arfa 
W .J. B . Buttrlil, Supt . $2,000 ------
J. Ernst Gregg, Prin. 9()0 _____ _ 
Annie Clo. Watson____ 765 _____ _ 
Mrs. W. R. Benson ___ _ 720 ------
Col. 




s. w. u.________ 6 
P. c. ____________ ------
s. w. u ______________ _ 
2'h -------- B. U. ------------ ------
*Marlin (Cr. 28%) 
A. C. Ferguson, Supt. $2,200 ------ 5 M.A . U. of T, _________ 6 
M. L . Caldwell, Prln. __ J ,700 ------ 5 B.A. Ouachita Col.___ 5 
R . E. Thomas _________ 1 ,195 ______ 4 B.A. U. of T . _________ 4 
B. B . Harris ___________ 1,195 ______ 4 B .A. Clemson Col. ____ ------
V. G. Loggins--------- 1,145 ______ 4 B.A . U. of T·--------- 3 
D. S. Caldwell--------- 1,145 ____________ --------Ohio State _______ ------
Harriet Drennon_______ 945 ------ 5 B.A. B. U.____________ 2 
R . N. Burrows--------- 855------ 4 B .A. U. d T. _________ - -----
Mrs. B . B. Harris_____ 900 ------ 3 B.A. 0. I. A----------------
Anton Ernst___________ 90U ------ 3 --------Blinn Col. _______ ------
*Marshall (Cr. 24) 
F. L. M88terson, Supt. $2 ,400 2 5 M.A. u. of T., u. of 5 
c .. Harvard. 
A. J . Robinson, Prin. 1,350 ------ 4 B.A. U. ofT., U.ofC . 10 
A. s. Dale- -- -- --------- 1,035 ------ 5 B.S. U. of Nash., C. 7 Vand. 
M. H. Powell __________ 990 B.S. Pittsburg M. T. 
------ I Sch. 
Margaret Foglesong ___ 900 4 3 Ph.B. B. u., u. of c . ~I Ethel Lanier ____________ 855 1 5 M.A. Columbia. Drury Ursula Boyd ____ c _______ 765 ------ 3 -------- Amer . Sc .. H. Ee . , u. of T., 
Columbia. 
Georgia Waller _________ 765 
------
4 B.A. u. of T ·---------Louise Groce __________ c 765 
------
5 M.A. T . U., Columbia 
Allene Smith ____________ 720 
------
4 B.A . s. w. u ·--------
Clara Chrisman ________ 675 
------
4 B .A. u. of T · ---------Eva von Homeyer ______ 675 
------
4 B.A. u. of T . __ _______ 
Elizabeth Sargent_ _____ 675 
------
4 B.A. u. of Mich. _____ 




u. of rr. ---------
James B . Snider _______ 900 
------
4 B .S. A. & M. _________ 
Mart (Or. 14'h) 
Edgar MeLendon.,Supt. $1,800 ------ 5 A.B. B. U.------------I. K. Stephens, Prin. __ 1,125 ______ 4 A.B. S. W. U. _______ _ 
A. T. Stansell---------- 900 2 1 
Beulah Pearce_________ _ 810 2 1 ========:M: ~: ~:-"N~===== Beulah Kendal'--------- 810 ______ 4 A.B. IU. of T. ________ _ 
Mary Bishop___________ 720 ______ 4 A.B . S. W . U. _______ _ 
M:o:· Ree<l------------- 900 ------ ------ --------ICMucmrJh~eprolalintadn B . 
L. T . Utsey , Supt. __ _ $1,350______ 2 B .S. U .• _ 
,J. P aul T<onntz________ 810 ______ 1 -------- U. of T.---------
W. L . Clark___________ 810 l+ l+ --------,·N. T . S. N . , U. 
of T. 
*MeG•"'(or (Cr. 1814.) 
H. P . Walker, Supt. __ $1,600 2 3 B.S. ,Lexington -------






















1 E . , SP----------
1 
2 M. -------------2 H., P., Arith ._ 
zE., L., Ph., P. 





2 Sp., H ., Geog·-------
61----------------- ------
4 M. ------------- & 
3 H. ------------· 6-
4 Sc. , Ag ·-------- 5· 
2 E . ------------- & 
4 Man. 'fr . , Sc .• _ & 
3 L .• E.---------- 6. 2 Sp., M.________ 5· 
6 D. E ·----------- 4 
6 Ger . ------------ 3-
:[----------------- ------
1 H., M.________ S: 
2 Ph., P. & H., 4 
I P. 5
1
Man. Tr. ______ _ 
4 E. -------------






2 H. --- ---------· 2 G~r., S;J. ______ _ 
2 A!<'. -- -·· -------















2 H. ------------- 5· 
1 Sc. ------------- 4 
10 M. ------------- 5-
2 E. ------ ------- 5 




1 L ., M----------- 4 
~ M., H ·--------- 6 
1 Sc., E·--------- 6 
I 
7 M., Bkg ·-------
1 Arfth., Sc., L .. 
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Schools-Teachers nual Student In Names 




ma! or Degree 





Gladys Gregory________ 630 ______ 4 A.B. S. W. U. _______ _ 
Itela Gr:iffith___________ 675 ------ 4 A.B. B . U ·------------
Bess McNeal------------ 540 - - ---- 4 A.B. 'I'. C . U ·-------- -





1 E . , H·----------
1 Ger., L·--------






McKinney (Cr. 1$lh) I 
J. S. Carlisle, Supt. ___ $1,680 2 3 B.S. S. T. S., Mo. U. ------ ------ ----------------- ------
J. H. Head, Prin . ____ _ 1,260 __ ____ A.B. B. U·------------ 11 l M. ------------- 4 
R. B . MUBe------------- 900 ------ A.B. ;T . C. U ·--------- 3 J L. ------------- 5 
B . P . Weaks----------- 1 ,100 ______ A.B. ;U . of T._________ 4 l Sc. - ------------ i 
Rachel Doggett_________ 810______ A.B . IU. of T .__ __ _____ 2 2 E. ------------- 6 
Gertrude Llppelt_______ 810 ______ 6 lt~·. U. of T., U.ofC. 18 1 Ger., Sp._______ 6 
Mrs . W. T . Beverly___ 810 4 1 U. of Va., U. of 12 12 H. ------------- 6 
--------1 c. 
Eula Hunter___________ _ 720 4 N. T. S. N. ____ _ 




Memphis (Cr. 12) I 
V. Z. Rogers , Supt . ___ $ 900 - ----- 4 A.B. T . U.____________ 4 
Eunice Peelle, Prin.____ 675 ______ 6 BA P. C ·----------- - 2 
Lenore Smith___________ 675 ______ 5 B:A: IU . of C., B. U. 1¥,, 
Olive Hollingsworth____ 675 ------ 7 rn :~·. T.P .C., U .ofT . l'h 
Mrs. J . W. Kinsey_____ 675 ___ ___ 3 T . C . U ·--------- 1-0 M~i::,~ M. Buck, Supt . $1,300 ------ -:~~~-- l Lombard Co I., 
U. of C. 
B. S. Phelps, Prln . ____ 1,125 ' S. H. N. I., U. 
--------1 of 'l.'. 
E . L. O'Meara_________ 810 ______ 3 -------- H . P. C . , U. of 
Miss Ruth Cash _______ _ 630 ------Miss Rowena BuJL ____ _ 630 ------
Mexia (Cr. 20) 
A. B . Weisner, S:Jpt .... $1,700 ------
Mattie Watson, Prin . __ ' 1,250 ------
B. H . McLean __ _______ . 855 ------
0 . C . Burton---------- ~ 1, 200 --- ---
Mary Stoltzfus_________ 720 ------
Lil Harper___ ___ _______ 76& ------
Bertha McCoy _________ _ 675 ------
Midland (Cr. 20) 
W. W. Lackey, Supt. $2,000 ------J. E . Nelson, Prln. ___ J ,aoo: _____ _ 
N. Y. Henry ___________ 1,000 __ ___ _ 
Myrtle Tanner _________ _ 810 
Midlothian 
T. 
5 B .A. S. C., U. of T. S. A. Fem. Col., 




v·· T. _:·-~~-- :?:~~~:~~~-:~~ R.A. S . W . U . _______ _ 
B .A. Hendrix Col.. __ _ 
4 B.A. Geneva Col.(Pa .) 
3'h -------- U. of T., U. of 
Col. 
B.A. L. S. U·---------
14 ________ U. ofT . (S .S.)--
4 B.A . U. of T . ____ ____ _ 
4 B.A. S. W . U . --------
5 -------- S. H . N. I. , U. 
ofC.,U.ofT. 
E . W . Rehy, Supt . ____ ~l,200 ------ ------ -------- -------------------
Jno. L. Mi?.ell, Prfn... 680 ------ 5 A.B. A. & M., T. U. 
Clarkie Patton_________ 520 __ ____ 4'ifl A.B. T. U·------------
Venus N. Oliver________ 520 ______ 4 Ph.B . S. W. U·--------
Milford 
C. F . Christensen, Supt . $1, 400 2 
----- --- Warrensburg, S. 






















2 D. E·-----------1 Man. Tr. ____ __ _ 
I 
1 Sc. -------------2 L., Ger. _______ _ 




1 H. ------ -- -----! 1 M., Sc . ________ _ 
I l ·E., Sc. ________ _ 
I 
1 L. ------ -------
1 Sp. --- -------- -
1 
1 L. 
10 M . -------- - ----
1 E. ------ -------
1 Sc. -- -- ---------
3 Ger. -- ----------
3 H. ---- ---------
1 Music ----------
1 
10 L. -------------5 M., Sc. ________ _ 
1 E., H . , Ph., 
' P. & H. 7 H., Sp . _____ __ _ 
I 
2 M., P. ___ ______ _ 
1 H. ------ ---- ---
1 E. -------------
6 L. -------------j 
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An· as including 
nual Student in Names of Insti- this Year Taught by these Dally 
Sal- 1-------- tutions Attended ·---- Teachers this Reci-
Schools-Teachers 
ary Col· School Year ta-
Nor- lege I In In tions 
ma! or Degree Sec. this 
Sch. Univ.----------- Sch. Sch. ------
765 ------ 5 A.B. /s . c.____________ 10 1 E., H. _________ _ 
630 ______ 3% -------- B. u.____________ 2 1 M .• Sc. ________ _ 
J. A. Summerhill _____ _ 
W. H. McKinney ____ __ _ 
*Mineola (Cr. 18) 
P. E. Wallace , Supt. __ $1,500 ______ 5 B.A . A. C·------------ 7 4 H. -------------
E. McMullen, Prin. ____ 1,000______ 5 B.A. U. of T·--------- 22 l,M., Sc. ________ _ 
J. Q. Adams----------- 675·------ 5 B.A. B. U·------------ 4 1 L. -------------
Fay Sargent____________ 585 ______ 4 B.A. U. of T._________ 3 1 E., Ger. _______ _ 
Ethel Hays_____________ 585 ------ 4 -------- C. I. A._________ 1 2 D. E·-----------
Mineral Wells (Cr. 18lh) I I 
E. O. McNew, Supt. ___ ,$2,200 2 -------- U. of Tenn., U. 21 13 Alg. -----------
B. M. Dinsmore, Prln. 1,200 ------ B.A. IErii!r:!'on Col _ __ s 5IM. -------------
F. W. Smith _________ ,_ 900 ______ B.A. ·B. U · -------~-=-- ------ 11,Sc. -------------
0 . A. Biggers__________ 900 ______ D.S. A. & M·--------- ------------Ml~". Tr. , Civ., 
~~t~J:e{v1i1~iiouse=== ~~~====== ! ~:!: g: ~~ ~:========= ====== i ~:. -E~========= Irma Lieb_______________ 765 ______ 4 B.A. U. of T._________ 2 2 Ger .. Sp. __ ____ _ 
Ethel Rogers____________ 765 ----- - 4 B.A. S. W. U--------- 5 2IE., L·----------
Fanny Bye Rogers_____ 765 ------ 4 B.A. S. W. U · -------- 3 2,L. -------------
Mission 
E. S. Repp, Supt . _____ $1,500 1 3 B.S. Oen. Nor. CoL_ 12 3 H. -------------
F. G. Walker, Prill.--- 1,200 2 4 B.A. U. of T·--------- 6 1 M., Sc. ________ _ 
Bartie Moore___________ 765 ------ 3'h L.I. Peabody Col.___ 8 l lE., L. _________ _ 




















5 Harriet Kee____________ 765 2 -------- S.0p: 0 ~. I., U. 2 llD. E., L·------
R. F. Davis, Supt. ____ $2,040 1 1 ------- S. H. N. I., 18 15
1 
_ --- ---- ------
Earl Huffor Prin. ______ 1,170 _____ 5 A.B. s.0\v~·U·-------· 4 4 E~--~~~~---~~---- 4 
D. T. TurbyftIL_ _______ 1,125 ------ 4 A.B. U. of T., B. U. 6 1 M., Ph.-------- 6 
Allene Brandenburg____ 675 ___ ___ 4 A.B. U. of '!'·--------- 1 1 H., E ---- ------- 2 
J, ois Smith_____________ 585______ 4 A.B. S. W. U.________ 1 J IM. ------------- 2 
Christine Hammock____ 900 ______ 4 A.B. 
1
u. of 0---------- 4 4'L. ------------- 6 
Mrs. H. W. Marshall __ 1,125 ______ 4 A.B. 
1
u. of T._________ 7 6 Sc., Ger . ___ ____ 5 
Virdian Barham________ 900 ------ 5 A.B. U. of T._________ 7 6 H. ------ ---- --- 6 
Carl Zimmerman___ ____ 810 ------ --------------Pittsburg M. T. 5 2 P. & H., Man. 6 
Navasota (Cr. 19) 
J. Thos. Davis, Supt. $2,250 3 
I,. G. Andrews, Prln . __ 1,250 --- ---
-------- N. T. S. N., U. 
of T. 
--------H.P . C., U . of 
T. J. F. Horn ____________ 1,000 ------
F. P. Han _____________ 1,100 
A.B . IP. c .. T. c. u., 
Meth. U. of 
Okla. 
T. N., U. of 
c . 
3 --------ID. B . c .. s. w. 
675 ------ 4 A.B. C. I. A·---------
765 ------ 2 -------- Valparaiso, U. 
Sallfe B. Henry _______ _ 
Jennie Walthall _______ _ 
New Braunfels (Cr . 12'h) 
Bodn Holekamp, Supt. $1,400 
'I. F.. Srndder, Prin.__ 900 
R. H. Marrs___________ 950 
H. Lochte ____________ _ 850 
I of T. 
I 3 ------ -------- S. H. N. !. ____ _ 
1 --------------'I. T. S. N. ____ _ 
1 1 -------- .U. of T., N. W. 
I T. N. 
2 1+ -------- S. W. T. N., I of T. 
850 2 ------ -------- N. T. S. N. ____ _ 
850 --- --- ------ -------- ·-------------------
111 . Teague _____________ _ 












3 H ., E.----------
21L., Ger. _______ _ 
l jM., P., Man. 
I 
Tr. 
1 E., D . E. _____ _ 
24,Sc., Alg. ______ _ 
12 M . -------------
3 F.. -------------3 Sp., H. _______ _ 
1 Sc. -------------
3¥., Clv. ------------
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__ s_c_h_o_I_a_st_i_c_Pr_e_p_a_r_a_ti_o_n ___ ,Experience / __ s_u_bj_ec_ts __ 
1 
No. Years 
No. Years as 'l'eacher 
An· as including 
Schools-Teachers nual Student Jn Names of Insti- this Year '!'aught by these Daily 
Sal- 1-------------·- tutions Attended1-----1 'l'eachers this Reci-
ary Col- School Year ta-
Nor- lege In In tions 
ma! or Degree Sec. this 
Sch. Univ. Sch. Sch. 
-------1--------1--- ---1-------1---
Nocona (Cr. 14) 
Ross Compton, Supt·--1$1,250 
J. N. Sisk, Prin.______ 630 
Mattie Cravens_________ 630 
Mrs. Ross Compton___ 630 




lA.B. I 4 B.S. U. of Mo·-------
-------------- B. C., 'l'. C. U. 
1%-------- N. T. S. N., U . 
I of T. 





E . B. Stover, Supt. ___ $2,200 2 2 B.A. Peabody Nor., 15 
Helen Carr ______________ 1,200 ------ ------ -------- --~~-~~--~~-~:__ 6 
A. G. Mallison_________ 900 ------ 4 A.B. Western Res. ____ ------
L. L. Livsey___________ 900 2 2 -------- 'l'. C. U·-- ------- ------
R. D. Donnegan_______ 855 1 2 --------Bowling Green ___ ------
L. D. Williams_________ 900 ------ 4 B .A. IB. U ·------------ 1 
Emma Scott____________ 765 2 2 B.A. U. of Tenn._____ 4 
Catharine HiJL________ 675 ______ 4 B .A . U. of T ·--------- - -----
Una Brannum__________ 450 2 ------ -------- S. H. N. r. _____ ------
Florence Finch _________ ------ 2. -----· --- - ---- S. W. U. ________ ------
Owna (Cr. 14) 
J . B . Smith ____________ $1,800 ------
H. S. SmiJ;h ____________ 1,000 ------
Lulu TalleY------------- 810 ----- -
Temple Harris__________ 810 ------
Palacios 
H.L.B.Skinner, Supt.- $1,200 2 
C. V. Snider, Prin,____ 675 _____ _ 
Francisca Taylor______ 585 ------
Inez Moss_______________ 585 2 
*Palestine (Cr. 17%) 
Luther B. Gill, Supt . -- $2 ,250 2 
A. H. Fulbright, Prin. 1,300 ------
R. A. Caraway________ !125 ------
E. L. Gregory_________ 925 ------
L. P. Hightower______ 925 ------
W. J. Lewis____________ 925 ------
S. Schaumberg _________ 693%, ------
Carrie Belle Sterrett___ 832% ------
Miss K. Fullinwider---- 832% 2 
Miss F. L. Fulllnwider 832% 1 
Miss M. McDonnell ____ 832% ------
Paris (Cr. 25%) 









-------- U. of T·--------- ------
B.A.1S. W . U ·-------- 2 B.A. U. of T._______ 4 
A.B. H. P. C., B. U. 10 
B.S. ,Ohio Western U. 20 
M.A. :Mores Hill, Ind. 4 
-------- U. of '!'.--------- 8 
of Nash. 
L.I. IN. T. s. N., u. 6 
4 A.B. B. U ·------------ 5 
4 A.B. 'S. W . U ·-------- 3 
3 A.B. B. U., T. C. U. 13 
4 A.B. P. C.------------ 6 
4 A.B. S. W. U ·-------- 3 
5 B.Th . U. of Hanover__ 8 
5 A.B. c. I. A., u.ofT. 7 
'h -------- S. H. N. I., U. 9 
of T. 
-------- S. H. N. I., U. 7 
of T. 
3 -------- U. of T ·--------- 5 
4 M. -------------1 H., Sc. ________ _ 







1 M. ------------- 6 
3 H. ------------ 6 
2 Sc. ------------ 6 
2 Commercial ---- 5 
1 Ger. --------- --- 5 
2 L . -- ----------- 6 
1 E. ------------- 6 
2 Librarian , E.-- 2 
2 E., Tpg._______ 2 
5 M., P, _________ _ 
3 H. ------------- 6 
2 E. ------------- 5 
3 L., M.---------- 6 
3M., Sp., Bkg. 4 
3 Sc., M., E,____ 6 
3 E., L·---------- 6 2 H., Sp,_________ 6 
I 
3 ---------------- ------
' r1~: &-ic-:Pli:== 3 P . , C., B. ____ _ 
i !~i~ :-::::::::::: 
1 E. - ------------













J. G. Wooten, Supt , __ --------------------------------------------------------- ---------------- ------
E. L. Dahoney, Prin . $1,675------ 4 B.Lit. U. of T,_________ 17 13 M. ------------ 5 
Adele Epperson_________ 765 ______ 5 B.A. U. of T,_________ 3 3 E. -- ----------- 5 
Nita Hogue------------ 765______ 2 -------- S. H. N. I._____ 13 61M. ------------ 5 
Georgie H . Wine_______ 765 ------ 4 B.A. Randolph-Macon ------ 1,E. ------------ 6 
Rhoda Permenter______ 765 ------ 1 -------- T . U ·------------ 7 1 L., Alg ·-------- 6 
Daisy McHorn_________ 63()______ 2 -------- S . H. N. L----- 10 3 .Aritb. -------- 8 
Elizabeth Connor______ 585 ______ 1 -------- Pelcourt Sem. ___ ------ 5 H. ----------- 6 
Marguerite Armstraut_ 765 ______ 4 A.B. Mary Baldwin 2 3+ Alg. --- -------- 6 
A. Deane Johns _______ _ 
C. C. Wilkin __________ _ 
Willie Thatcher ________ _ 
Mary F. Caufield _____ _ 











Sem. A.B. U. of Va. ______ _ 
-------- Jas. Milliken U ·-A.B. U. of T, ________ _ 
B.A. U. of Nash. ____ _ 








1 Sp., H. --------
20 L., Ger·--------
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1 ____ s_ch_o_l_a_s_tf_c_Pr_e_p_a_r_a_t_lo_n ____ 1
1 
_  E_xp_e_n_·e_n_ce_l __ s_ub_j_ec_ts __ 
1 
No. Years 
No. Years as Teacher 
An· as including 
Schools-Teachers nual Student In Names of Inst!- this Year Taught by these Dally 
Sal- 1-------- tutlons Attended· Teachers this Recl-
ary 
Nor-1 fe~~ I In I In School Year tfgi:is 
ma! or Degree Sec . this 
-----------·-- ___ Sch. !Univ . ---l-------·:-S-ch_. Sch. 
Sallie SeckeL._________ 900 ______ 2 -------- U. of C., Col-
umbia. 
Elizabeth Ellis .. ________ 7651------ 5 B.A. U . of Ark. _____ _ 
Cubelle Mosley_________ 765 . .••.• 4 Ph.B. B. U·------------
Grace Watkins_________ 900,- ----- 3 -------- C. I. A.---------
p::~~ F ca~:gl~~======== 1·m1===== ---=-- -~~~~-- ~~- ~-f--~~~=::::: : 
W. 'l'. Pollard, Supt. $1,fJOO 2 1 -------- S. H. N. I, ____ _ 
H. A. Porter, Prin... 810 ______ 3 --- ----- Gladewell Col., 
Va. 
Lois Krasse_____________ 720 2 2 -------- Valparaiso U., 
Pecos (Cr. 9) 
F. F. Mace, Supt . ••.. $1,750 
A. P. Cummins, Prin. 
Bess Donnelley ________ _ 
Edna Germany ____ ____ _ 
Mary Nelson ___________ _ 
Petrolia (Cr. 10) 
1,000 ------




6 l l ~ .. AS .. U. of C ., Drake IA .B. U. 5 /A.M . S . W . C., U. of 
Kans. 
l'h -------- U. of T·--------- . 
4 A.B. B. U-------------
1 -------- U. of T, ___ ____ _ 
W.J. McConnell, Supt , $1,fJOO 2 3 B.A . N. '£. S. N., U. 
of Denver . 
T . C. Strickland, Prin. 900 2 ------ -------- N. 'l'. S. N. ___ _ 
Vesta O'Banion________ 765;--- --- 4 B.A. U. of 'l' ·---------
p:~:a;:::t Hines________ 7651 2 ______ -------- u. of T. ______ __ _ 
A. S. Keith, Supt. ____ $1,2001------ 3 . --------(S.S.) U. of T . 
J. R . Brooks, Prin , ___ 765' 3 l'h -------- N. 'l'. s. N., U. 
of 'l'. 
A. G. Dawson_________ 765 3 -------- N. •.r. S. N., U. 
of T. 
Bessie Harp____________ 540 ------- - S. G., N . T. 
Ida Belle Taylor_______ 540 2 --------·N~.T~S. N, ____ _ 
*Pittsburg (Cr. 16) 
R. C. Campbell, Supt. $1,800 2 
Thos. J . White, Prin . 1,000 ------
F. A . Ramsey_________ 720 ------
Bertha Coleman________ 675 - -----
Eva Thallman__________ 675 1 
Plainview (Cr . 17¥.,) 














A. C· ------------S. W . U. ____ ___ _ 
C. I. A·---------
5¥., )B.A . U. of T., U . of 
Mo. 
H. P. Webb, Prln. ____ 1 ,080 ------ ------ A.B . Valparaiso, Ind . 
Margaret McGlll!vary__ 675 - ----- ______ -------- .Westminster ___ _ 
Rebecca Longmire..... 63() ______ 4 A .B . B. U. ___________ _ 
Elizabeth Briggs_______ 675 ------ 4 B .S . U. of Mo. ______ _ 
Mary Lipscomb________ 675 ------ 2 A.B. B . U ·------------
A. L. Tarlton___ _______ 675 ----- - ------ ------- - W . T. S. N. ___ _ 
Plano (Cr. 13) I 
A. M. Blackman . Supt. $1,fJOO ------ 2 --------Peabody Col. __ _ 
C. E. McGuire , Prin ... 1,000i 2 1h -------- N. T. S. N, ____ _ 





































1 E., Sc. __ ______ _ 
6 H. -------------
3 D . E · -----------





2 E .. L·--- -------
1 
I 
2 Alg., P . --------
1 IE., Sp, ________ _ 
1 L., Ph, ________ _ 
2 H. -------------
1 M. -------------
iii~·: ~:========= 1 E. ------ -------
4•M. ---- ---------
11Sc. -- -----------




I jSc., Am. H .••. 
1 L., H·----------2 E., Ger. __ __ ___ _ 
2 D. E., H, _____ _ 
1 L., M·---------
2 P.&H., M., P. 
2 E. -------------
1 H ., E ... -------
1:L. -------------
1 M., SP ---------11Civ., li, ______ _ 
3 M. -------------
3 Sc. -------------



































A Directory of High-School Teachers 41 
Scholastic Preparation Experience I Subjects 
No. Years as 'l'eacher 
An- as Including 
Schools-Teachers 
No. Years I 
nual Student in Sames of Inst!- this Year ,Taught by thes< Daily 
Sal- 1-------- tutions Attended1-- ---· 'l'eachers this Reci-
ary Col- I School Year ta-
N or- lege I In In tions 
ma! or Degree Sec. this 
Sch. Univ. I Sch. Sch. I --------------·!----, 
Gertrude de Mauri _____ 
1 
675 2 1 -------- N. T. S . N . , U . 5 2
1
L., H . ________ _ 
of 'l'. 
•Port Arthur (Cr. 23%) ! I 
7 
G. M. Sims, Supt.-----$2,650______ B .A. B. U., U. of T. 11 2 ------ ---- -------------
E . W. Bartholomae, 1 1,800 2 A.B. U . of T---------- 6 5 ----------------- ------P~. I 
Miss F. Alexander_____ 900_ _____ 4 A.B. B. C·------------ 5 2 M. ---- --------- 5 
Irene Bogard------ ----- !XJO ______ 4 A.B. U . of T · --------- 4 2 E. ------------- 5 
T. A . Butler __ __ _______ 1,400 ------ 2 __ _ ____ ------------------- 6 l Man . Tr._______ 6 
Viola Cleaves ____ _______ , 810 ______ 5 A.-M. ,U. of '!'._________ 7 1 L. -- ----------- 6 
Miss H. Higginbotham 765 ----- - 4 A.B . U. of T·--------- 1 1 H. ------------- 5 
Mrs. Anne H. Kean____ goo ______ 4 M.A. 1u0foJ. Cal., U. 6 21H. ------------- 5 L. L . Knight_ __________ 1 ,200___ ___ 4 \ B.S . 1Penn. B. S.- --- 2 C., Bi. ________ _ 
Berneta Minkwitz______ 675 ______ 4 , A.B. ,U. of '.L'· --------- 51 1 E. ---- ---------
Annie Romberg_________ WO------ 4'h B.A . U. of '!' . _________ 10 1 Ger. ------------
Marcia Turner---- ------ 900 ______ 6 I B.S . K. S. A . c______ 6 1 D . E. __________ _ 
Vena Cardiff__ ___ ______ 675 2 ------ -------- S. H. N. I._____ 6'h 3'h Geog . --- -------
Hattie Johnson____ __ __ 675 2 ______ -------- IS. W. 'l'. N . ----- 6 , 1 P . , Ph. _______ _ 
A . J. Mackey, Jr .__ ___ 900______ 2 '------- - U. of T. _________ ------1 2 Ag. ------ ------Miss S. Whitehouse___ _ 765------ ______ I ________ U. of '!'._________ 4 1 M .• L. _________ _ 
P ort Lavaca i I 
J. W. Hamlett, Supt. 1$1,350 -- ---- 4 B.A. ------------------- 15 3 J, . , P., E . , Sp 
Elizabeth Hickerson ____ ,
1 
540 2 - ---- - -------- ---- -- ----- ------- - 4 2 M Sc H tt· 'l'h 540 2 l 3 E.·,· H._·-_-_-_-_-__ --_-_ ·. •Qu:n~: <c:~7~)------- - - ------ -------r----------------- 1 
J. W . O'Banion, Supt . $"2,500 --------Peabody, U. of 7 Arith .. Civ. ___ _ 
T . 
I. I. Isbell, Prin. ____ _ 
Ruth Robbins _________ _ 
W. P. Akin ___ __ ______ _ 
Mary L-Ou Rogan _____ _ 
Ora Lee Tankersley ___ _ 








Ben S. Peek , Supt . ____ $1,350 1 
J. I. Moore, Prin._____ 720 ------
Hazel Marsh____________ 675 ------
Elsie Desenberg_________ 675 -- ----
Richmond (Cr. 16) 
T. A. Fisher, Supt. ___ $1,500 2 
Ella Billingslea, Prin._ 
Josephine Smith _______ _ 




















Valparaiso N ·--- 6 
U. of T._________ 1 
S. M. U.________ 3 
u. of '.L' ·-------- - 2 U. of T. _________ ------
B. U·------------ 3 
S. C, ___________ _ 
s. c ___ _________ _ 





B.A. S. W. T . N., U. 
of T. 
1 -------- U. of T. -------- - 6 
8 
2 
3 M.P. Meridian Col. ___ _ 
1 -------- C. I. A- ---------
Rising Star 
J.A.Mnntgomery,Snpt . $1,000 2 - ----- -------- N. T .. S. N______ 3 
,T. F. Robonette, Prin. 600 ------ 2 -------- T. C. U., P . C . 1 
J. I. Patterson__ ______ 560 - ----- 2 -------- P . C------------- ------
Rockdale (Cr. 15) 
C . G. Green, Supt. ____ $1,500 2 
J. E. Morrow, Prin. __ Isla Reid _________ ______ _ 
Mary Archibald _______ _ 






J . W. Hale. Supt . _____ ----------- · 
-------- U. of T., S. H. 
N. I. 
4 B.A . B. U.------------
4 B.A. B. U·------------








1 Alg. ---------- --
2 J, , -------------
4 M., B.---------1 E., Sp. ____ __ __ _ 
l H . E. _________ _ 2 H., L, _____ ___ _ 
4 M. -------------3 L., Sc. ________ _ 
1 H. , E. ________ _ 
1 D. E., Ger·----
1 E., P . ----------
7 L., H------ -- ---1 M. , Ger. ______ _ 
2 Ph., P . & H .--
3 Sc. -------------
2 E., L ·--- -------1 M . , H, ___ _____ _ 
7 M. ------------ -
1 Sc., H . ________ _ 
2 L .• )(, _________ _ 
1 Ger., H.--- -- --
2 E. -------------
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Experience I 
------1 
Scholastic Preparation Subjects 
No. Years 
No . Years as Teacher 
An- as including 
Schools-Teachers nual Student in Names of Insti · this Year Taught by thesE Daily 
Sal- 1--------- tutions Attended -----1 'l'eachers this Reci-
N or- lege In In tlons ary Col- I School Year ta-
mal or Degree Sec. this 
---------- ___ s_c_h_. _u_n_iv_. ___ 1 _______ 1 __ s_ch_. Sch. ------- __ 
Mabel Kennedy, Prin. __ ------ 3 ------ -------- S. W . T. N ·-----D'Alva Hale ____________ ------------ 3 -------- B. F. O. ________ _ 10 2 8 M., Sc.--------- 8 8 1 E., Sp. ________ _ 
Rockwall 
A. L. Nowlin, Supt. __ $1,200 3 2 -------- N. T. S. N., U . 8 
of T., U . of l M. ------------- ' 
W. G. Barrett, Prln.__ 765 ------
Alene Caloway_________ 540 2 
Ora Best________________ 480 ------
Rosebud (Cr. ll'h) I 
W. H . Woodley, Supt. $1,500
1
. _____ _ 
C. M. Griswold, Prin. 900 ------
Woltrie Schumachie____ 540. _____ _ 
W. M . Davis___________ 5401------
Mrs. W. H. Woodley__ 740 _____ _ 
Okla. 
4 A.B. jB. U·------------ 1 
3 -------- N. 'l'. S . N., U. 4 
of T . 
5 A.B. B. U . , U. of T. 1 
4 A.B . U. of Mich._____ 18 
3 -------- U. of T ·--------- 1 
3 U . of T. --------- ------
2 U . of Nash._____ 1 
3 U. of Mich._____ 1 
1 H., Sc._________ 7 
1 E. ---- --------- 7 
l L. ------------- ------
2 Man . Tr,______ 2 
l Sc., M·-------- 6 
l L., H. --------- 6 
2 H., M·--------- 6 
1 D. S., E._______ 6 
Rotan 
W. T. Bowers, Supt. __ U,200______ 3'h-------- S. W . T. N., U. 7 ------ H., E·--------- 5-6 
of T. 
J. H. Pelfrey, Prin.___ 800 ------ ------ - ------- ---- - -------- ----- 8 1 Sc., M. ----- 6 
Francis Horn___________ 520 ------ 2 -------- D. B . C---------- ------ ------ L., E.---------- 7 
Royse Oity (Cr. 12'h) 
J. S. Mendenhal!,Supt. n,400______ 5 A.B. B. U., Yale ____ _ 
J . R. McElroy, Prin.__ 810 ______ 6 A .B. A. C·------------
Elizabeth Dice__________ 675 3 ------ -------- -------------------
Rusk I 
H. H . Pfarr ___________ $1,350 ------ 2 -------- Lebanon U ·-----
H. C. Duff_____________ 765 l ------ -------- N . '.l'. S. N. ____ _ 
Mittie Edgeworth______ 585 1 l S. H. N. I., S. 
w. u. 
Sabinal (Cr. 7'h) 
T. L. Williams, Supt. $1,500 2% 
J. E. Mathews, Prin.__ 810 1% 
Lucile McKee___________ 675 ------
Anna Gardner___________ 675 ------
*San Angelo (Cr. 24) 
1 -------- S. H. N. I. ____ _ 
1 -------- S. W. T. N.(1915 Dip.) 











3 E., H., P.-----
2 L., E·----------
3 H., M·---------
3M., Civ. _______ _ 
2 H., Sc·---------
3 E., L·----------
1 9 P., M. _________ _ 
1 H., Civ. --------
21 E. -------------











Felix E. Smith , Supt. $2,400 --- ---W. A. Pile , Prin ______ 1,400 3 lB.S. 5 M.S. U. of T .--------- 16 ------ ----------------- -----
E. L. Nunnally ________ 1,300 ------
V. J. Smith___________ 1,200 ------
J. W . Harrison ________ 1,000 _____ _ 
N. S. Herod-----------
Elizabeth Woolworth--Christine Schott ______ _ 
Kate Knowles __________ _ 
Lula We11s-------------Bennie Barnes _________ _ 
Selma StreJt ___________ _ 









San Antonio (Cr. 29) C. S. Meek, Supt . _____ $5,000 _____ _ 
H . H. Ryan, Prin . ____ 2,700 ------
M. ,Tohnson, Vice-Prin. 1,800 ------
4 A.B. U. of T. ________ _ 8 6 M. ----- -------- S 
4 -------- U . of T. ---------
2 -------- U. of T., Col- 10 8 L. -- - ---------- 6 4 3 Man. Tr.______ 6 
umbia. 
41,i A.B. S. W. U., U. 
of C. 
3 2 Sc. -------------
3'h ------- U. of T ·--------- 6 l Alg. ------------4 B .S. u. of c._________ 12 7 Bi.. P. & H. __ _ 
4% A.B. U. of T·--------- 3 2 E. -------------
4 A.B. U. ot C·--------- 4 - ---- - E. -------------
5 M.A. U. of T.--------- 2 2 Sp., H ·--------
1 -------- U . of '.l'---------- 4 3 H . -------------
4 A.D. U. of T. _________ ------ ----- - D. S·-----------










5 A.M. Columbia ------- 22 ------ ----------------- ------5 M.A. WhltmanCollege, 
Columbia U . 
l'h -------- U. of T., U. ofC. 
7 1 ----------------- ------
23 12 Com. Work ___ _ 






An- as including 
43 
Subjects 
Schools-Teachers nual Student In Names of Insti- this Year Taught by these Daily 
Sal- - tutions Attended 1-----1 Teachers this Reci-
N or- lege In In tlons ary \ Col- 'I School Year ta-
Frederiek Abbott_ ____ _ 
Edna Allem ____________ _ 
C. W . Arlitt---- -------
ma! or Degree Sec. this 
Sch . Univ. Sch . Sch. 
-------'--------1------












Louise Brunet __________ 1,2841______ 6 B.L. U. of T._________ 16 ______ E. ------------- 5 
Janie Baskin ___________ 1,1401------ ------ ________ 
1
' U. of T . , Har-
J. C. Burleson _________ 1,044
1
______ l -------- Bra<lley PoJ.____ 2 l Man. 'rr._______ 3 
Mrs. W . P. Caine _____ 1,284 2 2 L.I. Peabody Nor .___ 13 4 L. ------------- 5 
Bennie Campbell_______ P,00• 1 1 .-------- U. cf T.______ ___ I'h l'h D. S.___________ 3 
Kittie CarlisJe __________ l
1
. 9'Ji> ______ i 4 1' B.S. U. of Columbia _______ ------ D. S.___________ 3 
Concha Chapa _________ 1,ws, 2 , ______ --- ----- --------;----- ----- 4'12! 4 Sp. ------------ 5 
M. A. Comack _________ l,284 •i ------ j 3 A.B. U. of Ky.________ 131 3M. ------------- 5 W. L. Cory ______ ______ 1,284 l'h. 3 B.A. .\"or. Col., Ind. 28 'I 3 M. ------------- 5 
Nannie Dawson _________ 1,284 :------ 2 L.I. Peabody ________ 28 15 E . ------------- 5 
it.a~~r F~~~~~~========= l,:fi====== ! ~t, B: ~~ ;L======== -----7 ~ t~: ============ ~ 
Lillie Gohmert_ ________ 1, 284 1------ • M.L. S. W. U--------- 8 7 Sten.----------- 6 
O. W. Haisley _________ 1,236 3 1 A.B. Richmond Inst .-- 6 3 H. ------------- 5 F. Hofstetter __________ 1,880 ______ , 4 -------- U. of T . _________ 
1
______ 8 Dr. ---------- 3 
:~e F~u:h:_~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~:= 1· ---~-- 1' : -~--~J~?I~ .s~~~-~~---~: 1 ____ :: 2 M. -==---------- 5 
Ora Johnson ___________ 1,284 ------ 3 B.S . B. U.------------ 8 ~ ~-- ~~=========== ~ 
F. M. HalbedL------- - 2,100 ------ 8 -------- U. Nickolsburg 30 4 ----------------- ------
1 
and Brunn and I 
Louvain . 
Florence Al!em ________ _ 1,002 ------ • B.A. Neb . , u. of T ·-- 3'h ------Ale. ------------
Kate Andrews__________ 900.------ 3 -------- c. I. A---------------- ______ D. $ ___________ _ 
~ei:1r~op~ra~~~~~~======= -i~o44 ! ====== ====== ======== ==== =============== ====== -----3 ~~s.l~ Ph~=====: 
Ella Butler_ ____ ________ 1,140:______ 4 M.A. U. of 'l'·--------- 1 4 E., Ph . ________ _ 
Mary. Cqlgate __________ l,Olnj------ i------ i-------- ----------------- -- ------ 3 E . -------------
8. Hetherington ______ __ 1,236 ------ 5 -------- Ft. Worth and 6 ------Dr. ------------
Purdu. 
~;:if!Y i:z1:;i.i~~========= ~:~!t ___ : __ 
1
====== 1======== ~~--~~-='-~-~~===== ====== : t~:. 'Aritil~==== 
K. JarrelL _____________ 1,188 ------ 2¥..-------- U. of T . , Tenn. 2 4 Alg. -----------~~lth~~t~;~~~~~~~~~~ H~ ~~~~~~ ! ===H=~~~~== 1, ~~s!1~i~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~ ~ f ~-: -~~~~~~~~~~~ Lucy Richmond ________ 1,140 ------1 3'h-------- U. of Q __________ --- --- 4 L. , H ----------Carrie Saunders _______ 1,044 ------ 4 1-------- B . F . C., U.ofT. 3 3 Alg . , E---------
Ella Stone _______ _______ l,l4Q ______ 2 -------- U. of C---------- ------1 4 E. -------------
Mary Turner_ ____ ______ 1,0441------ 3 --------Ill. St. Nor. U. 2 l D. S. __________ _ 
Adolf Uhr ______ __ _____ _ 1,380 2 ------ -------- 8. H. N. L----- 2 4 Man. Tr·------
Georgia Underwood ____ 1,140 1 1 ----- -- - U. of 'l'. , N. 'l'. ------ 41Ph., E. _______ _ 
S. N. Pearl West_ ____________ 1,284 ______ B.A. U. of T. _________ 7 1 H . , Arith . ____ _ 
!~~ea JJg::"e8============ 1 U~~I ---~-- ~'h -i>il~-B.- g: ~i ~:========= l~ l~ ~-- ~~=========== 
Otela Kelly_____________ 7441 2 1 -------- U. of C. __ _______ 3 3 D. S------------
B. Kiesewetter ________ _ l, Oll2 -- - --- 4¥., M.A . IU· of Berlin_____ 5 3 Ger. -----------
Louise Lancaster _____ _ 1,2&4 ------ 3'h --------Peabody Col. ____ 10 51h M. -------------
Bessie Mc-:-leill __ ________ 1,080' ______ ------ -------- ;U. of •r._________ 3 3M. -------------
Lenora MitchelL ______ 1,284 ------ ------ ------- - .8t. NormaL_____ 4 7 Ph. ------------
L. D. Moore ___________ 1,070 2 3 1 'IU. of C., U.ofT. 9 4 P. -------------Elizabeth Morey ______ _ 1,428______ 4'h B .A. U. of T._________ 16 12 H., Oiv. _______ _ 
Effie J. Mulford-------- 1,080 ______ 4 B.S. Kan. St. Ag .Col. 3 1 D. S------------
Mrs. J . W . Nance _____ 1,178------ 4 B .A. U . of T._________ ______ 5H. -------------
Lucie Newton __________ 1.140 4 1 -------- U. of C. _________ 15 4 H. -------------
C . Pessels-------------- 1 ,428 ------ 6 Ph.D. IU. of T., Jno. 21 20 E. ---- -- -------
Hankins. 
Otto Pfeiffer __ __ _______ 1 ,428 ------ 3 C .E. TT. 0f T ·--------- ------ J7 O. -------------
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1 ___ s_c_h_o_1a_s_t_1c_Pr_ep_ar_a_tl_o_n ___ 1_E_x_:p:.._e_rl_en_ce_:_! __ Su_b_j_ec_ts _ 1 
No. Years J No. Years as Teacher 
An- as Including ' 
nual Student In Names of Inst!· this Year Taught by these Dally 
Sal- ---------ltutlons Attended ----1 Teachers this Recl-
Schools-Teachers 
ary Col- School Year ta-
Nor- lege In In tlons 
mai or Degree Sec. this 
Sch . Univ. Sch. Sch. 
--------·- ---------l'-------1·-- ---1·------
Charlotte Ryan________ 804 ------ A.B. U. of T·--------- 1 E., L,________ 5 
Ellen Schulz ____________ 1,140 2 2'h A.B. U. of Mich._____ 8 2 B., Ag,________ & 
S. C. Smith------------ 1,140 3 3'h-------- B. U., U. of C. 6 5Bkg., com. 6 
Charlotte Stoddard ____ 1,002 1 2¥..-------- U. of T._ ________ 12 4 P.6~\ . ________ D 
Ella Stone ____ ____ ______ 1,284-_____ l'h-------- U. of T., U.ofC. 10 7 E . ---------- --- 5 
~18sy:fti~-~~========== ~:!: 1---2-- ---5-- -ii~A.-- g: ~~ ~:::::::::: ~ ~ ~: ::::::::=:::: ~ 
A . R . 'l'homas _________ 1,284 2 5 A.B. Ohio U,_________ _ 20 7 Alg. ------------ 5 
Ruby West_ ____________ 1,184 ------ 3 A.B. U. of 'l',_________ 6 1 E. ------------- f> 
~§=~~!::~~~,~~~~~~~ l.ffl l ===~== I ===~~ =~.=~~== ~~~~~~~;;~~~~~~ ====~i ::::~~ ~!(~r;~~=~~~~~~ :::::~ 
N. s. Hunsdon ___ __ __ __ 2,000 __ ____ E.M. U. of T., Colum- 21 SIMan. Tr. __ __________ _ 
bia. 
~~~~ ~~~:::::::::::: U~ ---=-- ---=-- :::::::: ila~'V"a~<i--:::::::: ----~~ ----~~ ,~~· s:::::::::::: 4 
Elizabeth Rait_ ________ 1,284 4 -------------- St. Nor. Sch. 30 161E. ------------- 5 
Wis. 
San Augustine (Cr. 15) 
W. H. Rushing, Supt. 11,500 3 B.S. S. H. N. I ., 18 11 E. -------------
Nacog. U. I 
E. M. Peters, Prin.___ 765
1 
______ ------ A.B. A. & M. _________ ------------Sc. -------------
S:~:::to~~?~~~:~-~== ,I ~c:::: ------ 1:~: 8: ~~ ~~~:::::::: -----7-----11~" ' ~::::::::::: 
C. E. Thomas, Supt. __ $1,600 1 2 A.B. S. W. 'l'. N., U. 9 4Ag. ------------
1 
of T. F. L. Flynn ____ ____ ___ 1,200 ______ , 6 A.Il. H. P. C·-------- 4 H., L. ________ _ 
Walter R . Linn________ 810 ------ · 4 -------- 20% courses in 1 M., Sc, ________ _ 
Lois Spears_____________ 720 _____ _ 1 4 A.B . u~of0~:1~:_______ 4 41
1
E. -- ------ -----
~~:~ ~~;,~ifi~~~:::::::~ ~~8:=::::1 ! ~:~: ~iir~~1eTir.-rlla::: ~ L~~."--~~- -~:::::: 
March NorvefL________ 720, ______ J 2. ll.S. U. of Okla._____ 7 l lH . -------------
Sa.fd~~0conner, Supt. ___ $1 ,200\ 2 I __ ____ --------------------------- u 3,M., Man. Tr. __ 
Lillie Anderson---------1 765 3 %!'-------- S. H. N. I,_____ 7 5 H., M. ________ _ Blanch Beck------------ 675
1
_____ _ 4 -------- u 0gf 'l'.,Sabinal 4 l L., E , __ _______ _ 
Mrs. Lottie Saylor____ 630 ______ 4 -------- U. of C., Mary------------ Sp., Ph., P. & 
Baldwin. H . 




















San Marcos (Cr. 19) I T 










Elsie Gardner__________ 680 ------ 4 A.B. B. U., U. of T. 
Corre IveY-------------- 595 ------ 4 A.B. B. U. ___________ _ 
Mrs. C. C. Wade______ 68() ____ __ 4 A.B. S. W. U·--------
Marie Jenke_________ ___ 68Q ______ 4 A.B . Warrensburg N._ 
H. H . Coxen __ __ __ _____ 1,000 ------ 4 A.B. Kan. A. & M, __ _ 
R. H. Montgomery____ 900 4 ------ -------- S. W. T. N, ____ _ 
Fred G. Erney_________ 900 3 ------ -------- S. W. T. N, ____ _ 
Julia Harris ----- ------- 900 3 2 -------- S. W. T. N., U. 
H. F . Alves ___________ _ 
San Saba (Cr. 12.'h) 
R. T . Pritchett , Supt. $1,600 
Mrs. R. T . Pritchett __ _ 765 
2 
2 
of T . 
2 -------- U. of T. ---- - ----
B.A. 
L.I. 
U. of Ala., U. 
of C. 




1 H . - ------------ 3 
1 E ., H. --------- 5 
1 L. ------ -- ----- 5 
6 Sp. ------------ 5 
2 D. E·----------- 5 l Man. Tr,_______ 5 
2 M. - - ----------- 6 
2 Sc. ------------- 5 
2iE. ------ ------- 5 
2
1
M. - - -----------










ma! or Degree 
Sch. Univ. 
Experience ! Subjects 
------1 
No. Years I 
as Teacher 
Including 




In In tions 
Sec. this 
Sch . Sch. 
----------1--- ----------1-------·1--
Miss BlerschwaJL _______ 765 2 1 A.B . N. T. s. N ·-----Miss E. Parfitt _________ 765 3 4 A.B. u. of 'f. ---------
Santa Anna 
w. J. Gayden, Supt, __ $1,300 1 2 L.I. s. H. N. I., Pea-
A. M. Freeman, Prln . 7651------
body. 
5 A.B. T. 0. u ·---------Bertha Bostick _________ 63<>1------ 3 A.B. D. B. Q, ________ 
Minnie Crouch _________ 63<) ------ 5 A.B. B. u. ____________ i 
*Seguin (Or. 16'h) 
R. E . L. Adams, Supt. $1,500 5 Ph.B. 1 s. s. at u. of 
T., Kirksville 
Nor . Mo. 
Max Weinert, Prin. ____ 1,000 
------
4 B.S. A. & M. ---------
Norah Woods __________ 765 
------
4 B.A. B. F. O, _________ 
Helen Kuehne ___________ 
------
1 4 B .A. u. of T ·---------
Seymour (Or. 131h) 
lM.A. W. E. Edelen, Supt. __ $1,500 ------ !:~: ~~n\1j~~-::~::::::: ~~/\$~~~,E~l~ri:::: ~~g :::::: 4 -------- Mont'g. Acd. ___ _ 
Pearl Mahan___________ 720 3 A.B. U. of T, ________ _ 
Mrs. W. A. Baker_____ 72fJ 1 s s . W . T, S. N., U. 
Sherman (Or. 231h) 
J. 0. Pyle, Supt, ______ $2,400 _____ _ 
W. B. Gibson, Prin . __ 1,440 _____ _ 
E. 0. Brodie ______ ____ _ 
Jas. W. Irwin __ ______ _ 
B. W. Speed-----------R. M. Carter_ ________ _ 
M. D. Fry __ ___ __ ______ _ 
Albert McLeland-------
Mary Belle Jones _____ _ 
Lula Gough ___________ _ 















I B Lit Joo . Tarlton, B . . . u. A.ll. Jnit' ;f_arlton, u. 
A B S. W. U, _______ _ 
A:B: Vanderbilt --- ---
~J: !: 3::::::::::::: 
Kans. St. M. 
'l'r. Nor. 
A.B. N. T. F . 0., N. 
T . S. N. U . of T. ________ _ 
A.B . Mary Nash.Col., I S.H.N.I. 
Mary Boyd_____________ 900 ______ 1 A.B. N. T. F. 0., I Peabody. 
900· ______ ------ -------- U. of T·---------
785 ______ 1 A.B. U. of T·---------
950 ____________________ K~~r. Man. T . 
Hortense Gregory _____ _ 
Myrtle Henderson _____ _ May Long _____________ _ 
Mattie Binkley_________ 720 ____________ A.B. Lewis Inst. Dom. 
Sc., N. T. F . 
o. 
Maude Williams________ 675 ------ ----- - A. B. Metropolitan Bs. 
0., Goodnilrht, 
Col. 
J. G. Harrell__________ 950 ------ ------ A.B . S. W . U·--------
Olara Haynes__________ 685 ------ ------ A.B. N. T. F. 0., 
Kans . M. T. 
Nor. 
John Sherman_________ 685 ----- - --------------Kans. M. T . 
Nor. 
6 2M. "Ger~======== ------ 2 L., 
15 1M., 0.--- -- ----
2 1 L., Alg., P , ____ 
------
1E .. Ph ., P. & 
H. 
------
1 H., Ger., Olv . 
6 gM., L. ---------
1 Alg., Sc. _______ 8 
8 1 L., E. __________ 
1 1 Ger., H. _______ 
25 ------ -----------------1 2 Sc., L, ________ _ 
11 4 M . -------------1 2 E., I., ________ _ 



































2 E. ---- ---------
1 E. - ----- -------
4 M. -------------
1 0.' p. ----------
71Man. Tr--------
21M. -------------
10 P .. Bot, _______ _ 
19 H. -------------
7 L. -------------
6 H. -------- -----1 Ger., Sp . ______ _ 
4 D. S .. _________ _ 
1 D. A·-----------
2 Sten. 


















Miss A. W. Jones______ 67f ------ ------ A.B. N. T. F. 0., U. ------ ------ 0., Phy. 
of Wis. Sc. 
Tr., 
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1 __ s_u_b_j_e_cts __ 
No. Years 
No. Years as Teacher 
An· as including 
nual Student in Names of Insti· this Year Taught by thes! Daily 
Sal- 1-------- tutions Attended1-----1 'l'eachers this Reci-
Schools-Teachers 
ary Col- School Year ta-~~ In \ In ~ns 
ma! or Degree Sec. this 
-----------I--- _s_c_h_. _u_n_iv_. ___ ________ ,,_s_c_h_ . . ~ ________ , __ _ 
Sinton 






foj,_T· N., U . 
C. F. Burnham, Prin. 000 ------ 3 -------- Wm. Jewell, U. I of T . 
Carrie Goldbeck-------- 675·______ 4 B.A. U. of T. ________ _ 




Smithville (Cr. 16) 
W. W. Hart, Supt .... $1,500 2 
J. K. Barry, Prin , ____ l,30Q _____ _ 
Miss E. Shepperd______ 810 ------
Miss H. B. Young_____ 720 ------
D . F arris--------------- 810 _____ _ 
Snyder (Cr. 13) 
E. A. Watson, Supt, __ $1,700 _____ _ 
B . D. Black, Prin..... 000 2 
S. L. Rives ___________ _ 
J. L. Glanville ________ _ 





J. F. Peek, Supt.----- fl,125 _____ _ 
Seth Wagnon, Prin.... 999 ------
I. B. Peek_____________ 675 ------
F. C. Val Dez._________ 810 ------
South Park , Beaumont 
(Cr. 13¥.,) 
L. R. Pietzsch, Supt. 1,800 --- ---
Earl Gough, Prin ._____ 000 ------
Jessie W~bster_________ 810 _____ _ 
Dewitt Neighbors ______ 1,000 1 
M. S . Gardner_________ 0001------
W. C. Holland _________ 1,2<Xk ____ _ 
J. O. Eisentrout _______ 1,500: _____ _ 
Lela May Hunt._______ 765·1·-----
*Stamford (Cr. 18) 
H. H. Guice, Supt. ____ $1,500 ------
F . M. Johns , Prin ..... 11,000 ------
E. E . Dyess____________ 900 ------
Martha Sanders________ 900 ------
Lillie Schloeman_______ 810 _____ _ 
Stephenville (Cr. 16) 
1 
West Va. 
--------1Wesleyan Co I. 






4 A.B. lu. of T · ---------4 A.B. U. of T .. _______ _ 














B .S. E. T. N. C.----- 20 
-------- N. T. S. N., U. 7 
of T. 
-~·-~~-- ~ . J.·.-~:-~:==== 21~ 1 
B.A. P. 0.------------
MA.·BD.. ------------------- 1841 S. C , ___________ _ 
A.B. B. U.----- ------- 2 
-------- S. C., U. of T · -- ------
lB.A. E.E. U . of T.--------- 6 
A.B . '1'. C. U,________ 2 
A.B. U. of Mich._____ 14 
-------- U. of T., S. W. 2 
T. N. 
lA.B. 6 M.Ph. Vanderbilt, U. of ' 13 
C., U. of T. I 
! ======== ~i>w~r~·-seffi~=== ~ I 
: ·:.-~~-- :: olf. TA: ·:~~~~~ :1· 
4¥., B.A. U. of Kan ....... 1 3 
4 B.A. B. U,____________ 3
1
1 
4 B.A. S. W. U , ______ __ 2 
5 B.S. U bi~~ T Colum- ------
Henry Sims, Supt, _____ $1,800 ______ ------ A.M . U . of C., Pea- 13 
body, U . of 
Nash. 
W. L. Spradling, Prin. 900 ------ ------ A.B . P . C., U .. of T . 
J . M. Barcus___ ___ ____ 72\l ______ ------ A.B. S. W . U .. B. U., 
U. of T . 
Verma Sellers___________ 810 ------ ------ A.B. U . of T, ________ _ 
Mary Marrs____________ 675 · ----- ----- - ------- U. of T., N. T . 
S. N. 
Sterling City 





H .. Civ, _______ _ 
1
1
sc., M. ________ _ 
l :E., H, ________ _ 
llSp., Alg. ______ _ 





4 Am. H. _______ _ 
2 j Sc., Alg. -------
1 E., Alg. --------
1 H ., M.---------
2 L., Ger·--------
! 





















2 M. -- -- --------- 1 
1 E ., H., Civ. , 5 
Geog. 
5 E., H . __________ 5 
1 H., Ph., P. & 5 
H., M. 
1 L., Sp._________ 6 
2 ----------------- 5 
4 Ag . , Bi.-------- ------3 D . E ,. __________ ------
5 ----------------- ------1 E., Ger.________ 6 
1 M., H,_________ 6 
1 L., H,_________ 6 
1 D. E., Sc.______ 6 
7 ----------------- ------
4 L., H----------
21H., Sc ... -------
2,E., Civ. _______ _ 
SIM.' Ph. _______ _ 
3Ger., H. ______ _ 
6 
6 
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1 
___ s_c_h_o_1a_s_t_ic_Pr_ep_a_r_a_t1_·o_n ___ I Experience I __ s_u_b_J_ec_ts _ 
1 
No. Years 
No.Years as Teacher 
An- as including 
Schools-Teachers nual Student In Names of Inst!- this Year Taught by these Daily 
Sal- -------- tutions Attended1-----1 Teachers this Reci-
ary Col- School Year ta-
Nor- lege In In tlons 
ma! or Degree Sec. this 
Sch. Univ. Sch . Sch. 
----------1--- ----------1-------·1--
Sulphur Springs (Cr.151h) 
l M., Sc. ________ _ 
2 H., E. ---------
6 
6 
F . T. Carson .• Prfn.__ 765,______ 4 B .A. S. C-------------- ------
Miss B. B. Roberts____ 6751· ------ 41h B.Llt. B. F. C--------- ------
F. V. Garrison. Supt . $2,0001______ 4 B.S. 0entral OoJ._____ 17 g M. -------------





Mrs. Lucy Holderness-- 720 ------ 2 -------- U. of O. --------- 23- _____ H., Alg ·-------
Faye Lucas------------- 720 2 --------------Pittsburg Kan .•• ------ 4 E., D. E.------
fnaate fs~::ort:========== ~1 ====== ~1h ======== ~~--~:-~:======:: -----=-----~ ~~~t:;Y-:======= 
*Sweetwater (Or. 21) I 
J. H. Bright, Supt ____ $1,800.------ ------ B.A. Grayson CoJ.____ 14 
D. A. Clark------------ 1,fJOOI------ ------ B.A. U. of Nash._____ 11 
Mrs. T. C. King _______ 1,000 ______ ------ B.S. U. of T---------- 10 
T. A. Willard __________ 1,000 ______ ------ M.A. U. of T---------- 8 
Irmer Wilson___________ 900 ------ 3 -------- T. u. (3 years)-- 3 
Etta Tharpe____________ 720 ______ ------ B.A. T. U ·------------ -----
Mrs. J. W. Overton___ 720 ______ ------ B.L. Moravian Col.-- 9 
G. 0 . Danie!_ __________ 1,GOO ____________ B.A. U. of T---------- 6 
R. W. Dodson_________ 900 ------ ------ -------- S. W. U ·-------- 7 
J. A. Robinson________ 900 ------ ------ -------- Pittsburg, Kan .. ------
May Durham----------- 720 ------ ------ -------- o. I. A. _________ ------
Taylor (Cr. 18) 





lA.B. Jos. F. Muse, Prin. ___ 1,200______ 5 A.M. T. C. U., U. of 10 
32 Miss P. F . Draper ____ _ 720 2 
Mrs. M. Doak ________ _ 900 
T., U. of 0. 
1 L.I. U . of C., Pea-
body, S. H. 
N. I. 
------ -------- U. of T., S. H. N. I. 






Mrs. Myrtle Whiteley __ 765 ------
A. F. Ruebsahrn ______ _ 855 3 
of O. 
A.B. Westminster, U. 
of T. 
3 ------- S . H. N. I., U. 
of T. 




r <r':· N., u. 
•re ague 
J. D. Bramlette, Supt. $1,800 ------ 4 B.A. Jno. Tarleton __ _ 10 
8 Mrs.O.B.Linson, Prin. 900 ______ ------ -------- B. U., S. H. N. 
I. 
D. F. Pierce------------ 855 ------ 4 B.A. B. U ·------------ 6 
5 
5 
Angie Hill______________ 765 ------ 4 B.A. B. U-------------
Jessle Wheeler---------------------- 4 B.A. B. U------------
•Temple (Or. 20%) 
W. W. Clement, Supt. $2,fJOO _____ _ 
L. O. Procter, Prin. __ 1,800 ------
J. L. Head------------- 1,440 ------L. F. McKay __________ 1,350 ------
A. D. Brodie ___________ 1,200 ------
J. 0. Mathis----------- 1.200 ------E. O. Tanner __________ 1,125 ------
0. M. Porter----------- 1,000 ------
B .A. U. of T., Oolurn- ------
b!a. 
5 M.A. T. 0. U., U. of 8 
0. 
4 B.A. tU. of 0., B. U. 12 
4 - ------- ·B. U., U. of T. 9 
4 O.E. U. of T·--------- 5 
4 B.L. B. U------------- 4 
5 M.A. U. of T.--------- 3 
4 -------- U . of T., S. W. 11 
i 8oi. A. & M. 
1 ---------------- ------
2 L. ------------- 4 
2 H. ------------- 6 
2 Sc. ------------ 4 
1 E. ------------- 5 
1 E., H ---------- 6 
2 Sp . ------------ 6 
1 M. ------------- 6 1 Commercial ___ 6 
1 Man. Tr·------- 6 
3 D. E------------ 6 
I 101 _________________ ------




13 E. , Ph.--------
1 D. E------------
1 H., Clv ·--------
2 Ger., C---------












' 6 6 
L., Psych._____ S 
6 
p. • c. ---------- 6 
8 H., Olv -------- 6 
6 M. ------------- 6 
3 Ger. ------------ 6 
3 M., L---------- 6 
2 H., Ar!th.----- 6 
1 
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Schools-Teachers nual Student in Names 
Sal- 1-------- tutions 
of Insti· this Year 'L'aught by these Dally 
Attended1-----1 'L'eachers this Reei-
ary Col-
Nor- Jege 
ma! or Degree 







Sudie Buck _____________ 1,000 
------
6 M.A. u. of T., u. of 8 
c . 
Miriam Dozier __________ 1,000 
------
B.A . u. of T·--------- 6 
Julia Pritchett_ ________ 1,000 1 B.A. s. w. '.P. N., u. 6 
of T. 
Jes ton Dickey __________ 810 
------
R.A. s. w. u ·-------- 6 
Natha Pritchett. _______ 765 2 
--------
s. w. T. N., s. 3 
w. u. 
Pauline Thornton ______ 765 
------
4 
-------- u. of 
T. _________ 3 




c. I. A.--------- 2 
I 
Terrell (Cr . 191,6) 
s. M. N. Marrs, Supt . $21000 
------
2 B.S. Nat. Nor. u ·---- 9 
J. C. Fortune, Prin .•. 1,35() ______ B.S. U. of Ala., Mo. 9 
Mil. Acad. 
Lucile Heath___________ 900 ------ 1 L.I. Peabody 0 o I., ------
Columbia. 
Tyty Mayes____________ 765 ------ 4 A.B. S. W. U ·-------- ------
J . W. Foote------------ 1,000 2 --------------Nor., City Bus. 12 
Col. 
Will W. Davis__________ 765 ------ 5 M.A. Ran-Macon, Col-
umbia. 
0. M. Morphis _________ 1,000 -----· 4 A.B. S. W. U......... 4 
Paullne Davis__________ 675 -----· 3 - ------ - 0. I. A. _________ 1 
E. E. Zook ____________ 1,125 1 3 -------- U. S. Millt.Acad. 4 
Mrs. S. M. N. Marrs.. 27(• 2 ------ -------- N. T. S. N,_____ 10 
Texarkana (Or. 22'h) 
G. H. Carpenter, Supt . ~.400 ------ 4 Ph.B. U. of N. C., U. 
of C. 
A. Smiley Dodd, Prln. 1,200 
-------- N. T. S. N., 
Okla. U., U. 
of C. Lena Burford .. _______ _ 
Vesta Burford _________ _ 810 ------765 ------
4 A.B. U. of T. ________ _ 
3 -------- C. I. A·---------
H . Ordway _____________ 1,000 2 lB. 2 0.8. Bowling G r e e n 
Bus. Univ. 
M. Moss Richardson __ _ 810 ______ 2% A.B. U. of T.---------
Bess N. Edwards .•••••• 765 •••••• 4 B.A. U. of T. _______ _ Anna Lee Cox _________ _ 765______ 5 M.A. U. of T. ________ _ 
Thos. E . Gay _________ _ 900 ------ 5 M.A. T. U .•. ----------Eugene Greenlee _______ _ 900 4 ------ -------- Okla. Oen. St. 
Nor. 
Floye Hurst.___________ 765 ______ 3 -------- U. of Ark. _____ _ 
Lillian E. Stoll--------- 675 ------ l'h -------- Neb. School of 
Bus., U. of 
Neb. 
C. L. KeY------------·· 1,000...... 2 -------- N. T. S. N., U . 
of T. 
Amy K. Sims__________ 540 ------ ---·-- B.M. Ouachita Col.. •• 
~xas City 
T.B.Blackstone, Supt. $1,800 ...... . 1+ -------- U. T·------------s. Lyon ________________ 1,000 2 2 B.L. S. W. T. N., U. 
of T. 
Mrs. Helen Bolton ____ _ 900 ------ 2i+ -------- U. of T. ________ _ Naomi Gouger _________ _ 765 ------ 4 B.A. U. of T.---------Bess•e Rassmussen ____ _ 675 2 ------ ------- - S. H. N. I. ..... 
Anna L. Maxwell •••••. 810 ------ 4 -------- U. of T. ________ _ W. G. Adrian _________ _ 1,100 2 --··-- -------- S. H. N. I., N. 
T. S. N. 
'11hree Rivers 





































22 Arith. , Psych., ·2 
Methods. 
2 Sc. -------------
6 E. -----------·· 6 
lGer., H._______ 7 
2 Commercial - --- 6 
1 Alg., L......... 7 
2 M. ------------- 7 
2 D. E · ----------- 8 
2 H., SP·-------- 7 
2 E. ------------- ------
1 ----------------- ------
3 H. 2 
2 H. ------------- 6 
1 D. E------------ 6 
3 Commercial ---- 6 
2 E. ------------- 6 
1 E. ------------- 6 
1 L. ------------- 2 
1 M. ------------- 6 
2 Man. Tr.------- 6 
2 ger .. L---------, ~ 
: s:.m:~~~~~~-~] 5 
2 Pub. Sp., Mu. ------
3 ----------------- ------31E., H........... 4 
1 M., E., H..... 6 
1 L., E., Am. H. 6 
~ 11~~·E.:~-~-~::: 4-5! 2 P., Man. Tr... 6+ 
21E., Ai·------·--I 6 
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Scholastic Preparation Experience Subject.a 
No.Years 
An- as 





of Inst!· thl8 Year Taught by these Dally 
Attendedt-----t T<>11chers this Recl-
ary Col- School Year ta-
Nor- Jege In In tlons 
ma! or Degree Sec. this 
Sch. Univ. Sch . Sch. 
T . M. McMurry , Pr1n . 
.,, . T,. 11.fol'lrlrle ________ _ 
675--=== A.cV:· T. N., s.1--2--2 M., Sc .•• ______ _ 




Thin•"" <Or . 15\ I 
fl . >'<R•H Snnt. _______ ,l , ""11------ ?14 ------- - U. of T. ________ _ 
B. M. King, Prln ._ ____ 900 ______ 2>,i, -------- -------------------
Miss M. Stroud_________ 765 4/3 ------ -------- ---- ------------ ---
Ethel Masters__________ 720 1 3% B.A. ------------------







4 H., Bkg. -------1 M . , Sc. ________ _ 
4 E. -- -- --------
1 L., Ger.--------





C. L. Sone, Supt. _____ $J,500____ __ 4 B .S. N. T. S. N._____ 21 1 L., M·---------
C. D. Battle, Prln .____ 765 2% ------ -------- N. T. S. N______ 3 2 M., Sc·--------- 5 
Lula Goode------------- 540 ______ 4 -------- B. U., S. O. ____ ------ 1 H., E----------- 5 
Mildred Hulsey_________ 540 ______ 4 -------- T. U------------- ------ ------ E., L ----------- ------
Tyler (Cr. l~) 
W. '.r. Adams, Supt. __ $2,000 1 % -------- R. M. I. Dip!. , 
I S.H.N.I.,U. 
t of Mo . 
R. D. Bryan, Prtn. ____ 1,500 2 5/9 -------- S. H. N. !._ ___ _ 
4 Ph.B. ,u. of N. c. _____ _ W. B. Owens , Jr, ______ l,200 ------
4 A.B . I' Decatur Col., B. R. J. Ratliff ____ _______ 1,150 ------
u. 0. N. Rutledge __ _____ _ 
R . N. Power ___ __ _____ _ 
E. A. Lawver _________ _ 
J. B . Bright_ _________ _ 
Miss M. L. Jones _____ _ 
Lucia Douglas _________ _ 
Alice Douglss- ---------Gertrude Faber ________ _ 
Francis Eaton ________ _ 
L. L. Thatcher--------J . L. Runge ________ ___ _ 
Mrs . Mildred Urquhart 
1,200 ------ 4 A.B. ,B. U., Col. tl. __ 
\A .B . 
1,066 ------ 6 /A.M. B. U., Brown U. 
1,000 ------ 2 -------- Jas. Millikin U.--
1,150 ------ ------ ________ ,E. T . N. C------
1,100 ------ 2 L . I. Eudocla Co I., 
Peabody. 
1,100 ----- - 2 L.I. P eabody --------
SlO ------ 4 B .A. U. of T ·---------
SlO ------ - ----- B .A. U. of T . . U.ofC. 720 ------ ______ B.A. u. of rn ________ _ 
810 ------ 2 A.B . 0. I. A. ________ _ 
865 ------ 5 A.B. U. of T ·-------- -
810 2 5'h --------Winchester Nor. 
Tenn., S. W. 
T. N., U. of C. 
Uvalde (Cr . 20%) 
A. W. Evans, Supt . ___ $2,200 --- --- ------ B.A. U bt°af. T., Colum-
0. A. Gardner, Pr1n . -- 1,080 ------ 8 -------- U. of~--------­
Berth'll Daltonc_________ 800 2 4·s.s. -------- S . H . . I., U. 
of T. 
4 B .A. S. W. U---------4 B .A. U. of T. ________ _ 
4 B.A. U . of.T .---------
3 -------- U. of T., U. of 
Ark. 
Bnrlford Weaver_______ 900 _____ _ 
Katherine Henderson___ 810 ------
Mantarlelle Yarbrough_ 765 ------J. E. Beavers __________ 1 ,000 ------
Mamie Drummond_____ 675 - -- --- 3 -------- 0. I. A , ________ _ 
Valley Mills 
J. Stone Rivet!, Supt . -- $1,125 ------ 2 A.B. Terrill OoJ. _____ _ 
,J. S. J11ckson, Prln . __ 810 3 ______________ •W. T. S. N, ____ _ 
C . D. Bohannon_______ 630 3 ------ ----- --- N. T . S. N.-----
Vernon (Or. 121,i,) 
fleo. J . Mason, Supt. $1,800______ 4 A.B. B . U·------------
T . A. Tunnell, Prln. __ 1,UQ ______ 4 A.B. S. W. U. _______ _ 
F"rd Hnd•on__________ 675 ______ ------ -------- S. W. T . N, ____ _ 


































1 M. -- ----------- 5 
SIL. ------------- 5 
3 Sc. -------------
l !Sc. ------------- 4 
1 Man. Tr-------- 5 
3 M. ------------- 5 
15 E. ------------- 5 
16 H. ------------- 4 
4•L. ------------- 4 2i'H., E,_________ 4 
l E., Ph.-------- 4 
2 D. E ·----------- 5 
1 Ger. ----------- 5 
4 E. ------------- 5 I 
13.M. 
7 Sc. -------------9 E., Sp, ________ _ 
3 M. -------------
i ~ .... ~:::::::::: 
1 Man. Tr., Ag __ 
1 D. E, __________ _ 
2 L., Am. H, ___ _ 
2 M., Sc .• ______ _ 













2 E. ------------- 5 
6 H. ------------- 6 
1 M:. ------------- 6 
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Scholastic Preparation I Experience I Subjects 
-------1 No. Years 
No. Years as Teacher 
Schools-Teachers An- as including nual Student In Names of Insti· this \:'ear '!'aught by thes• Daily 
Sal- 1-------- tutions Attended I----- Teachers this Recl-
ary Col- School Year ta-
N or- lege In In tions 
ma! or Degree Sec. this 
Sch. Univ. Sch. Sch. 
-----------1--- ------ ----1-------·I--
Mattie Sue Barton _____ 675 
------
4 A.B. s. w. u ·--------Eunice Jack ____________ 630 
------
4 A.B. B. u. ------------A. F. Winston ______ ___ 810 
------
4 A.B. B. u. ------------
*Victoria (Cr. 15'h) 
lPh.D. Geo. W. Page, Supt. __ $2 ,000 ------ ------ M.A. Bethel Col., B. 
H . c. Baker, Prin. ____ 1,200 ____________ B.A . u?0·/'l~.1~~- - -----
Marion Blanchon _______ 1,000 ______ ------ B.A. Nash. Tr. Sch. __ 
Annie L. Rogers _______ 1,000 ______ ------ B.A. 'Baker U---------
Claire Fernan__________ 810 ______ ------ B.A. U. of 'l.'·---------
S. W. Anderson ______ __ 1,000 ______ --------------Bruce Acad. ____ _ 
Lydia GohmerL_______ 630 ______ 
1 
______ B.A. U. of'!'. ________ _ 
Homer A. Miles ___ _____ 900-------------------- 8. W. 'l'. N, __ __ _ 
Louise Green___________ 630 - ----- ------ -------- C. I. A----------
*Waco (Cr . 25'h) 
B. B. Cobb, Supt. ____ $3,000 ------
E. '1'. Genheimer, Prin. 2,2'25 ------
Annie M. Forsgard ____ 1,500 ------
Belle Edmond__________ 945 ------
Nellie V. Mullen ________ 1,035 _____ _ 
Annie Mullen ___________ 83Z.50 ------
T. S. Montgomery ____ 1 ,500 ------
Marie Leslie ___________ _ 
C. 0. Calloway _______ _ 
I,ouise Gayle __________ _ 
Nellie Dancey __________ _ 
Miriam Subler _________ _ 







J. R. Barton ___________ 1,400 ------
Mrs. Miriam Butler ____ 877 .50 ------
4 B .A. U. of T ., U.ofC. 
4 Ph.B. Ohio St. U., U . 
of C. 
4%, B .Lit. U. of 'l'., 
5¥.. -------- Tuskogee 
Howard 






B.A. ·Pea body, U . of 
Nash. 
6 B.A. Grayson Col., U. 
of T. 
2¥.i -------- S. H. N. I., 
Centenary Col., 
(Ala.). 
4 Ph.B. B . U.------------
41/o B.A. U. of T., U .ofO. 
51/o B.S. U. of T., U.otc. 
5 B .A. B. U. ------------
4 -------- U . of T.,Sophian 
Gymnasium. 
5 
Vanderb!lt ------4 B.A. lA.B. L.I. U. of Nash. ,Pea-
body. 
W. D. Blair ____________ 1,260 ------ 4 B.A. S. W. U ·--------
Jennie Hylton __________ 1,300 4 - -------------St . M. Tr. Nor., 
(Pittsburg). 
Ina Burkbolter_________ 720 3 ------ -------- C. I. A ----------
Elizabeth Curriec_______ 900 3 - ----- -------- / s\Pnts~~gf.or .• 
Betty Rogers ___________ 742 .50 3 ------ -------- C. I. A.---------
L . R. Stanlleld _________ 1,400 4 11/o -------- St. M. Tr. Nor. 
G. M. Smith___________ 900 3 ------ -------- St . . M.Tr. Nor. 
C. D. Cook____________ 810 2 ------ -------- St . M. Tr. Nor. 
Frances McLoren_______ 810______ 4 B .A. B. U-------------
Mrs. R. L. Ragsdale___ 945 ______ 6 B.A. U. of T., T.O.U. 
P. L. Tyson ___________ 1,5()() ______ 6 \~.-.t: T . C . U., U.ofC. 
J. G. Willard __________ 1,400 ______ 5 )M.A. U. of T, ________ _ 
IB.A. 
R. L. Blesle ____________ 1,400 ------ 5% !M.A. U. of T, ________ _ 
B.A. 
Ophelia S. Stone______ 945 ------ 5 M.A. La . St . U. _____ _ 
W. E. Sturgeon ________ 1,400 ------ 5 B.A . T. 0. U·--------
Agnes Arbuckle_________ 675 ----- - 4 B.A. B. U·------------

















































2·E . , Commercial 
~ : ~.~: __ :========== I ·Man. Tr. ______ _ 1
1












6 M. , E ·----------







2 D . S.-----------
6 Man. Tr·------
Dr. ------------3 Man. Tr . ______ _ 
2 L . ------------ -




2 E. -------------2 M., Sc. ________ _ 
3 
E. -------------
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Scholastic Preparation Experience SubJects 
No. Years 
No. Years as Teacher 
Schools-Teachers An- as Including nual Student In Names of Inst!· this Year Taught by these Dally 
Sal- 1--------ltutlons Attended1-----1 Teachers this ~cl-
ary Ool- llchool Year ta-
Nor- Ieire In In tlons 
ma! or Degree Sec. this 
----------i·-- Sch . ~ ___ 
1 
_______ 1 __ s_ch_. _s_ch_._ 1 
______ _ 
Anita Whatley ________ _ 
Lavinia Rawlins _______ _ 
0. S. Davis ___________ _ 
810 ------ 4 B .A. U. 
810 ------ 4 B.A . U. 




*Waxahachie (Cr. 2'Z) 
G. B. Winn, Supt. ____ $2,000 1 ------ -------- S. H. N. L-----
P. J. Herndon, Prin. 1,500 3 --------------Kentucky Nor. __ _ 
R. A. Mills------------- 1,350______ 4 A.B . U . of T. _______ _ 
Pauline Watkins_______ 675 ______ 5 A.B . T . U. ________ __ _ 
Gray Moore ____________ 1,000 ------ 4 A.BB. S. w. U ·--------N. G. Landrum _______ 1,000 ______ 4 A. . S W U 
A. F. Armstrong_____ _ 720 ------ 5 lt::·. B~tle; U~;~~~~~~~ 
A. A. Scott_ ___________ 1,200 3 1 ----- --- S. W . T. N. ____ _ 
Mrs . J. M. Harris _____ 1,000 ------ 7 -------Germany, U. of 
George Newton_________ 495 5 c Ti A 
Mamie Johnson________ 720 :::::: 4 -'A:B~-- u: of c:;-,i;.-u~: 
U. of Colo. Maude B. Davis __ ___ __ 1,100 ______ ~ _A_B ___ T. U-------------
Ivy Cheatham_________ 720------ · · T. U., U. of T. 

















T. W. Stanley, Supt. __ 1$1,600 1 2 - ------ - S . H. N. r._____ 5 
W. 0. Dewees , Prin. __ 1,200 ______ - ---- - -------- ------------------- 5 V. D. Roberts__________ 810 ______ 4 B.M. U. of Ky._______ 1 
Mrs . V. D . Roberts____ MO______ 3 B .S. U. of Ky. ____________ _ 
Alma Patrick__ _______ __ 720 ----- - 4 A.B . S. W . U.___ __ ___ 4 
Mamie Walker__________ 720 3 ------ -------- N . T. S. N._____ 5 
Lois Wythe______ _______ 585 2 ------ -------- ------------------- 1 
Mildred Juniger________ 720 4 4 I~:::-. E. T. N. Q.____ 2 
G. A. McCalL_________ 720 ------ 5 /A.B. A C 
Frankie McMinn___ __ ___ 720 ______ 4 A.B. B: u:::::::::::::-----2 
P. M. Penrod__________ 720 ------ 1 -------- G. S. B . U. _____ ------
West (Cr. 12'h) 
J. P. Buck , Supt. _____ $1,350 --- ---
0 . C. Hooper, Prln . ___ 1 ,000 _____ _ 
E. R. Alexander_______ 900 ------
Mae Loven_____________ 600 ------
*Wichita Falls (Cr. 26'h)I 
Lee Clark , Supt ·------$2,400 ------
J. B. Jones, Prin . __ ___ 1,800 --- ---
M. Wynne Lay ________ _ 
Chella Hendricks ______ _ 
B . E. McG!amery _____ _ 




900 - -----T . M. Conrey _________ _ 1,050 ----- -
Etta M. Allder ________ _ 945 ------
Kathleen Beardsley_____ 900 ------Lena McKee____________ 1,035 _____ _ 
Nellie Yunk _______ ______ 1,005 - -----
C. H . Watkins_____ ____ 900 ------S . J . King_ ___ __________ 900 _____ _ 
H . A. Baker ______ ______ 1,035 ------
Jessie M. Agnew __ __ ___ 1,005 ------
-------- B. U., Ouchita 
4 A.B. B.
00J·· ------------
3 -------- B. U . ------------3 -------- U. of T. ________ _ 
6 B .A. Randolph-Macon 
B. A.), U. of 
c. 
----- --- B . U., U. of T ., 
Nat . N. U. 5 B.A. U. of T. ________ _ 
4 B.A. U. of T . ___ ___ __ _ 
4 B .A . U. of C., P . C. 4 B.A. S. W. U. _______ _ 
2 ------- - U. of Ill., Brad-
ley Inst . 
lB.A. 5'h B .S. U . of Mo .• Tr. 
4 B.A. 
6 B .A. 
4'h B.A . 
Col. of Mo . 
U. of T·--- ------
U. of Ill. , U. of 
T. l
u. of Mich . __ ___ _ 
6 B.A . IB. U . , Yale _____ _ 
5 B .A. S. 0.--- -- ---- ---6 M.S. T. U . ___________ _ 


























22 M. ------------- 4 
2 E . ------------ 4 
2 E. ----~-------- 5 
2 Ph., C-------- 5 
3 Ger., Sp._______ 6 
1 M. -------------
1 Dr., Man. Tr._ 
4 D. E. ----------
3 D- E·---------
4 L. ------------









20 ---------- - - ----
10 M. ------------- 5 
4 0., P·---------- 7 
3 Ph . , C., P .&H. 6 
1 Sp. ------------ 7 
2 D. E·---------- 6'h 4 H . , M. _________ 6 
3 E. ---- -------- 7 
2 L. ------------ 6 
4 H. ---------· 7 
2 Commercial ---- ------
3 L., M.----------
3 M. , Sc. , H . ___ _ 







1 E . ------------- 7 
1 E. ------------- 6 
1 H . - ------------ 6 
l H ., Ger·-------- 6 
1 Man. Tr._______ 6 
5 D. E.___________ 8 
1 Ger., H . , M.___ 6 
1 B . , Ph. , Sp. ___ 6 
2 L. ------------- 6 
1 M. , H·-- ------- 6 
1 M . ------------- 6 
1 p .• c . ---------- 4 
1 Music, Dr·----- ------









Schools- Teachers nual Student In Names 
Sal- 1-------- tutions 
of Insti· this Year Taught by these Dally 










------___ , _______ , __ _ 
H . P. Davis, Supt. ____ $1,100 ______ 2 B.S . T . U·------------ 21 







H .----------i~E~e L~if~re========== ~1 ---2-- ---=~ ::====== ~-·--~~-:'.:~-=~=:::: ~ w7:::~0~0u~~:.--:~;------ 450
1 
3 ------ -------- C. I. A·--------------- lD. E •••••••••••• 
J_ H. Sheppeard, Supt . $1,500_____ _ 6 A.B. '1'.C.U . , U . ofT. 
W. E. Routh, Prin.___ 900 2 3 A.B . W. '1'. S. N., S. 
c . 
C. E. Logan__________ 765 3 ------ - ------- N. 'l'. S. N._____ 2 
M. A. Westbrook______ 810 ------ 4 A .B. Nat. Nor. of 10 
Ohio. 
Marie Erhardt__________ 765 ------ -------- C. I. A.---------
Winters 
A. A. Long, Supt . ____ $1,000 -------- S. W . T. N., U. 3 
of T. 
A. M. Street, Prin.___ 680 --- --- A.B. A. & M., T. C. ------
U. 
Miss Willie Jones______ 500 ------ 2% -------- P. C·------------ ------
Florence Womach______ 480 3 ------ -------- S. H. N. I._____ 8 
Wolfe City 
J. D. Warren , Supt. __ $1,200 ------
Joel H. Berry__________ 810 ------
5 A.B. Savoy CoJ. _____ _ 
6 -------- Emerson 0 o I., 
U . of T. 
C . M. Moore___________ 585______ 5'h A.M. E. '.L'. N. C., U. 
of N. C . 
Janet Ferguson________ 585 ------ 6 A.B . U. of Nebraska_ 
wi~t11a.mDean, Supt . ____ $1,200 3 1------ -------- N. T. S. N , ____ _ 
Carl Williford, Prin.-- 810 ------ 4 A.B. S. W. U ·--------
Jean DeVoe_ ___________ 600 2 ------ -------- N. T. s. N·-----
Yoakum (Cr. 17) 
C . A. Peterson, Supt._ $1,800 ------
M . V. Peterson, Prin. 1,400 _____ _ 
Geo. F. Wilson________ 900 ------
Maude Thomas ________ _ 
Popie O!eveland--------
Erma Clegg ___________ _ 
Vera Rutherford ______ _ 






3 B.S. N. N. U. _______ _ 
3 B.S. N. N. U. _______ _ 
3 B .L. U. of T . , D. B. 
c. B .A. U. of T. ____ ____ _ 
B.A. U. of T., B. F. 
c. 
4 B.A . B. U.------------
2 ------- - U . of T ·---------



















1 L . • E·----------
2H., Ag., Ph .•• 
6 Sc., Man. Tr.--
2 E., D. E. _____ 
1 M. 
-------------
l Sc., Am. H-----




1 H ., P. & H .•.• 





2 E . , Al&' ·--------
11 M. 
--s;;:==:::::: 3 M., 






·9;;:::::::::: 2 M., 
1 D. E. -----------
tlons 
3 
6 
6 
7 
8 
4 
6 
6 
4 
5 
5 
6 
2 
5 
6 
6 
4 
6 
7 
'r 
1 
5 
6 
5 
5 
5 
5 
3 


